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a
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IINTY MAY GET
'FARMERS MAIT'CET HoTnebuilders to
On Birthday Anniversary ELECTR
COLDWATER ROAD
ICITY FOR
EMERGENCY LOANS Tuesday Night at 1Vew Hotel PASSES HALFWAY
RURAL POPULACE__qo
MAKE c

Fsiends of R. M. "Uncle Rufe"ieven r 'si; for Mayor, but, by
rerm
acekmey
b.r
e tihnagt dihdon:
Langston at one time one of the C
w
Murray had
best carpenters that ever hewed
Boone Hill. Says Tobacco a plank in Murray, gathered at his grown from a sprawling country
village to one of the best middlePrices Are Doomed Withhome on South Sixth Street Fri- sized towns in the state, by Jimout Government Aid
day and honoret; the patriachal miny!
Calloway countian's -83rd birthday
In fact, he's got grandchildren
POOL SPREADS BILLS
anniversary with a dinner big who be. thinks are just about tops
FAVORING PROGRAM enough to feed a band of Egyptian among these modern youngsters.
Hussars.
and he doesn't mind telling you
Faem Bureau and county agent's
Uncle Rafe is still a strong and that his niece, Neva Gray Langston,
officials spoke to an aggregate of husky man for all his 23 years, just about runs thrhgs down at the
more than 3,000 farmers in every He's lived in this county all his Bank of Murray.
community in Calloway county this life, and has built some houtes I Present for his birthday'celebraWeek explaining the New Farm that'll be here a good long while lion were Audrey White and Grace
Bill, preparatory to the vote Sat- yet.
Wilccx, Hazel; Mr. and Mrs. Gus
urday
wh ich
As active as a barrel 9f snakes Johnson. Mrs. Delvin Langston
will determine
' whether or not farmers of the and as full of vitamins.-.as a ripe and daughter; Neva Gray, Murray;
UnitecloStates-want the aid of the tomato, ). Uncle Rule said these Martha Broach, Oklahoma City;
Federal Gavernmont in justifying warm spring days made him_ want Mr. and Mrs. Bernice Collie, Mrs.
-the prices of farm commodities.
to get out and swing a hinnmer Lela Jones,. Burnett Lassiter. Billie'
More than 300 farmers in some 'or a handsaw again. He said he Robinson, Herschel Robinson, me
communities heard County agents never was Governor of the state, and • Mrs- Ernest Robinson, and
_Cochran and Cromwell, Soils Sec- nor
_ e.ven
. a servitor, and he never Winona Robinson,' all of Murray.
'retary 011ie Barnett, and county
„committeemen explain-- -the:- pro- ar.
1.40VFtt
gram to their satisfaction.

RK EMILDING

Nex Tuesday evening at 7:30 rooms in modern homes.
The government has insured
o'clock a large group of Murray
and Calloway . county citizens in- these housing loans and arranged
for terms under the revised act Kirksey and Concord Proterested ift slimii
gathe?,
\
lating
v
home build- so, that any family in
the most
jects Receive Attention
ing and modern' ing throughout meagre
circumstances can build
of Active Engineers
this area will
4n a giant rep a home of their own or
homes can
meeting at the club 'room in the be
built for rental purposes.
STATE HEADS WILL
basement of the Nationit,Rotel, to
Those especially invited ',So' at'Start a movement on hOme im- tend
CONTINUE PROGRAM
next
week
to
help
educate
consideration to an application for
Applications for emergency crop provement.
the public on the advantages of
a loan to build rural lines centerAs a corrollary to the recent
and feed loans for 1938 are now
This movement is motivated
"
-y this better housing program ining in Graves, Calloway and Hicka request of Stewart McDonald,. cludes the mayor and all city of- state appropriation of 42.000,006 fur
man Counties, and has outlined the being received at the county
agent's office by E. H. Parrot, administrator
of
the • Natiohal itials, bankers of the county. rural roads in Kentucky. effective
steps which must be completed
Housing Administration of Washolesale grocerymen, county and April '1, Resident Engineer S.• R.
before an allotment of funds can field supervisor of the Emergency
ington. D. C., that a voluntary city'-school officials,. club women, Andrews, chief of this district's
be made, according to, E. C. Ray, Crop and Feed Loan Section of
Better Housing'
,Program be spon- ministers, farm bureau leaders. road operatives. announced Tues-Mayfield. who has-contacted REA the Farm Credit Administration.
sored in this community. _Jack county &tart house ,officials, mem- day that work on the Coldwater
The loans will be made, as in
with reference to the system.
Sharborough, who was appointed bers and fficers of local men's grade and surface road will be 60
It will be necessary for the pro- jhe past, only to farmers who canchairman of this program in this organizations. all those interest- per cent complete by the close of
ject spoasors to obtain signed ap- knot obtain credit from. any other
eoanty by McDonald. states that ed in the vsrius home building this week. Work thus far, he said,
plications for wembership in the source. The money loaned will be
evWryone interested in building are trades and hom furni.bing busi- has consisted of smoothing,rough
cooperative as well as applications limited to the farmer's immediate
asked to altend this first meeting ness, and all or nizations. and !lands on the new right-of-way_ off
for electrical service from it. Also and actual cash needs for growing
next Tuesday evening. Murray is their representatives" which are I the old thoroughfare
„
obtain signed easements for the his 1938 crops- or for- the purchase
growing and there is a definite oivic minded in purpodit.
i Just as quickly as weather conright-of-way -for the power lines, laf feed for livestock and ,,the
need for modern homes for renA report of the progr
made ditions are such that detours are and prepare and send to REA a amount which may be loaned to
tal purposes and especially mod- at this first meeting will
The board of directors of the
ven !expedient. he said, the road crews
detailed map of at least 100 miles tiny one farmer in 1938 may not
ern
apartments
and
furnished,
In
next week's paper.
Western Kentucky Dark Fired
i will begin actual construction deof the proposed project,' showing exceed $400.
Gro,wers ,Association today anvelopment of the new road where
the area most feasible to be served
Program
Farmers
who
obtain
can
the
publicly its support of
t runs congruent to the old rightwith the allotment when and if
Only Five Weeks "Left
funds
they
need
individfrom
an
the Farm measure. declaring
it is made available.
-way.
Joe T. Lovett. former editor and
In
Subscripti
ual,
on
production
Drive
credit
association,
- only throfigh such governmental publisher of the Ledger & Times
cording to J. H. Howard, inIt will be necessary for the bank. of other concern are not
control. could the Association/Coh- and now connected with the pubman in the survey crew.
sponsors to select an attorney and eligible for crop and feed loans
Only five weeks remain in
tioie to -furnish--ranne-Y_
ed.
vloCo.ts- department-of eaten -Berry-, -inspector. ---- --orate Under
•
Richriwolia and—A. Carthe annual Vourily Seigel-Won
1av1 OT Ken= Trum the Emergency Cron- and Feed
vances to its growers.
and A. & P. stones corporations,
workmen completed the Coldwater
tucky. They have been requested -Loan Section Of the Farm Credit
campaign with such a -sensaman Announce Appro/85 average will address the Rotary Club at
It said that of the 17
bridge acrogs, Clark's River Toes"
to notify the REA Legal Division Administration. Che loans will not
tional offer of three years for
priation
to
Ready
be
advance per hundreed-pounds paid Williamstown,. Ky.. on Thursday.
day", putting i'i•Nt
of their choice as attorney so -that be made to standard rehabilitation
the
.s last span late
1240 or two years for 11.50.
By July 1
thus far currently "for nicotine- March 24. it was learned here toin the afternoo
he can be promptly approved and clients whose current needs are
and will have
The regular price of the Ledger
-diverted tobacco sOld throtigh the day.
erected the handrails by today.
sent suggested forms to be used provided for by the Farm Security Thoroughbreds to Play New • & Times is $1.00 per year.
ELABORA
TE
PLANS
--Association. the/ government was
ARE
for incorporation and for ease- Administration, formerly known as
Mexico State Tonight
'The road, a high:grade surface
Lovett, a local Rotarian, has been
Many have taken advantage
S E T FOR OPERATION ments.
respohsible for $6.25 and that influential in the sponsorship
project,' calls for a gravelled top
at 10:20 O'clock
-of
the Resettlement Administration.
'of this offer and with the few
without the 'government's justifica- responsible community enterprises
Although no retail rate for selldressing on an 18-foot , surface
remaining weeks of the camAs in the past, farmers who ob4ion the adVance would have been here and elsewhere.
"Murray State College receives ing electricity can be established
roadway. The road crew alaa made
paign many more will. The
TEAM
HAS
CHANCE
tain
OMOI gency
crop
and
feed
$1.60. /
an appropriation of $25.000 to pur- until all cost factors have been desi:schools will close their cam- „known that the last two eizi
loans
give
will
FOR
security
as
CHAMPIO
a
first
NSHIP
by the 12 members of the
Sig
of-way contracts on the Kir
chase and equip a modern farm in termined, a rate has been tenta- lien on the crop financed, or a
y
paign
tomorrow,
Friday
11,
and
boa
of directors of the Associatively suggested, under which a
road, a grade and drain project,
it has been most successful.
first lien on the livestock to be
KANSAS CITY, Mo., Mar. 9connection with the agricultural mini mum
the ,statement declared serbill of $3.00 a month
which
will run from Kirksey to\
It'd if the money borrowed is to The Murray Thoroughbreds, vicWhen in town come by the
department", Prof. A. Carman an- would
atjm that "since 1931 the Govpay for 40 kwh-about
the Mayfield -Hardin. highway. were \
- /
be used to_ produce or purchase
office on •North Fourth street
/ ernment through the Association
tor over a strong Drake University
enough to light a house and openounced today.
received by county officials 'ruesfeed for livestock.
and someone will be glad to
has furnished money for advance,
day.
The appropriation. requested by rate small applianpes.
*sere loans are made to tenants, team in the first round, remained
explain our offer to yea. The
on tobacco and by so doing
A 'project which will come.up
Speed in tneVelopment oa thfil the landlords, or others having in In the running for the - Hntlenal
_.....4
Prestoent James H. Richmond. will
ellegreign will eleot Salneday,
stabilized the tobacco market and
project depends vary largely on interest in the crops financed_ or Intercollegiat
early in the spring is the relocaApril 16, so harry and get on
e Basketball Chambe available July I_ ;938. "By prompt
in several occasions had preventcompliance .by local lead- the livestock to be fed, are retion of the Dresden road which
the hand wagon with the hunthat time," Mr. Carman adde4
td Its collapse.
Wednesday ' night
by
ers and the community with the (spired to waive their claims tn pionship
presently ties into the highway
dreds of others that are enjoy:Tor the teat .two years the Ag- Irvan Says City Arrests To- "the college,. 'expects to have
REA requests for information and favor of a lien to the Governor eliminating another strong connear Whitnell's Stdre. here, but
ing
this
offer
to
ricultural Departmeat has assisted
your
specific
home
plot
of real estate select- action. If the
tal 86 Drunks and 30
information is satis- of the Farm Credit Administration tender. the Maryville. Mo.. 'leachwhich, it was stated, will be changnewspaper-The Ledger &
ed, and by the time the fall semes- factory
us in diverting 'the surplus tobacco
Others on Minor Cases
ers, 38-30. Murray played withand the local organization until the loan is repaid.
ed to intersect the regular highway
Times.
ter begins, the farm should be adequate.
Into .nicofine products thereby
out
REA expects to be able
the services of its all-conferChecks in payment of approved
two or three miles from Murray
'strengthening the market on all
ready for operation."
to allot money to meet the entire loans • will be mailed from the ence foi ward. Burdette, who was
SHERIFF ARRESTS
near Penny's Store. The local engitobacco.
The farm will consist of not less construction
costs. No money will Regional Emergency Crop and in bed with fever.
HAM THEFT CHARGES than 200 acres, and will be the
neering- force will aid this Spring
"This same Agricultural Departbe loaned to pay for rights-of- Feed Loan Office at 315 Pine
fn beautifying projects in Trigg
working laboratory for students in. way.
ment is now offering a program to
Street. St. .Louis, Mo.
City Judge Ethan Irvart and the agriculture department
county, Howard said. There are
Results of National Collegiate
control production. in order that
It
16 men in the engineering crew
Tournament at Kansas City,
we may still receive a fair price Chief of Police Burman Parker an- will also furnish part time employnounced today the detention of ment to from 10 to
here.
•
Wednesday, March 9
for out tobacco.
30 students
86
persons on charges of drunken- who will be supervised by
County Judge J. W. Clopton indi"Unless the .growers cooperate in
a full
(Special to Ledger & Times)
cated the New Concord road prothis program, it will be impossible ness, 3 on felony charges, 8 on dis- time working superintendent.
orderly_ _ enrich ic t broaches, - and- -19
-Marshall
Washburn
-Agriettlturei-Department
—Former Superintendent of ject to be carried on by WPA
.e eutirge is-pianntngJordan 31
Simpson 29
the Government to cohUnue turn-' whisky cases since January 3.
for this farm a herd of about 2$
Mills in Tennessee ..,.tlaboro.is-now in progress of alignDelta 48 __ N. Tex. Teach. 39
This week. Nelson Banks and dairy cows; about 10 beef cattle;
ment by resident engineers. Rather
ishing money for advance to our
Succeeds Egolf
Valparaiso U
Warr'burg 44
Cecil Outland were arrested by about 20 breeding ewes; from
very much in the nature !af a
growers."
Between 3.500 and 4.000 dark to- farmer's land for raising such
Ronoake
W. Texas 34
town-to-market, rural road. it.„solll
For those reasons, the Associa- City police on charges of possess- three to five brood sows to furnish bacco and cotton growers in Cal- crops.
Penalty for a farmer's marAmbrose 38
Central State 36 -IS IMPRESSED WITH
run from Freeland's
tion said, it earnestly appealed to ing whisky illegally.
about 40 head of hogs; a flock of loway county will go- to voting keting
to the
more than his allotment of
CITY'S APPEARANCE Concord Road at the Mill
Idaho 40
N. Mexico 56
all tobacco growers 'to support the
Dick sptaear
Sheriff Ira Fox executed war- about 250 laying hens, according places Saturday to voice their of dark fired .tobacco will be oneMaryville
30
Murray 38
program in the election to be held rants today for the arrest of Mr. to Professor Carman.
Clopton said. Tom Turner and his
•
opinions on the marketing quotas half the price he received for the
Harry J. Fenton. middle-áivat a road crew are now at work on the
Saturday.
There will be constructed the imposed on the 1938
and Mrs. Cubie Chance. Solon
crop under surplus sold.
Boone Hill, Benton, president of Chance. and Charlie McCall, all necessary equipment to shelter this the AAA of 1938.
The game saw two fast breaking native of Philadelphia and for the project.
Details of the Why Are Burley Tobacco Prothe Association., Tuesday published colored, on charges of stealing livestock, including a modern dairy election are:
A dispatch from state heaalqw
quintets well matched in height last eight years superintende
. ari
nt of
ducers Barred?
a handbill, distributed by mem- four hams from C. W. Drinkard. ern and poultry house, which
'and speed, and although Mum!,
ters at Frankfort today stated that
•
1•0
the
Ideal
Hosiery
Mills in MaryWho Votes?
bers, of the agricultural offices and Two of the hams were stolen last will he equipped with standard,
The nation's supply of burley led most of the time after the first
since the Rural Highway program
Elt,ery person who grew dark to- does not exceed the normal by 10 minues, there never was any ville. Tenn., this 'week took over started two years ago,
Farm Bureau here, in which he week, and .the other two. on Mon- up-to-date facilities.
there:had
The produce of the farm will be bacco or cotton in 1937 is eligible ftve per cent, and therefore mar- certainty about the outcome until the managership of the Murray been 467 ropes of roads ditched
charged The West Kentuckian. a day night. It was a long chance
to
cast
a
weekly
used
local
for supplies at the women's
vote io the referendum, keting quotas for burley growers the final minute. After a slow hosiery mills, succeeding
newspaper, with a the Chances - took. but Sheriff Fox
William and reshaped in Kentucky"! 1,144
"gross misrepresentation of facts said he'd see they didn't get aj- dormitory, Mr. Carman stated. This or every person who received a will not be declared for the 1938 start Maryville led at the 10 minEgolf whose resignation became ef- miles graded and drained:- I:62f
about the New Farm Bill" in an other chance-with references to will include approximately 50 gal- share of a 1937 tobacco or cotton crop.
ute mark 7-5. Murray hail taken
miles resurfaced: 1.974 miles sureditorial entitled "Fixin' to Yoke hams, of course. .
lons of milk a day. 90 dozen eggs crop. The provision includes the
a 13-11 lead at the 15 minute fective two weeks ago.
faced; and a grand total of 10,Who Conducts the Elections?
ImiDediately prior to his ap- 386 miles
the Yearling*" which was published
mark and increased it to 22-15 at
In addition, Fox reported the ar- a week, in addition to dressed farmers, tenants, landowners, and
of rural roads improved.
The Calloway county referenda
poin(nent in Murray, Fenton had In
poultry and pork, and such veget- hired hands who were paid for
in the issue for March 3.
the half.
addition, there were constructed
rest of Tom Ivy. a Paducahan, on
will be in charge of the county
accepted a similar position in
ables as this climate will permit to their work with shares of tobacco
Hill said he resented farmers' a warrant
Maryville
came
back
strong
to
65 bridges of over 20 foot spans.
from Obion County.
agent and ACP committee and
be grown during all seasons.
being referred to as "Yearlins" and Tenn.,
pull up to within two points of Havana, Cuba.
or cotton. Age makes little differ. The plans for the coming year
charging him with bigamy.
referenda committees in each comThere will be sufficient work ence in the election-the ballot
as "one - gutted, one - gallused Ivy has a wife
the
Thoroughbre
ds
early
in
the
The Murray mill in capacity contemplate the completion
of munity. Each polling _center swill
near Brandon's Mill,
of
stockand sufficient machinery,pro- a 4-H club boy who cultivated
Rubes". The only way, he said, to Mrs.
a--.1
second
period;
but
Murray again production employs a payroll of work previously
a be manned by three committeeme 4
Neel Smotherman, and anstarted and such
n,
vided to furnish and produce the one-half acre plot of dark
regain a part of the lost foreign other, the
tobacco who will Check the voters, hand pulled away and held a good mar- more thin 300 persons. It.: present other projects for which funds may
warrant alleges, in the
foregoing producti.
gin to the end,
trade was through Government Tennessee
The estab- means as much as that of a
payroll is slightly in excess of be available.
farmer out ballots, and see that they
county. Union City ofIt is planned also to
are
lishment Of the farm at Murray who raised 10
help.
McKeel scored 16 points to lead 160 persons. The local plant came
ficials extradited Ivy.
acres. Rumors that placed in the box.
include in the program a number
Voting:.
as
State
in
will
opporoffer
a splendid
"The Government," Hill mainthe Murray attack. „The Thorough.' into its current form more than of
only
those
growers
wha,
signed ieneral elections, will be by secret
projects for which suffiCient
conjunction wittr the 'theft of tunity.'-for teacher training to the
tained in quote, "through a hurbreds Will meet New Mexico State two years ago after a combination
work-sheets under the ACP. will
ballot,
demonstrating
riedly set up organization made tobacco from .Duncan Ellis and extent of
in the quarter finals at 10:20 of the Benton and Paducah, mills rights-of-way may be obtained to
class be allowed to cast
ballots are false
Where to Vote?
small advances to growers on to- from the . Leslie Ellis farm about room theories and practices of
o'clock tonight Thursday). The and the transfer of operations to permit's type of construction that
10 days ago, Elmo Paine. Johnny modern scientific agriculture.
What is the Issue?
will be acceptable for maintenance
bacco and all tobacco was taken
'Each farmer is supposed to cast game Will be broadcast ovar radio this city. •
Hurt. and Roy Blanton, all colorby the Department of Highways,
The farmers will be asked his ballot in the community
care of in, 1932. In 1933 the restation
K1VU3X.
950
kilocycles.
Kanin
Fenton, who plans to move his
and this if carried out will lead
i whether or not they favor indi- which his farm is located.
duction and control program under ed youths, were held by local ofHowever, sas ., City.
wife and six children-three of to
ricers on a warrant charging them
the eventual improvement of
vidual marketing quotas which will ballots will be received in
the AAA was put into effect and
polls in
them of high'schol age. the Others
with the theft.
'practically
all important rural
limit the production of dark to- other communities. A grower who
in 1934 Association growers were
KANSAS CITY, Mo., Mar, ft- underietaosedMwu
soon.
iad .t
roads in the counties
bacco or cotton .in 1938 to the votes outside his community
given by the government through
with Murray
will Sixteen teams, representing a garity
The recently adjourned regular
irjowled .cleYr.aind,,....1.1nder-, the ..h,ave „higAaallot contested,- .”<1,1-.4f den variety of styles and a far-' tii awhich to make his permanent
tl),O RFC, an advance of $8.26 per
COUNCIL ALLOWS CLAIMS
session of the General Assembly
flung. geogiaphissar sup. swung residence and was
recently adopted Ws, the -quotas' W
,the
.
.
111 be placed in a special
especially
highest advancet;es.-ViVelK......1, aeon,
into action in second ia4iiiao
) are declared by - die Secretary:a:if velope. If the county
fele ilftierky- City Council in its
vrteragf. he said, with the number ,passed an act enabling tIte 'corncommittee.
missioner of highways to proceed
of the National Intercollegiate Bas- of paved streets in
the best market in years. This regular meeting Friday night al-. J. N. "Buddy" Ryan, well-known Agricylture when the nation's sup- on checkinethe vote, finds
a town of this
that the
.as dri effect of the control lowed claims and adjourned with- youthful
ketball Tournament today.
size. Of import too. he declared, with rural highway work in any
Murrayan, Friday pur- ply of tobacco and cotton exceeds voter is a- dark.
tobacco grower and
-program. Then came the Supreme out further action.
The list included certain quintets were the "fine school systems"
county if no agreement can be
Mayor George chased the Ryan Building, located the normal supply by five and has not voted in another communin
Court decision killing the AAA Hart was in charge
reached with, the -Fiscal Court
performances operation here.
,
on the corner of North Fourth. seven per cent respectively The ity, his vote will be included in whose first-round
stamped them as teams to watch.
and the advance on tObacco was
within 30 days after April 1. This
.
and Main, from administrators of quotas may be invalidated by one- ,he total
lowered because we no longer had
Far instance, there is Marshall —
- will prevent delays in the work
the estate of the late Joe Ryan, third the nation's growers • who
How Are the Ballots Counted?
College of Huntington. W. Va., for any league in
a control program. This brings us oring the Farm Bill. were Presi- his father, for a consideration
first round should disagreement arise in the
in- cast ballots voting against them.
The, referendum committeemen
whose razzle dazzle and shooting games
to the Farm Bill. . . Do we want dent Boone Hill, Marshall county; volving $19.700.
court.
If the necessary two-thirds ma,- will check the results as
soon
as wizardry casisted it to
ciaptrol
productiorr to
meet -W. H. Finney, Calloway; E. H. Lax,
a 67-60
According to Cecil T. Williams,
In the Murray-Drake game, the
The building Was erected in 1913 jority favorable vote is cast in the the polls close
riturday
night-marketing conditions and save our 'Calloway; W. H. Dunaway. Mcby the late Nat Ryan anti came referendum, growers will be allot- all except the contested ballots. victory over the PertliNitiaTeach- hard-driving Kentucky team was commissioner of rural highways.
ers
tobacco market by continuing to Cracken; At. Scales, Ballard arid
piloted to victocji by McKee!. cen- wide interest is being shown in the
down tO its Present.owner through ed a -poundage quota of dark to- The "ayes" and "nays" will be
gel advances from the gavernment? Carlisle; J. 13.. Wade, Graves: the family estate.
Then there is Murray (Ky.) ter ,who tallied 21
The structure is ' ince° which they May market in totaled, and sent old_ the county
points. Both projects throughout the state. '
Thoroughbre
Or do We want to produce all we JaMes E. Wilson.- Graves: - H. C. three stories high.
ds
who loped to a 47- tealhs played fast..'aggressive
1938--the national quota was set office. The boxes will'
ball.
be
plaeed
up
40
win
surplus
that
over
can and Pile
a
a good Drake UniShemwell, Graves; E. A. Hilliard,
The Murray-Drake lineups!
Spirited bidding marked the at 14-8.000.000 pounds on tobacco. under lock and
Slily-two purebred rues were
key until Monday versity quintet
will destroy Our.market as it did Dickman county; E. A. Thompson, opening
•
Murray' 47
-Pos.
of the sale with Mayor The allotnaent will be made acc8rd- and then recounted-together
Drake 441 purchased in Washington county
with
Also not to be overlooked are Burdette 6
' in /0311"
Fulton county, Ky„ and Obion George Hart doing the - aucttoneer., mg to the
f'
Suter 2 last year. 76 farmers drenched 'individual grower's past the contested ballots-and sent to Warrensburg
Members of the board of direct. county, Tenn.; S: C. Huddleston.
tMo.) Teachers; Val- Magruder 7
mg. A large crowd filled the erops, the equipment he 'has on the
F
Akrenktiel 2 their Docks; 64 per cent et • the'
state office. There the state's paraiso Ind.) Univeraity: Mexico
ors of the Dark Tobacco Amocia- Henry County. Tenn.; and E. E. courthouse yard while the
McKeel
21
C
sale hand for producing tobacco or total will
Griffity 13 lambs were standardized; five diebe tabulated. and then State and Edmon. Okla., Teachers, Gene
tn who iigned the statement faV-.
Shanklin. Weakley_COunty. Tenn. was in progress.
Bland 5 G
Norris 4 ping vats were built. 17 _farmers
cotton. and the sditability of.the
(Continued on Back Page)
all of whom looked goad enough
Hurley 2
G
Miletich 11 kept complete flock records.
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to Speak
Williamstown
In Rotary

C. Ray, Mayfield, is Now
Negotiating With REA
E. H. Parrot Will Receive
in Washington
Applications At County
Agent's Office
$3.00 PER MONTH
,
WOULD PAY BILLS NO FUNDS LOANED
MAY EXCEED $400
ministration has given preliminary
E.

MURRAY COLLECE
TO PURCHASE FARM
COSTING $25 000 00

MURRAY DEFEATS
VILLE, QUINT,
WALLOPS DRAKE

CITY AND COUNTY
OFFICIALS REPORT
USY WORK DAYS

ottnty Growers of Cotton,
-Tobacco-try-Vote on Contro

.

year in Calloway
Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
year eolfseK
wehn
etre
uckiyn

Construction Progresses
Satisfactorily in Murray_District
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NEW HOUSING ACT
FAVORS WALL MEN

_
nesses cif the cautery for repar, eligible.
- -- alteration and improvement. No
Miss Eva Mae Williams cif Free- week-e
Loans from private lending instind with Miss Orine Orr.
!Mr. and Mrs. .S. T. Paschall.
I meet at 6:30 in their own services.
land visited Wednesday with her
limit is placed en the amount of tutions for she purpose
Miss Ruth)" Lee Fletcher spent
of alteraMr. and Mrs. Elmer Paschall, which are enriching to their lives.
graddparents. M?": and Mrs. Charlie
funds which may be borrowed tion repair or improv
the
ement as. well 'Continued tram Page
week-end
with
Miss -Obi Mr. and Mrs. Hester Hugh Brown,
1. this Seca Williams of New _Providence.
from pfivate lending institutions as loans for the constru
If you have, come to Murray to
Wicker.
ction of
Mr. and Mrs. Zenner Orr of Pur- make it your home„ even for a
Mr. and Mrs. Hardie Hutson
for suds purposes. Mr-McDonald. new business structu
res have a ready has ,been planted while
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Farris and year were Sunday guests of Mr. short while you Owe it to
in- moved to Paris last Tuesday.
Little Business Man's Problem is explained. althotigh the maximum period of repayment
yourself
set under the dividual acreage allotm
family of Hazel were Sunday and Mrs. Lee Roy Kuykendall.
ents base
insurance amount of a loan ou' regulations at 5 years
Mr. and
Met by Amendment act
Mrs.
and, to your family to identify
Alford
Downy
and 32 ,days. not been determined, wheat
guests
of
Mr. 'end Mrs. J E. Orr
grow- spent Sitaiday night and Monday
any single, mace f property is $10.- The maximum permit
-Happy Jack.
of 1138
yourself with some one of our
ted finance ers a.ho find themae
lves with with Mrs. Pearl Williams and chil- and family. •
000. .
splendid churches. Some itp? been
charge for loads of both classes is acreag
e
in
excess of allotments dren. Billy Jo and Gene, and
Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Orr spent
WASHINGTON. D. C.. Feb 26-stepThe proceeds of' such Improve- equivalent to a $5 discount per
t estabMETHODIST
NOTES waiting ten years "to
may escape deductions by making daughter. Miss Novets
The ."Little „business man's" prob- ment, repair or alterna
Williams Sunday wfth Mr. and MN. ,Arlin
lished" in Murray. Coale on and
tion loans $100 original face amount of a one 0 correspondin
g
Paschal
reduct
ion
l.
and
lem of procuring funds fsr altera- from private lending mstant
Downy'
Mr.
in
the
s
,
mother
, Mrs.
join in with God's peoples
ions year.. note to be paid in equal acreage of other
Sunday. March 6. 193S
"soil-depleting' Downy of New Providence,
tions and repairs of' his establish- Which hold a-contract of
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Paschall elsJ. Mack Jenkins, Pastor,
insurance monthly installments.
It is our custom to observe the
crcps.
Misses Jean and Eva Williams Red Ma. and Mrs.
ment is Met by the new regula- with FHA may be used
Tom Wilkerson first Sunday
.
on any
Under the original ModerniseMarch
as
young
in
of
Frog
tioris of the National Housing Act existing structure such
Creek
spent Monday even- Sunday.
As in inducement ,or small
as 'garages, lion Credit Plan provisions, 'more
folks day and on this Sunday the
ing with Misses Susan. Velma, and
Amendments of 1998. according' to :service buildings. office
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lampkin reor corn- than $560000000 in modernization growers to co-operate with acrepastor will preach a special serBettie
Stewart McDonald. Federal Hous- mercial buildings, manufacturin
Jo Lax of Macedonia,
turned home from St. Louis I•J
g or tastes were insured by FHA on age allotments'. the program aumon to the young people of the
Mr. Davenport of Blood River stay.
ing Administration.
industrial building,
Mr. and Mrs. P. M. Shrader of
.
ospital s, commercial and business establish- thorizes increases of from I to 10
college and high school from the
per cenC in payments under $200 community was dismissed from
fact, the problem or procur- ihotels, clubs and other similar rnents for repairs,
Paris, Tenn., spent a few days
Mr.
alterations and
and
Mrs.
Ira
text:
Tat kIngton
"I Write to You Young Men
.
rsday sitter and family
tng ftinds for the repair. altera- structures,
Officials said.ifgwwer's,,,,.de, the hospital last ,Tha
Week-Willa Mra_alad_Mrs4-11..:.
addit tons t
were Sunday guests Because ye Are-S-trot'iga Following
non or improvement of existing
tcri-e-Ti
.
c;Ws- exceeded his beneWti,a tic ntiderlailn-r-Traiitinent for prieti- of Mr
Shrader.
Under anther pro:vision c',' the though. were loans for the addition
and
Mrs. Boyd Bedw'ell of this short sermon these young peomonia_
ii
-A_unt
'Cindy
:
commercial and induetrial estala._pew si.t.,•.0-..ift.L.I4M,__,..CatrAt1.r+4,,,.....u
___near__Brff_effy.
--Mrs. Bert litooro-swear.-ios
.
L-Aiii+IPAIP-114.-aed -NINRRITINeTTr"r"--- w teasja_o_t_1jsg__aakegl--tca-pay-thes
- •
fair-wila "be' oUr ho,nor guests at
lisfirisents. as well as securing .the loans net, in excess
Government the difference. They
of $2 500 for
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Orr and the Sacrament of the Lord's Sup- Saturday afternoon on business
financing from private institu- any single piece
.explained the deduction rates
Mrs. Connie Lamb spent last
of property for
family and Mr. and Mrs. Wayman per. they being served at
IN MEMORY ,
tions for the construction of cer- the erescsioa of
the first Week-end with her daughter,
under the subsidy program were
entu-ely new strucLillie
Young
of
Union
City
table.
and
Youth
Mrs.
is such an important Mae, and sailer. Mrs.
tain new structure, is given specific ture- are insurab
net to be confused with penalty
le. Such strucLena Cosby.
Nannie Paschall visited in the time of life, and its
treatment- in the new Mederniza- tures as garages
In
strengt
sad
but
is
h
'loving
memor
taxes
y
which
of
a
may- be imposed on
Miss Inez Shrader was in Paris
. waeside stands.
Mrs. Rebecca Paschall such an asset.
tion7 Credit Plan. Mr. McDonald gaaattne stations and
Those %tato visited in the home home
Tuesdily on businesisimilar build- dear col-amanita& Clarence . %talker- farmers' sales in excess af market Sunday,
Ulla
passed
sana
'
aeons
Ar
at
rne evening abut. tie suoject
Ma and 144"' th"'
le Z. lug quutds inese penalty taxes,
leas -r,- ee.ladrat in ries category.
Bert Moore is on the sick list
" Pawl"'
I am glad to report that "Aunt
1934:
While the Fecieral Housing Adof ,the sermon by the pastor will this week.
which may be put into egect Sunday were Mr and Mrs Cliff Lizzie"
Machinery and emapment which, God alone
Orr
is
improv
ing
at
Groome
this
kKOW6
s
and
ministration does not lend any
how we miss when approved an producers' .refson. Berthel Allen,
be: "God's Promises."
• Some of the neighbors are quiltunder the regulations. are not conwriting.
yon in this sinful world below. erenda. are
money for these ar any other purAgain we would remind our„peo- ing this week.
,2 cents a pound fur Mr. and Mrs. Ceylon Morris and
side -d a permanent past of the But
Those
deliver
ing
tobacc
we
o from ple of the importance of arrivin
know l'atate—hoav in cotton and 15 cents
daughter. Gwinna Vee and Mr.
poses. its, insurance, tinder the
g f James Erwin Myers visited in
a bushel for
structure, are not eligible f a- loan
Heaven where we all long ao g.
Preperty Improvement Credit Plan
and Mrs. W. T. Morris and fam- this community the last week were at the services at Gocco?„Bouse "on the
corn and wheat.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Lon
insurance under these Title I IwoJack
Key,
Cratic
Paschall, Oman time." We are not.
up to 10 per -cent of the aggregate
Pt
ily. Sunday afternoon visitors in
titrly 'at our Shrader Thursday night -of last
visions - of the National Hong -Peace
$1-25 An Acre
and Ivory Paschall.
ful be your silent slumber.
amounts loaned by private lending
the
Paschal
l
home
other
engage
were Mr. and
ments and surely none week.
Act, although building improveOutsid
e
the
major
cotton,
Visitor
s in the home of' Mr. and
corn, Mrs. Jack Key,
peaceful in thy grave so low.
institutions for such purposes proMessrs. Loy Nichof these are of more importance
ments _planned to take care of You no more
Hobson Shrader is in McKenzie.
Mrs. S. T. Paschall Saturday - afterwill know our heart rite, tobacco, potato and peanut ols and Ivory Paschall.
vides sufficient security and inthan to meet with God "on time." Tenn.. on business.
such installations still be eligible
produc
ing
area,
•
,
acreage will not
noon were Mesdames Nannie Pasaches, no more our sorrow know.
centive for such institutions to
The young people of the congreMs and Mrs. RuciOrph Key and
Heating systems. including stokers,
Osco Shrader,. of Paducah, is
be allotted for individual crops.
chall. Ellen Cook Lizzie .Paschall,
make such credit avarlahle
nii
gation
Mr. oil burners, coal..gas and electri
1.4o
daught
can
er,
play
Doroth
some
sort
y,
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Lon Shrader.
Love. were Sun- Holice Grooms,
c 'But we hope again to -meet you Instead, farmers will be allotted
McDonald explained.
Misses Golden of a musical instru
co
furnaces, when"made a permanent
'day
dintier
ment
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Tarkington,
are reJames Erwin Myers visited the
when the days of life have fled. acreages. for "soil depleting" crops
Under the new reguiations. ample
Berne Love Grooms, quested
Wt
part of such structures are consid- And
to meet Mr. McGavern for Puryear school Tuesday
Odie Morris and family_
in heaven with joy to greet generally.
afternoon.
and Dona Paschall.
provision is made to cover the fiHi
ered alterations' or improvements
momen
a
t just before the classes
Rudolp
h
Key
was
I'll
in
sign
off
Paris
yOU where no farwell tears
now,
Satso
look
•
nancing needs of the smaller busiThe Government will pay them
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Flutcher
for
Uis
are
re-at property and are thus
assemble, for the- purpose of or- me next week:
urday on business.
shed s -By wife and children.
entertained the young folks in this
a subsidy of $1.25 for each acre
wt
ganising a Church-school orchestra.
Misses Wilma and Pauline -Pascommunity with a musical Sunday
of their alletments, and deduct
Ur
We have so, much talent in our
chall motored to Memphis Friday
Two Bell county banks are disnight.
Fe
$1 50 for cacti excess acre planted
church and w;ne, of it ought to trilauting the,
shopping.
best seed corn availMrs. Edley Nance of Bell City
'the
to 'soil-depleting" crops.
be used to the glory of God.
Miss Oyna Kuyketidall spent the spent
able to 4-H, club members, to be
last week with her parents.
The' A.A.A. also announced that
Our children and young people paid back slater
COI
it was.aiming at holding . plantings
Co
ir•
of alt Ssoiedepleting" crops- '-1.
ret
tween 275,000.000 and 290,000,000
cot
acres. .Approarmately 307.000,000
gra
acres' were planted to such crops
1
last year
We
Goals Are Outlined
Gr
The goals for the major crops.
noi
Wheat, 62.500.000 acres; cotton.
the
between 26.000.000 and 27.000,000:
onl
poletoes, . 3.100.000 to 3,300,0,00:
COT
rice. 825.000 ' to 875.000; peanuts.
-the toughest
tin,
5O(1,000 le- 1.600:000a-berter-tm - --hernia:sabot aver
—var
bacco, 450.000 to 473,000: fireeured
beat
a
bandit
•
and 'dark, air-cused tobacco, .170,But Iestte Cassidy was one girl who foug'n:
to the draw!
ads
000 to' 180.000; cigai filler and
for a rich, glamorous,
thu
binder tobacco, 85.000 to 90.000.
love-filled life! Your Joan,
div
Georgia-Florida type 82 .tobaccs.
THRILLER!
in her most exciting role!
SMASH
Ass
2.800 to 3,090., and the remaineka
KYNE'
S
PETER B
resi
to other crops.
wit
The program calls for restoratior
tion of 6.000,000 acres of eroded
CHARLIali4ARRETT
_
land- to - grazers. - Federal payments
sho
• •S
by L•o• RE
-e,tta-beroNNorke INNOINI
PCTU
for planting such land to grass
I
COLUIASIA
boa
will be 50 cents an acre.
A
'nor
The subsidy and deduction rates,
bat;
respectively, on the various types
ern
of tobacco are: Burley. .5 and. 5
has
cents a pound: flue-cured, 1 and
on
10, .cents a pound: fire-cured and
slat
dark air-cured. 1.5 and 15 cents a
en
pound: cigar! filler 'and binder
Ild
,.]
and 10 cents a pound. and
Gallas
gia-Florida 'type 87,- 167aod,
'tact
Ii
cents a pound.
us
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"Annie Doesn't

Any

-

Live Here

Balcony 16c
• Till 5 P. M.
Except Sunday

More"

CAPITO

TODAY and FRIDAY

Balcony 16c
Till 5 P. M.
Except Sunday

SATURDAY

SHOPGIRLS CAN DREAM
OF ROMANCE,TOO!

SHE
(I-FISTED RIFF

1

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

•

4

NO LONGER DOES
WIFE HAVE TO BUILD
HOME WITHOUT ANY

1

THE FARMER AND
A "4-SQUARE ROOM"
CONVENIENCES.

But boort-6foot was A•r• boloro
•13• won it,. happloss•

Freeland News 1
More, and more radios are being
installed every day. Every one is
anxious to hear news from the
wars in other nations and wondering if they, will hear that their
cairn natio$ has gone into war
• Mr. and Mrs. Brent Hart are

The Doors

Have Opened— Modern Planning
And The Use Of Standardized Materials
Will

•

Phie You A Better
HOME
For Less Money Than Ten
Years Ago!
The Calloway Ceunty Housing
Guilii_is-pledged to assist you in your
plans, to help you with any of your
building problems, without'cost or
.
obligation. We have studied the build
ing problems and are very sincere
;n our efforts to be' of real help
to the people of Calloway County in
all their construction. We are
helping others and we can help you.
Call On Us.
•

Repairs and small new homes in rural
areas can now be financed under
.the Federal Housing
Administration Set Up. Casy Payments
—For
Help or Service Call
•

CALLOWAY COUNTY HOUSING GUI
LD
HEADQUARTERS AT, a

Calloway County
Lumber Co.
•

_Phone'72

JOAN CRAWFORD
S ER TRACY

.•

•
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HAL WRAY

Order of Reference
Calloway Circuit Court
E. H. Ross. Adrninistrator of BessGrogan: Deceased. and Bank of
Murray.
1/ .00;#
.
•
Plaintiffs
....7 -Y`
Vs. Order of Reference
Ruth Grogan, Widow. Lloyd Gr0gan. Brother. Mrs. Lloyd Grogan,
Charlie Grogan. Brother, Pansy
Grogan, Annie Walker, Sister. Lee
-•4I
..
' -.IP
Walker. J. P. Cochrane. Liquidator,
3,,,z,„ ,
--...•
Etc., and His Heirs and Creditors.
4°1°4y
•
1 Defendants
It Is ordered that this cause be
v..
:
I
referred to George Hart. Ma-ter
Commissioner of this Court to take
.-4::::::
proof of claims against thte estate
FOND
of Ben 6rogan, Deceased, and all
persons holding claims against said
estate will present their claims,
duly proven, before said Master
ci:11;
Commissioner, on or before' the
rob L 0.A* API Third Monday. in April I April 18,
MARSHAL
ALAN
Syry•Yyl
•
WHITT(
ey
DAM
by
HERTZ
1938). or be forever barred from
DAME MAT
ALAN SAXIER
R•t••,•41 'hob UNITED ARTISTS
collecting same in any other manLOUVER PLAIT •MOLT
Its
ner except through this suit
Witness my' hand as Clerk tit
said tourt. this the 9th day Or February. 1938.
COMING—
C. L. MILLER.
"Of Human Hearts"
Broadcast of 1938";
, Clerk, Calloway ,Circuit sCourt
"College Swing"

I

'

*

JOHNNY GREEN
ow.

MET,IMYLOVEA7AIN1

•

"Hurricane"

.

NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY
Virginia
Melvyn
Bruce
IN
Douglas
"ARSENE LUPIN RETURNS"

•

,••••t•

sal
tob
me
con
we
for

4

with
Alan CURTIS'iltalpi

Sweet tame"
A Musical
Feature

ter born last Friday. The little girl
has been named Linda Lou.
Mr. and Mrs. Ocus Alibritten
and daughter, Dickie Larue. of
New Providence were Tuesday
night guests of Mr. and
Mrs.
Erette Williams and son. Ronald.
New Providence.
Mrs. Linda Simmons is improved.
Mrs. Daisy Williams and daughter. Dorothy of Frog Creek. spent
Monday evening with Mrs. Linda
Simmons and Madie Simmons of
Freeland.
Mrs. Theta Wachtel of Murray
and Miss Leota Hodges of Hazel
Spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Noah Ma'yriard and children. Doily
and Raphael. neap Cedar Knob,
J. C. Williams spent Tuesday
night with Mr. and Mrs. 'Tommy
Burton and sons. John and PITI. of
New Praryldence.
_
.

int(

•

•

townwrwW94
,
01104.0044WwWW.4....
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Farm Supervisors Explain Crop Program Road
Over Calloway County Before Election

Construction Progresses
Satisfactorily in Murray District

11 WEED - ASSOCIATION Frien4 Few:Ex-Carpentei
-Mi.-old-Rally COLDWATER ROAD
On Birthday Anniversary ELECTRICITY FOR FARMERS MAY GET Homecuilders to 1-iSUPPORTS NEW BILL
FOR CROP CONTROL Friends
RURAL POPULACE EMERGENCY LOANS Tuesday Night at New Hotel PASSES HALFWAY
TO MAKE CROPS 0
IN BUILDING Ray, Mayfield, is
Boone Hill Says Tobacco
even ran for Mayor, but, by
of S. M. "Uncle. Rufe" c
Langston, at one time one of the . rac,keY' that didn't keep him from
best carpenters that ever hewed TreffreTritiering how Murray had
grown from a sprawling country
a plank in Murray, gathered at his village
to one of the best middlehome on South Sixth Street Fri- I sized towns in the state. by Jimday and honorei. the patriachal miny!
..
Calloway countian's ,83rd birthday
In fact, he's got grandchildren
anniversary with a dinner big who he' thinks are just about tops
enough to feed a band of Egyptian among these modern youngsters,
Hussars.
and he doesn't mind telling you
Uncle Rufe is still a, strong and that his niece, Neva Gray Langston,
husky man for all his 23 years. just about runs things down at the
He's lived in this county .all his Bank of Murray. '
life, and has built some houses
Present for his birthday celebrathat'll be here a good long while tion were Audrey White and Grace
yet.
Wilcox. Hazel; Mr. and Mrs. Gus
As active as a barrel of snakes Johnson; Mrs. Delvin Langston
aqd as full of vitamins as e ripe and daughter: Neva Gray, Murray:
tomato, Uncle Rufe said _these Martha Broach, Oklahoma City;
warm spring days made him want Mr. and Mrs. Bernice Collie. Mrs.
to get out and swing a hammer Lela Jones, Burnett Lassiter, Billie
or a handsaw again. He said he Robinson. Herschel Robinson, Mr.
never was Governor of- the state. ind Mrs. Ernest Robinson, and
nor even a senator, and he never Winona Robinson, all of Murray.

E. C.
Now
Negotiating With REA
in Washington
-

The government has insured
o'clock a large group of Murray
H. Parrot Will Receive and .Calloway county citizens •in- these housing loans and arranged
for terms under the revised act Kirksey and Concord ProApplications At County
terested in stimulating home build- so that
any family in the most
jects Receive Attention
Agent's Office
ing and modernizing ,throughout
meagre circumstances can build
$3.00 PER MONTH
of Active Engineers
POOL SPREADS BILLS
this area will gather in a giant lip
a home of their own or homes can
WOULD PAY BILLS
meeting at the club room in the
NO FUNDS LOANED
FAVORING PROGRAM
be built for rental purposes.
a MAY EXCEED $400 basement' of the National Hotel, to Those especially invited to at- STATE HEADS WILL
ministration has given preliminary
Start a movement on home imCONTINUE PROGRAM
Faitn Bureau and county agent's
tend next week to help educate
consideration to an application for
officials spoke to an aggregate of
Applications for emergency crop provement.
the public on the advantages of
a loan to build rural lines centerAs a corrollary to the recent
more than 3,900 farmers in every
This movement is motivated by this- better housing program infeed loans for 1938 are now
ing in Graves, Calloway and Hick- and
Community in Calloway county this
at the county a request of Stewart McDonald, eludes the mayor and all city of- state appropriation of 92.000.000 for
man Counties, and has outlined the being received
Week explaining ...the New Farm
administrator
of
the
Natiohal fitials, bankers of the' 'county, rural roads. in Kentuqky, effective
steps which must be completed agent's office by E. H. Parrot,
Bill, preparatory to the vote SatHousing Admiuistration of Wash- wholesale grocerymen, county and April 1. Resident Engineer S. H.
before an allotment of funds can field supervisor of the Emergency
urday
which
ington, D. C., that a voluntary city school officials, club women, Andrews, chief Of this district's
will
determine
be made, according to E. C. Ray, Crop and Feed Loan Section of
wpether or not farmers of the
Better Housing Program be spon- ministers, farm bureau leaders, raid operatives, announced TuesMayfield, who has contacted REA the Farm Credit Administration.
Uruted States want the aid of the
sored in this community. Jack county court house ,officials, mem- day that work on the Coldweter
The loans- will be made, as in
with reference to the system.
Federal Givernment in justifying
Sharborough, who was appointed bers and officers of local men's grade and siirface road will be 60
It will be necessary for the pro- the past, only to farmers who canthe prices of farm commodities.
chairman of this program in this organizations. all those interest- per c,ent complete by the close of
ject sponsors 'to obtain signed ap- not obtain credit from, any other
More than 300 farmers in some
county by McDonald, states that ed in the various home building this week. Work thus far. he said,
plications for membership in the source. The money loaned will be
communities heard County agents
everyone interested, in building are trades and home furnishing busi- has- consisted of smoothing rough
cooperative as well as applications limited to the farmer's immediate
Cochran and Cromwell, Soils Secasked to attend this first meeting ness, and all organizations and lands on the new right-of-way off
for electrical service from it. Also and acival cash needs for growing
retary _011ie Barnett
next Tuesday evening. Murrey is their representatives -*which are the old thoroughfare.
.
; and county
obtain- -signed easements for - the 'Isis 1938 crops or for the purchale
committeemen explain the - pro- Li
growing and there is a definite civic minded in purpose.
)
Just. as quickly as weather con-,
right-of-way for the power lines. laf feed for livestock and the
gram to their satisfaction.
need for .modern homes for ren- •
A report of the progress made ditions - are such that detours Sr.
and prepare and send to REA a -amount which may be loaned to
tal
purposes
and
especially
modat
this
first
meeting Will be given expedient, he. said. the road crews
The board of thrector3 of the
derailed map of at least 100 miles limy one farmer in 1938 may not
ern
apartments
and , furnished in next week's paper.'
Western Kentucky Dark Fired
will begin actual construction deof the proposed project, showing exceed $400.
Gr.,wers • Association today anvelopment of the new road where
the area most feasible to be served
•
Farmers
who
can
obtain
the
flounced publicly_ its support of
it- runs congruent to the old rightwith the allotment when, and if
Only Five Weeks Left
funds they peed from an individa_ of-way.
the Farm measure, declaring that
it is made available.
Joe T. Lovett. former editor and
In
Subscripti
ual,
on
production
Drive
credit
association,
only through such governmental publisher of the Ledger & Times
Acc,9rding to J. H. Howard, inIt will be necessary for the bank, or other concern are not
control could the Association cob- and now connected with the pubstrument man in the survey crew.
sponsors to select an attorney and eligible for crop and feed loans
Only five weeks remain in
tinue to furnish money for ad- lic relations department of Kro_ger
a nil :Preston Berm inepactor_ _
J H Richmond and A. Car- incorporate under the laws_ a
the annual bounty nehacteptioas
Emergeney -Crop-andfeect
%ances t43-112--grOWers.
and A. & P. steins corporations:
-workmen completed the Coicivrater
tucky.• They have been requested Loan - Section of the Farm Credit
campahrif with such a sensaman Announce ApproIt said that of the $7.85 average will address the Rotary Club at
bridge across Clarks River Tuesto notify the REA Legal Division Administration. 'She loans will not
tional offer of three years for
priation to be Ready
advance per hundreed pounds paid Williamstown,' Ky.. on Thursday.
day. putting up the last span late
of their choice as attorney so that be made to standard rehabilitation
$2.00 or two years for $1.50.
By
July
1
thus tar currently for nicotine- March 24. it was learned _here toin the afternoon, and will have he can be promptly approved and clients whose current needs are
The regular price of the Ledger
diverted tobacco sold through the day.
erected the handrails by today.
sent suggested forms to be used provided for by the Farm Security Thoroughbreds to Play New
Times is 41.00 per year.
&
ELABORATE PLANS ARE for incorporation and for easeAssociation, the government was
Mexico State Tonight
The road, a high-grade surface
Lovett, a local Rotarian, has been
Administration, formerly known as
Many have taken advantage
respohsible for $6.25 and
IS E T FOR OPERATION ments.
that influential in the sponsorship
project, calls for a gravelled top
at 10:20 O'clock
the Resettlement Administration.
at
of this offer and with the few
without the government's justifica- responsible Community enterprises
Although no retail rate for selldressing on an 18-foot surface
remaining weeks of the camAs in the past, farmers who ob"Murray State College receives ing electricity can be established
tion the advance would have been here and elsewhere.
roadway. The road crew also made
paign many more will, The
TEAM HAS CHANCE
emeigency
tain
alit)
and
feed
91.60.,
an appropriation of $2.5..000 to pun. until all cost factors have, been de- loans
known that the last twd rightWill gtve as -security a first
FOR CHAMPIONSHIP - schools will close their camSigned by the 12 members of the
of-way cOntracts on the Kirkaey
chase and equip a modern farm in termined, a rate has been tenta- hen on the crop financed, or a
paign tomorrow, Friday 11, and
board of directors of the Associatively suggested, under which a
road, i grade and drain project,
it
has been moat successful.
first
lien
on
livestock
the
KANSAS
CITY,
connection
to
be
with
Mar,
Mo.,
the
agricultural
9—
tion, the statement declared ver- minimum bill of 43.00 a month
which will run from Kirksey to
fed if the money borrowed is to The Murray Thoroughbre
When in town come by the
department-, Prof. A. .Carman an- would
batim that "since 1931 the Govds _viepay for 40 kwh—about
the Mayfield -Hardin highway, were
.
be
to
used
office
produce
or
on
purchase
,Nortki.
Fourth
street
ernment through the Association
tor over a strong Drake University
enough to light a house and openounced today.
received by county officials Tuesfeed. for livestock.
and someoee will be glad to
has furnished money for advance,
team
in
the
first
day.
round.
remained
The appropriation, requestmj_by rate small appliances.
Where
loans
are
explain
made
to tenants.
our offer to mt. The
on tobacco and by so doing hell
Speed in •development oi this! the landlords, or others having alt In the running for the. Nirtioriel
A project which will come up
Presioent James H. Richmond, will
-0009allign will elest 13004wAsy,
stabilized the tobacco market and
project depends vary largely on; interest in the crops financed or
early in the spring is the relocaAptil 16. so hurry and get on
Intercollegiate Basketball. Chambe available July -1. i938. "BY
en several occasions had preventprompt compliance by local lead- the livestock to be fed, are relion of the Dresden road which
the band wagon with the hunthat time," Mr. Carman added,
td Its collapse.
Wednesday ' night . by
ers and the community with the i quired to waive their claims In pionship
presently ties into the highway
dreds of others that are enjey"For the last two years the Ag- Is-van '
says City Arrests To- "the- college expects to have a REA requests for information
near Whitnell's Store, here, but
ana favor of a lien to the Governor eliminating another strong coning
this
offer
to
your
ricultural Department has assisted
specific
plot
bowie
of
real estate select- action. If
tal 86 Drunks and 30
the information is satis- of the Farm Credit Administration tender. the Maryville. Mo., 'leachwhich. it was stated, will be changnewspaper—The Ledger &
ed, and by the time the fall semesus in diverting The surplus tobacco
Others on Minor Cases
factory and the local organization until the loan is repaid.
ers, 38-30. Murray played withed to intersect the regular highway
Times.
Into .nicotine products thereby
ter begins, the farm should be adequate.
out
the
REA expects to be able
services of its all-conferChecks in payment of approved
two or three miles from Murray
strengthening the market on all
ready for operation."
to allot money to meet the entire loans will ..be mailed from the ence foi ward, Burdette. who was
SHERIFF ARRESTS
near Penny's Store. The local engitobacco.
,
The farm will consist °Waal less construction
costs. No money will Regional Emergency Crop and in 'bed with fever.
HAM THEFT CHARGES than 200 acres. and will be the
neering force will aid this Spring
"This same Agricultural Departbe loaned to pay for rights-of- Feed Loan Office at 315 Pine
in beautifying projects in Trigg
working laboratory for students in. way:
ment is now offering a program to
Street. St. Louis, MO.
City Judge Ethan Ii-van and the agriculture department.
Results of National Collegiate
county, Howard said. There ars
control 'production in order that
It
16 men in the engineering crew
Tournament at Kansas City.
we may still receive. a fair price Chief of Police Burman Parker an- will also furnish part time employflounced today the detention of ment to from
Wednesday, March 9
here.
for our tobacco.
10 to 30 students.
86 persons on charges of drunken- who will
County Judge J. W. Clopton indi•
be supervised by a full
Special to Ledger & Times)
cated the New Concord road prothis program it will be impossible ness, 3 on felony charges, 8 on dis- time working superintendent.
Marshall 51
Washburn 53
for the Agricultural Department of orderly conduct breaches. and 19
Former Superintendent of ject to be carried on by WPA
The college is planning to secure
Jordan 31
Simpson 29
labor is now in progress of alignfor this farm a herd of about 25
the Government to cohtinue turn.' whisky cases since January 3.
Mills
in
Tennessee
Delta 48 __ N. Tex. Teach. 39
ment by resident engineers. Rather
This week, Nelson Banks and dairy cows; about 10 beef cattle;
ishing money for advance to our
Succeeds Egolf
Valparaiso 24
_ Warr'burg 44
Cecil Outland were arrested by about 20 breeding ewes: from
very much in the nature of a
growers."
13,etween 3.500 and 4.000 dark to- farmer's land for raising such
Ronoake 38
_ W. Texas 34
town-to-market rural road. It.. will
For those reasens, the Associa- City police on charges of possess- three to five brood sows to furnish bacco and cotton growers in Calcrops. Penalty for a farmer's marIS IMPRESSED WITH
Ambrose 28
central State 36
run from Freeland's Mill to the
about 40 head of hogs; a flock of loway county will go to voting
tion said, it earnestly appealed. to ing whisky illegarry.
keting more than his allotment of
CITY'S APPEARANCE Concord
Idaho 40
N. Mexico 56
all tobacco growers to support the
Road at the Dick -pfaeas
Sheriff Ira Fox executed war- about 250 laying hens, according places Saturday to voice keir of dark fired -tobacco will-be oneMaryville
30
Murray 38
program in the election to be held rants today for the arrest of Mr. to Professor Carman.
Ctopton said. Tom Turner and his
•
opinions on the marketing crotas half the price he received for the
Harry J. Ycnion. middle-agert. a road crew are now at work on the
Saturday.
There will be constructed the imposed on the 1938
and Mrs. Cubie Chance. Solon
crop under surplus sold.
Boone Hill. Benton, president of Chance, and Charlie McCall, all necessary equipment to shelter this the AAA of 1938. Details
The game saw two fast breaking native of Philadelphia and for the project.
of the Why Are Burley Tobacco Pro. the Association„ Tuesday published colored, on charges of stealing livestock, including a modern dairy election are:
A dispatch from state heatiquari
quintets well matched in height last eight years superintende
nt of
ducers Barred?
a handbill, distributed by mem- four hams from C. W. Drinkard. barn and poultry house, which
and speed, and although Murray
ters at Frankfort today stated that
the Ideal Hosiery Mills in MaryWho Votes?
bers of the agricultural offices and Two of the hams were stolen last will be equipped with standard,
The nation's supply of burley led most of the time after the first
since the Rural Highway program
filt•ery person who grew dark to- does not exceed the normal by 10 minues, there never was any ville, Tenn.. this 'week took over started two years
Farm Bureau here, in which he week, and .the other two on Mon- up-to-date facilities.
ago, there 'had
The produce of the farm will be bacco or cotton in 1937 is eligible five per cent, and therefore mar- certainty about the outcome until the managership of the Murray been 467 miles of roads ditched
charged The West Kentuckian. a day night. It was a long chance
to
cast
a
local weekly newspaper. with a the Chances took, but Sheriff
vote in the referendum, keting quotas for burley growers the final minute. After a slow hosiery mills. succeeding
Fox used for supplies at the women's
William and reshaped in Kesituckr• 1,104
"gross misrepresentation of facts said he'd see they didn't get an- dormitory, Mr. Carman stated. This or every person who received a will not be declared for the 1938 start Maryville led at the 10 min-Egolf whose resignation became ef- miles graded and drained;.- 3,62!'
about the New Farm Bill" in an other -chance—with references to will include -approximately 50 gal- share of a 1937 tobacco or cotton crop.
ute mark 7-5. Murray 'halt taken
miles resurfaced: 1.974 miles sur,
lons of milk a day. 90 dozen eggs crop. The provision includes the
editorial entitled "Fixin' to Yoke hams, of course.-- •
a. 13-11 lead' at the 15 minute fective two
faced; and a grand-total of 10,Who Conducts the Elections?
a week, in addition to dressed farmers, tenants, landowners, and
Immediately prior to itis ap- 386 miles
the Yearling"' which was published
mark and increased it to 22-15 at
In addition, nit reported the arof rural roads improved
The Calloway county referenda
pointment in Murray. Fenton had
poultry and pork, and such veget- hired hands who were paid for
in the issue for March 3.
the half.
In addition. there were constructed
rest of Tom Ivy,'a Paducahan,'on
will be in charge of the county
accepted
ables as this climate will permit to their work with shares of tobacco
Hill said he resented farmers' a warrant
a
similar
Maryville
position
came
in
back
strong
to
i
65 bridges of ever 20 foot spans.
from Obihn County.
agent and ACP committee and
be grown during all seasons.
being referred to as "Yearlins" and
pull up to within two points cf Havana, Cuba.
or cotton. Age makes little differTenn., charging him with bigamy.
The plans for the coming year
referenda committees in each cornThere will be sufficient work ence in the election—the ballot
the
as "one - gutted,. one - gallused Ivy has a wife
Thoroughbre
ds
earl)
, in the
The Murray mill in capacity contemplate, the
of munity. Each polling center will
near Brandon's Mill,
completion of
stock and sufficient machinery pro- a 4-H club boy who
Rubes". The only way, he said, to Mrs.
second
period,
but
Murray again production employs a payroll of work
cultivated a be manned by'threecommi
Neal Smotherman, and anpreviously started and such
tteemen pulled away and held a good mar- more
vided to furnish and produce the one-half acre plot of
regent-a part of the lost foreign other, the
than 300 persons. Its present other projects for
dark tobacco who will check the
warrant alleges, in the
which funds may
voters, hand gin 'to the end,
foregoing products.
trade was through Government Tennessee
The estab- means as much as that of a
payroll is slightly r in excess of be available.
county. Union City offarmer out ballots, and see that they
It is planned also to
lishment of the farm at Murray who raised
are
help.
McKeel scored 16 points to lead 160 persons.. The local plant, came
10 acres. Rumors that placed
ficials extradited Ivy.
include in the program a number
in the box. Voting, as in the Murray attack. The
State will, offer a splendid oppor- only
.'The Government," Hill main-Thorough- into its current form more than
those growers ,who slimed grneral elections,
of projects for which sufficient
In conjunction with the theft of tunity for teacher training
will be by secret breds will meet New Mexico State two
tained in quote. "through, a hurto the work sheets under
years
after
ago
a
combination
the Acp will ballot.
tobacco from Duncan Ellis and extent ..of
demonstrating
in the quarter finals at 10:20 of the Benton and Paducah mills rights-of-way may be obtained to
riedly set up-- organization made
class be allowed
to cast ballots are false
permit a type' of construction that
Where to Vote?
small advances to growers on to- from the Leslie Ellis farm about room theories and practices of
o'clock tonight 'Thursday). The. and the transfer of operations, '
to will be
10 days ago. Elmo Paine, Johnny modern scientific agriculture.
What is the Issue? _
acceptable for maintenance
bacco and all tobacco Was taken
' iach farmer is supposed to cast,game will be broadcast oVer radio ;this city.'
Hurt, and Roy Blanton, all colorby the Department of Highways,
The farmers will " be asked his ballot in the community in station KMBX. 950 kilocycles.
'care of .in 1932. In 1933 the reKanFenton, who plans to move his and this if
carried out will lead
whether or not they favor indi- which his farm is located. However,
duction and control program under ed youths. were held by local ofsas City.
'
wife and six children—three of
^
ficers on a warrant charging them
to the eventual improvement of
vidual marketing quotas which will ballots will be received
the AAA was put into -effect and
in polls in
them of high schol age -the others
with tpe theft,
practically
all important
' limit the froduction of dark to- other communities A grower
KANSAS CITY, Mo., Mar. 9-- under—to Murray
rural
in 1934 Association growers were
who
' soon, ',aid he roads
in the counties,
bacco or cotton in 1938 to the votes outside his community
given by the government through
will Sixteen teams, representing a gar- was pleased with Murray as a city
The recently adjourned regular
anticipated demand. Under the have his ballot contested,
the . RFC. an advance of $8.26 per
COUNCIL ALLOWS 'CLAIMS
and it (Jen variety of styles and a far- ,i. u‘iii-koli.r..44.-taake
hr.AS::: Ai-. pounds.
4..N.c
recently adopted AAA, the 419otae.
This was the
,
plated in a special en- flung geographical. setup.' twtifit reiiRence
was..43804ffiritSr sot`l
are declared by the Secretary of velo-Pe. If the
'1' chest advence received and made
L.tr.s.ta...,..* .17;
The Murray City Council in its
county committee. into action...in second round games pressed, he said, with the number.
missioner of highways to peoceed
of the National IntePcollegiate Bas- of paved streets
the best market in years. This regular meeting Friday night alin a town of this
'"
. Buddy Ryan. well-known Agriculture when the nation's sup- on checking the vote, finds that the
J. N
an
h rural hrtthway work in any
came as
ketball Tournament today.,
effect of the control lowed claims and adjourned
size. Of import too, he ,declared,
with- youthful Murrayan, Friday pure ply of tobacco and Cotton exceeds voter is a dark tobacco grower and
program. Then came the Supreme out further action.
The list included certain quintets were the "fine school
county if no agreement can be
Mayor George chased the Ryan Building, located the normal supply by five and has not voted in another COMMUTIsystems" in
Colirt decision killing the AAA Hart was in charge
whose
reached with the Fiecal Court
first-round ' performances operatioe here
on the corner of North Fourth seven per cent respectively. The ity, his vote will be included in
,
'stamped them as teams to watch.
.and the advance on tobacco was
within 30 days after April I. This
and Main, from administrators of quotas may be invalidated by one- the. total
•
". •
lowered because we no tenger had
F6r instance, there is Marshall
will prevent delays in the work
the estate of the late Joe Ryan, third the nation's growers who
How Are the Ballot( Counted?
•a control program. This brings us oring the Farm Bill
College of Huntington, W. Va., for' any league
were Presi- his father, for a consideration ire cast ballots voting against them.
in - first round should disagreement arise in the
The referendum committeemen
whose razzle dazzle and shooting games.
to the Farm Bill. . . . Do we want dent Boone Hill, Marshall county; volving
court.
If the necessary - two-thirds ma- VW check the results
$19.700.
•
as
soon
as
production to .meet W. H. Finney, Calloway;
to ceptrol
According to Cecil T. Williams,
In the Murray-Drake game, the
E. H. Lax.
The building was erected in 1913, Aprils- favorable ioite is cast in the the polls close Saturday night-- wizardry carried it to a 137-60
marketing conditions and- save our Calloway; W. H.
Dunaway. Mc- by the late Nat Ryan and came referendum, grower* will be allot- all except the contested , ballots_ victory over the Peru(NebiTeach- hard-driving Kentucky team'.was commissioner of rural highways,
ers
.tobacco market by continuing to Cracked; A. C. Jones, Ballard and down to its present owner
piloted to victory by McKee!. Cen- wide interest is being shown in the
through et'
Poundage quota of dark to- The "ayes" and "nays" will be
Then there is Murray (Ky.) ter, who tallied
get advances from the government? Carlisle; J.
Wade, Graves; the family estate. The structure is bacco, which they may market in totaled. 'and sent
21 points. Both projects- ttiroughout the state.
to the county Thoroughbreds who loped to
Or do we want to produce all we James E. Wilson. Graves: H. C. three stories high.
a 47- teams played fast.- aggressive b'ail.
1938—the national quota was set office. The boxes will
be placed 40 win bver a g,- c'd Drake
can and pile up a surplus that Shemi.vell, Graves; E. A. Billiard.
uniThe. Idurray-Drake -lineups:
Spirited
bidding
marlsed the at-1481/00,000 pounds on tobacco. under lock and key until
Sixty-two purebred rams- wen, -"-MoridaY. versity.quintet.
will destroy our. markei es it did Hickman county: E. A. Thomp;on, opening
mtutay 47
of the sale with mayor The allotment will be made accord- and then recOunted—lo
Pos.
Drake 40 purchased in Washington einiqty
gether
with
in 193117
Also not to be overlooked are Burdette 6
Fulton county, Ky., and Obion George Hart doing Mt auctioneer- ing to
the individual grower's past the contested ballots—and sent
Suter 2 last year: 76 farmers drenched
Members of the board of direct- county. Tenn.; S.
- to Warrensburg (Mo.) Teachers; Val- Magruder 7
C. Huddleston, ing.
F
A large crowd filled the crops, the equipment he has on the state office.
Akrenkriel 2 their flocks, 64 per cent of the
There the state's paraiso Ind.) University: Mexico
ors of the Dark Tobacco Associe- Henry County. Tenn.; and
McKee! 21
E. E. •courthouse yard while the sale hand for producing' tobacco
C
Griffity 13 lambs were standardized; five dieor total will be tabulated, and then State and Erbrion. Okla.. Teachers,
tom Who 'signed the statement fav- Shanklin, Weakley County. Tenn. was in progress,
Gene Bland 5 G
cotton, and the suitability of the
Norris 4 ping vats were Molt; rf farmers
(Continued on Back Page)
all of whom looked good enough
Is'. 1
Hurley 2
G
Miletich 11 kept complete flock records.

Prices Are Doomed Without Government Aid

E.

vett to Speak
At Williamstown
In Rotary Program

'MURRAY COLLEGE
TO PURCHASE FARM
COSTING $25,000.00

ky

ighest
al over
iandit
Irowl

MURRAY DEFEATS
MARYVILLE QUINT;
WALLOPS DRAKE

CITY AND COUNTY
OFFICIALS REPORT
BUSY WORK DAYS

County Growers of Cotton,
Tobacco to Vote on Control

Fenton Becomes
New Manager Of
Hosiery Workers

Buddy Ryan Buys
Ryan Building For
$19,700
Friday
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HAZEL NEWS
Mrs. Mattie Ray
Funeral services were held Sunday afternoon at 230 o'clock at
the Mt Pleasant Methodist Church
for Mi-. Mattie Wilson Ray wife
of Madison Ray. who died Saturday afternoon about 2 o'clock as
her home in west Hazel foll.,wing
a long-period of illness of complications.
•
Mrs Say was a member of the
Hamel Chureh .4-Chrast. - andloved and admired for her ferny
guod deeds' of kindness
She is
survived by her, husband. Madison
Ray. arid three 'grandchildren and
a number of nieces•aavd nephews._
beesides a host of friends to mourn
-hag going.,
--------- The funeral - nten---were conducted by Brother Charlie Sweatt
Interment was in tire church cemetery.

D.
T 0 Gibbous, C T AU britten. L L. Miller. and
Will
Jones.
Active pallbearers were
here
sons. Hurdle. Hailer' and
Hoyt Lamb, and grandsons. U. S.
Lamb, Joe 'Hall Franco. and Gene
James
Interinent was in Hazel
Cemetery in the presence of a
large crowd.

Fsdgc
Mrs. Bob Maddox of Murray isPliNer
in Hazer this week visiting her
daughter. Mrs. Floyd Fudge. and
her, sister, Mrs. John Shirley.
• Mrs. Joe Chailion le:, :as: week!
for Detroit. Mich.. where she will ;
visit
her
children
for a few
weeks
Mrs. DnIaltys Wilson and Miss
Opal Wilson of the North Fork
section were in Hazel Saturday to
visit relatives and friends
Oscar. (be son of Mrs. M. Denham...4s
to his bed with

ducah Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. M. Chunn who has been
seriously Ill at his home for the
past 10 days, is re‘pDrted to be improving.
Boyd Neely,- Thomas Turnbow. Bob miller. Carlton Wwnn,
Laurine Curd, Virginia
Miller,
Gei airline Mikstead and others
whose names we failed to get attended the basketball game between Murray and Westerh at
Bowling Green Saturday eight.
Royce Jones, who lives on the
Teoneesee side and attends Putyear high school, recently won a
wed medal for being the best allaround athlete in Henry county
school.

chestnut posts. Hard stoveweed
PA a rick. Also good enamel
hand buggy for sale.
Laynten
Falwell, on
Old
Newburg
Reed.
MS,
..
FOR RENT-7-room house. Newly decorated.
Next to Baptist
church, on South 3rd Street, See
Retail* Parley, North'5th St. tie

•
paste. Holds tight yet can remove two pieces of paper stuck
together without tearing. Large
Age Jar. 35c. At Ledger &
Times Office.

Ana
throwing in free trees in every
bill. Send In your orders or drive
over to Nursery and get youi
trees. Write for price list and ta
particulars.
0. Piper, Clinton.
Ky.
A3c

BROOM CORN SEED. Tall and
SQUARE DEAL FOR SALE-Good farm at Cherry.
Short variety
BROOM SHOP. 110 Main St. at good house, outbuildings; 123 acres
Railroad Crossing Murray, Ken- of land. Also have house and lot
A2Ip on Olive Street. Site Mrs. Effie
FOR RENT-nicely furnished bed- tucky.
Byers at 1104 Olive St.
rooms, choice or nownstaus or
lp
upstairs. Reasonable prices. Mrs. MULES FOR SALE -We net there
Get). Hart.
tic in every week, come in any day. FOR SALE-1929 Chevrolet Coach,,
good tires, and good conditia.
W., 0. Mc
We sell our stock
FOR RENT-3-room apt., not furn- Swain, Paris, Tenn.
M3ip Price, $50. See Hillman Cole.;
ished.
Three room furnished
at Midway, between Murray anti
gitrag4 apartment, both on W. FOR
SALE-Battery Radio in ex- Hazel.
lp
Main St. Mrs. John Ryan. pnone
Will
condition.
Mrs.
cellent
58-J
tfc -Barnett. 307 N. 5th St
SALE- One
FOR
John
Deere
-- Model B Tractor. Good condi.'
WE RECONDITION Automobile HELM'S Chicks-Officially Bloodunit. See Scott,Lassiter. Phone
Motors; Repair burst cylinders. tested. •Goveriunitat ApprowedSSW
cracked water jackets; bursted Highest Livability 1937 contest.
and cracked cylinder heads; 'cyl- Champion pen Mina's Contest
inder
regrinding, not
honing; January. Pedigreed Sired MatOPENING IN FEED
crank-shaft grinding.
All work 'ings. Free
Bulletin.
Brooding
BUSINESS
gueranteed.
TURNER'S Garage HELM'S HATCHERY. Paducah,
an
A28p Nationally knoun company utii
Automobile Machine, !APP. Ky.
Mart local man in Feed Business.
Coldwater, Ky.
bl24p
STEADY- kVARK
COOP PAY No -inVegUneni ne•eded. Seme-lazatSALESMAN WANTED-A reliable RELIABLE MAN WANTED to experiende desirable. MUM lave
ear. Chenee to make EU per month
Dealer for HEBERLING ROUTE call on farmers In East Calloway at stark
and much more later.
of 1500 to 2000 Families, Write County. No experience or cap- Local manager will explain depersonall
Quickly.
y. Address Box 2984,
ital required_ Make up to $12 a tails
care of this paper.
G. C HEBERLING CO.
day. Write MR THOMAS., P. 0.
Dept. 1033 Bloomington. Ill. .lid3c
Box 1062. Lexingten. KY.
IP Name

Mrs. Joe Wilson. 78
airs. Joe Wilson. 78, died at tile'
family home on Hazel' Route -2
last Wednesday., She is survived
by her husbancl,Ahree__sone. _Ivan
of Bowling Gieen. Walter- of El
Reno. Okla.. and Calvin of this 'nal* Moller of Paducah was
county: three. daughters, Mrs. in azel Monday on business.
Leonard Craig of Flint. Mich..
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wright of
Mrs. Bert Mocre,_ and Mrs. W. _W:. Sount Hazel_bacL _as_ their _visitors
7-fleas' Hazen four .broth- last week W. F. Sparks of Ruthers. J. D. Nix. Eton Nix, Bun Nix. erfoal. Tenn.-_an.- uncle ol
Mr.
and. Mark___Nix..... one
Wrialata- Loan- •TioaseLay-..inea __all
Maine St. Jorin•of this county: two nmtored Over to Calvert City and
grandchildren and a number of visited in thefionle of ,Mrs. Anna
nieces and nephews.
Smith. and ',II their arrival there
Funeral services were held from found an old neignjanr_and friend.
Three girls from the Murray
Mount Pleasant with 'Elder K. G. Mrs. 'Fannie Cooper, had died.
Ms. Sallie Lamb, 75'
Marporie Kane, Patsy Kell • Alen training School have been.selected
Minn. Hazel, C. B. Clayton.- her Mrs. Cooper and Mrs. Wright were
Mrs, Sallie Lamb 95, widow of
Moo bray in "Merry We Live," at to sing in the all-State chorus at
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Spring and

EASTER

Are Almost Here
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departed ones.
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Spring will see the erection of many new monuments in Calloway County after a winter during which the
condition of the ground
made it impossible to work in many plots.
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The Utmost in Service
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' The March Winds Will Soon Dry Up- the Countryside
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14,eads and relatives a few days. shining array of their new equip- 1 and
'homes Phelps.
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Herndon ment.
Week-end visitors in the homes
First aild Second Grade
/
To the delight of the seventh
of G E. and Garvin Linville st're of Mayfield spent Sunday with her
First grade horior roll for last
Mrs. Amy Taylor. Mr. and Mrs. parents, _Mr- and Mrs. Comus and eighth grades, their room is week was as follows
: Joe Dyer.
now dressed up with new window
▪ .Fred Taylor. J. W. Salmon. Gay- Alexander.
Gerald Holland, Imogene'Outland,
shades.
Miss Virginia' Stuart and Harrel
len Jackson .of Buchanan. Tens..
Julia Ann Holland, Jenette WalsThe entire school rejoiced this
Slewart left Sunday for Fort
and W. N. Taylor.
ton. Elina Dean Hensley, and Earl
week
upon
the arrival of our long Tucker. Second
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Gruibbs. Mr. Wayne. Ind., to make their home
grade: Betty Robawaited new library books.
and Mrs. Luther Freeland and with their father, Harry Stuart.
erts, Ronald Thompson, Frank
An independent basketball tour- Brando
son. Elwyn. visited
Howard Honey happened to a
in
Paris.
n, Jack Roberts and Ralph
Tenn.. Sunday afternoon.
painful accident one day last week ney will be held at Kirksey March Harris. W have a new picture for
17. 18. and 19. If you like to go to
,Mrs. ,Nellie Oliver' of New Prov- while cleaning out fence rows.
our room, we bought it with part
He a ball
game. just because you like of our seed
idence visited Mrs. Ocie Grubbs struck his leg with a hoe.
In the issue of "The West Kentuckian" dated March
money.
He is to
3, there appeared an Editorial, headed "Fixin'
see a good balketball game and
and Mr. Grubbs one day last week. doing nicely' after Doctor
Some are glad and Some are sad
Stark not because
to Yoke the Yearlins." This whole article is a gross misrep
you think you should but we finish
Mr, Mabel Stom and children. treated him.-Red Bird.
resentation of facts about the'"New Farm Bill."
our school .term this
support a particular team, then be week.
It was written either through ignorance or in the interest of
some one whose income is not derived from
sure and attend these independthe -farm.
Fifth and Sixth Grade News
ent games.
By Lucille Wells
Honor Roll
We are very busy this week takIn the first place I regent farmers being referred to as
The 'honor roll for the fourth ing
tests. Friday is our last day
ferred to the farmers as "One-gutted, One-gallused Rubes "Yearling." In the same article the editor reSIX weeks is as follows:
of school. We have had a yery
." Surely the editcr's interests are not with
Seniors: Mary Elizabeth John- successf
the farmer.
ul school this year., The
son. Gladys Hawks Maurine Rog- ones
that have attended school
ers, James Potts. Juniors: Rob- every
day this year are as follows:
Why should he be so anxious to advise the farmers to
ert Carlton, Harry Dumglas, Joe Bernice
Carraway. Falay McClure.
tobacco market? Surely he is not familiar with the tobacco vote against a program that has saved the
Jones. Richard Mills, Aliese James. Linda
situation. Let me call the attention of tobacco
Dyer. Larue Colson, and Rusgrowers to a few facts before you make up your _minds
Kathleen Myers. Mary. Belle Pace, sell
on the "New Farm Bill."
Adams. We have eight new
and Sue Marine.
Sophomores: library \books. They are very
inMeredith Story. L. C. Miller, terestin
In the fall of 1932 the tobacco market was at the bottom.
g to read.
Thousands of pounds of tobacco were
James Carlton. , Freshmen: Charles
placed on the floors and not a bid could be had. Conditions
We plan to go on a picnic Friwere serious. Farmers became desperate.
D. Clark. Eighth grade: Angie day.
Something had to be done.
D. Myers. Leon Jones. Frances
Miller.
Seventh
grade: Laura
The Government, through a hurriedly set up organization,
Lynn Radford. Agnes Greenfield,
Most of the hybrid seed corn
bacco and all tobacco was taken care of. This advance was increamade small advances to growers on toLorraine James. Fourth
grade: raised by Hart cOunty's younger
sed the next year. In 1933 the reduction Ii
and control program under the A.A.A. was put into effect
Wanda Jean Brooks, Catherine farmers, the Utopia club members,
and
in 1934 we were givan by the governWilliams. Martha Fulton. Third has sold at good prices.
ment through the R.F.C., an advance of $8.26 per hundr
ed pounds. This was the highest advance regrade: Jewel Edward McCallon,
ceived and made the best market in years. This came as
an effect of the control program. Then came
Mary Alice Wilson. Second grade:
the Supreme Court decision, killing the A.A.A. and the advan
Read the Clitsstfled Column.
ce on tobatco was lowered

I
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Round About News
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Dexter News
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STAR TENA DID IT!"
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ECO
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•
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irteighbbi's.

kirksey High News-IChikrlotte

To The Growers of
Western Kentucky

1

'

because we
no longer had a control program. This brings us to the new
Do we want to control production to meet marketing condit "Farm Bill." What are we facing today?
ing to get'advances from the government? Or do we want ions and save our tobacco market by continuto produce all we can and pile up a surplus
that will destroy our market as it did in 1931?

Close Out Sale!

Times
A Day

We are facing a serious situation. We have lost a large part
of our foreign trade. How are we going
to regain it? There is just one way and that is through gover
nment help. Thirty per cent of import duty
is set aside to take care of farm crops and a part of this
is for tobacco. The only way to get this is to cooperate with the government.

• AFFORDS GREAT SAVINGS
IN ALL LINES

You Should Take Advantage of the Healthbuilding, -Energy Building Qualities of

There is no such thing as the government yoking us. We
are the government and we are just cooperating in our own organization. This "Farm Bill" was deman
ded
by farm organizations through farm
leaders. Our Congressmen studied this bill seriously and
carefully for they knew they would be held
accountable for it.

Protect your plants with good canvas at Lowes
t
Price in five years. 1 yard a14d,4 mite -41"Y

Pasteurized

The editor sayUwe are small growers. This is true and
is especially fixed to take care of,.
the small grower for the small grower will not be reduced
as much as the large grower.

SAVE ON WORK CLOTHING
IN THE BASEMENT

Milk ...
and enjoy the invigorating farm-fresh flavor of
Su nburst—the Perfect Health Food. During the
years' of service, year after year, we have improved equipment and methods through scientific
-research. Now we offer you the purest, richest
milk ever sold.

I appeal to the growers of West Kentucky to study this bill carefu
lly. Don't be misled by some one'
not looking to your interest. If you vote this program
out you will have no protection for your market.
Your government advance will be withheld and instead
of the government yoking us the money-interests
will reyoke us and we will again be at the mercy of the speculator.
I'm not trying to tell you how to vote
but I want to appeal to you to think seriously before.you do
vote. The government through crop control
has helped us to build up our market and if we vote this bill 'out
the tobacco industry in viest Kentucky
is gone.

Campaign for funds for crippled children
will
start Easter Sunday. I hope the ministers of
the
county will mention it from the pulpits. The epidemic last summer depleted- the funds until
hospital facilities cannot carry on the treatments.

BOONE HILL

Murray Milk Products Co. T. 0.
TURNER

President, Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association

Telephone 191
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built five feet higher giving More
head for-- power • and five feet
would double the power•

Cole's Camp Ground

Still looking for a snow.
for Danville. Va.,, Friday afternoon Lovie Byrd Saturday evening night with Louise Byrd.
Mrs Bessie Sills and her daughwhere Mr. Hughes will be employ- while
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Hale spi
Jake and leanza Forrest and
Hbw are you enjoying this ter are quiltince They have quilteil
- et
ed at a doughnut shop operated Robert
Contributions to this column
Byrd went to Murray. It the week-end with teeir daugie
three quilts in the last two week
March
weather
The
e
-Gilber
by
a,
month
tsvele.
came
By
buildin
upon topics of interest are alg
by his brother-in-law,terve Cain.
was a bad day to go but Love Mrs. Oscar King.
ways welcome. They de not
the dam er the upper site it would in like a lames but we are hoping
Sarah Thempateu colored a quilt
ONE OF THEM
William Vernon Futrell had as
necessarily express tne views
Bug went just the same.
save 40.000 acres of land; would that It doesn't go out like a lion. lining Monday. I am telling yen
his guests Sunday, James E.
of this newspaper.
save Eggner's Ferry bridge and There is an old saying which in the 'Wind sure was cold standin
Say Free, I am going to take
g
I must have been a little "dopey" Hughes, Billie and Edwin Robinconnecting roads in southwest Ken- part we repeat: When the mouth punching the dye pot. This is
Sat- last week during my columnewrit- sonnZuell Franklin Lockhart, Billie a guess at who 'you are. If I am
There is a lot of dam trouble in
tucky: the ecot of building the of March had gone a cow ran over urday and some warmer
and Clarence Hodges. All report- not mistaken, your initials are N. F.
but it '- ing period. As the audienc
Washington. but the taxpayers will
e dis- ed
We wish to expiess our sincere
dam here would by $40.000.000 in- the field kicking up her heels, say- raining and stormy.
a good time.
Mrs. Bettie Finney is visiting thanks
have plenty of trouble indefini
ered
Monday
night,
*orris
ing she was epruud sel March had
tely stead of 4.1t2.090.000.
to our many friends and
Car"Aunt
Charity" Parker -is still her daughter, Mrs Lovie Byrd. We
if the wasteful expenditure of
Mrs. Sarah Thompem quilted a ter and Josephine Frankli
neighbors during the short 'Brice
passed so she could pick green
n perabout the same.
=Atone of ututeeteary dollars mins • It May be Ai these fellows will
quilt this week.
have her visit Potterare
glad
to
formed
the
at
college
Vass. This statement made March
rather then
and- death of my beloved husband
'
.
Some one said there was the town.
tinue to be applied on the Gil- fuss around a while longer this
Ray Harrington delivered his Charles Baugh and Allen Cash.
We extend our especiefl thanks
.
project eney be !topped until reason mad and it borrowed 12 days from
largest crowd in Murray fourth
heetsville Dane
tobacco this week. He got $8.25 and "If at first you don't silenced, try
Gray Roberts, Earl Barley. Tel- the Rev. R. F. Gregory for _his
comes lealEk to our people and a April to blow a tree down on the
Monday that there has been in a
t10 per hundred.
again." These two will positively
lus Fitts and Wade Roberts left comforting words and also Dr.
The 'Big Three" of the TVA have location up
good while. Cotton-Top was in
Rob
in the narrow valley cow. I left before the tree feell.
fallen out amulets themselves. This be agreed
for Detroit Saturday.
Ray Steele and liegnan . Oliver
Mason and Ronald Churchill. We
Baby Ray Harrington is doing appear tonight at 8:15 in the col- that crowd.
upon.
lege auditorium. Instead of printing
hauled two loads of tobacco" for fine. He can wan..
has been going on'for months.
thatilt
also
the
donors
of
the
beu
a Folks, you should have seen
It is now gardening time and
The upper site with a 5-foot Raymond Perry
their program again, I will offer we,
Congress made a mistake in aplast week.
e
hope. the, weather will permit Buddie McNutt, Hoyt Phillipt and tiful floral offerings and to te.
Well. I hope everybody will go
pointing a board that the Presi- elevation advantage will perpetuMr. and Mrs. Guy Moore had
the one performed Monday night ue to
sending
cards
and
letters of
J. D. Roberts breaking in the
start ordering the ground.
to the polls nd isote for Hppy
dent cannot fire or control. These ate a 9-foot stage to Pickwick as their guests Sunday Mrs. Belleby Carter and Miss Franklin_
See you next, week.-Cotton-Top. skating rink Saturday night. I pathy.-Mrs. Hollis Norman
Chandler for I think he has done
fellows are an independent agency. dam. approximately 182 miles up- ville and -children of Paris. Tents.
Morris Carter.. a trombonist,
think they were broke in instead her mother. Mrs. Ethel Miller
stream.
-ereettirelteeinerily by the size
Ottis Moore and family were their more for the poor people than any played
first Barate "Andante et
the skating rink.
body
else..
Should
the
dam
their appr. pr:anon
be built at the guests Monday night and Roney
These • felAllegro"; Miss Franklin at the
Mrs.
J. W. Petrrs was able to
Sntiff types predominated sit a
Gaberts
As
vele
site it would necessi- Wean and family. Mrs. Drinkard
new,, is scarce
lows are lepesiing monumental folelll go for violin then interpr
.
eted Godard's
go to town Saturday.
dark tobacco show held at eilass
lies and Individually each wants to tate a full lake for navigation, leav- and datighter canted .at the home this time. It will soon be musseling
How's
. everybody after another
. Sonata for violin and piano. Op.
Louise Byrd spent last Wednes- field. Willie Turpin of Calloway
ing no room ,to -release waters for Tuesday. The guests enjoyed fresh time then you can hear Paddlefoot
be the "head-.
2, through the following move- week-end! Seems as if we are day night with kende Hale.
county won the grand champion- •
First: A soil conservation and flood control and would be use pork.
hollow far and near, ha, ha.
ments: "Andante: Allegro vivace," going to have some pretty weather.
Robert Finney spenteast Wednes- ship on a sample of heavy snutt
erosion controle so expensive in less for power production In I
-Popeye.
Jess Cutuenghane and Lenard
"Intermez16--e- vivace," "Andante I hope so for I don't like to go day night with Mr nad Mrs. Rob- leaf. Eighty-nine samples
example that but few land own- course of a few years navigation Harker neve been busy um
were tx- - •
week
quasi adagio," and "Allegro." In visiting in the rain.
ert Byrd.
hibited in the largest show in
errs can faller:Pi or ropy pa aimpli. dams would have to be erected in
wood_
Nora Forrott
.Me.,
fled method cf gully stopping ee, the area 40 miles below Pickwick
Mrs.. Hillard Blalock and Miss
trombone rendition of Wagner's
seeding to cover crease
Hozelle en y were recent dinner
Immiz
222
z2=2=====azr
song from Tannhaueer, "Song to
The extension of tee dams to, If Senator Barkley had not conguests of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
the Evening Star." and Samuel
the broad valleys ef the One wiN ceived the selfish idea of pulling t
I
was
it)
the
Ledger
y.
Pen i
& Times of- Rousseau's "Piece Concertante";
unnecessarily cause destruction of the da
darn to Ms home town of . Mr. Belcher
has been very ill fice Saturday p. m. Saw "Jots Miss Franklin in succession
40,000 acres of the lower Tennessee Paducah. we. probably would have
played
by
John"
and "Roily". Gene had Ernest
this week.
Bloch's
"Vidui (Contribuvallep between the designated site beeh making progress cm the dam
Mabry Travis and Hillare Bla- gone to Bowling Green as a .'fan" tion) from
the suite "Baal Schem,"
on northern 'Tennessee State line. at the upper site which would have lock
Were business visitors in Pa- John's especiel editorlal page 'on Franz Ries'
"Adagio" from Suite
40. miles to .Gifbertsville. with the been a saving of r5.000000 and at ducah
page 2 is more than worth read- recently!
in G major Op. 34, and de Fella:
ieea of connecting it with a dam the same time would have about
Henry Oglesby . was a business ing. Great impleavement.
Kreeler's "Dense Espagnole )La
a
cientse Ohio at Smitheind. thereby better methods of flood control.
vine* in Murray Friday.
Vida Brevet". Carter closed the
destroying 400..000 acres of the power production. and means of
Truman Oliver made a busineks
Even if it was program with an interpretation of
best corn land in,the USA as well navigatidh.• I Wonder if Barkley
trip near Providence last Saturday.
raining, parking Saint-Saens' Cavatine with
as covering west Kentucky coal is willing to dam the Ohio.. with While
the
in that aeighborhood, he was
space
was a movements, "Allegro," **Andante,"
free"
, and spar mines in the Cum- the Cumberland. Tr
adewat.
er. a breakfast guest of his sister. hers.
thing
of
ht- land. Tradewater. Green River and Green rivers and their- tributhe and "Allegro" again.
Clovis Grubbs. and Mr. Grubbs.
past. Autos and
valleys.
The program was unusual in that
taries' If not -he can. settle it on
.
J. D.- Drinkard worked- the road
.
trucks by the no really
.This Gebertsville project Will the upper site which will prevent
classic music was prenear here Friday. We are glad that
multiplied them- sented. Well-performed
also destroy 100 miles of improved this terrible, loss of . resouces in
and interJ. D. is getting along so well.
sands. Forty esting in its scope,
highway and 35 miles of 'raidread west Kentucky. including Coal
the recital was
Mrs. Myrtle Edwards attended
years -ago s we received favorab
• whictie will in turn . des-40y 'triode fields. spar and other- minerals vast
ly by the audia meeting at the Camp Ground
"parked" -our ence.
areas bordering these stresense ,esen agricultural lands and prevent the
Sunday aternoun.
teams, wagons.
wurces of -community .eenters in upsetting • -of ail coesp_tegej, these
s OQIII forget .the recital. ThursdayRobert.-.Edwards. visited Sunday and buggne around
Court
-.-.Kentrettity*leas
nighte with Charles Baugh and•Ale
with Mr. Belcher who is ill.
in mud and water: torse hitched to
- , be - unnecessarily reduced. '
It will not hurt for me to be
len Caste as soloists. Your presence
Pete Hutchens and Bob Petty posts with leg -chains!
Don't make is
• This Super dam will, -crife $T12.- wrong on thus questio
appreeiated and desired.
n, but time have been visiting a few w‘eks me 440, I've
-got the eooth aches__
000_09.9e . Our people are asleep- willearove-that le
Did you know that Helen - Rife,
am --net far -ofn -with Mr.- and Mrs. Jim Simmone
Chailee
Heiner
will
preach at of
they 'don't think it twill. be done. in my estimation
of this terrible while Mrs. Petty has been in Paris, Kirksey Sunday
the College Training School
morning at 10:45
but every reixel of the- TVA states' damaet which will
orchestra, hies been invited.to play
cisme ts our. Tenn,
hits,„
and
in
the
evening
at 7:30 o'clock.
that as their Jenson for mesting mune.?
with the first violin section of
Mrs. Carlie Steele is able to be John H. Briiin will
s•
preach at
down to the Gilbertsville site.
--T 0. TURNER
about her house work now* Mrs Tipton Groee
at tite-serne-tican. the NatienaLiligh_School-Oreeestra-----The upper stle of the Aurora
,Steele,
in St. Louis this month! Two hun'were d6 thank you for These young ministers
are
dam would save our valley. "mad
ad
?••••
--greens-yeere settle_ _
2ro1leges.„__----e
'Make 'primary- -potisee ,e-needetureewcrrk rtniterea.s
erefeess
prett-ii . old
'performers in. the United
About the busiest place in MurGilbertsville dam - will not It is driven Rockcas
.-eieest'ro
le
tle county farmers now since you have another little ray is the
county agent's office on States have been selected to play
at the head of the 9-fost navigation to buying
high-geade breeding niece to calleyou aunt.
the third floor of the Cotut together- at the Music Educators'
stage from the Ohio: it can be stock
for thatt purpose
Mrs. Colic Simmons visited in House, Jelin
T. Cochran and hu Na t i on a 1 Conference Thursday,r— the home of her uncle and aunt, "force" haven't
time to pick up March 31, in St. Louis. Mies Hire,
see
see
Mr. and Mrs. Wade Oliver. of their hat and
bonnet when the probably through her 'Superior'
Hazel. recently. She also visited March winds
blow them sky- rating at the state contest in Lexhoc grandparents who live with winding.
ington last year, was invited to
the Cheers, and her cousin, Leota
Just suppose Murray did , peat play with the orchestra. Cec•od
'VYankees Are
Tfea--get
:
- ---she-fetibits' a- -fine time, have .a .county
agent, Murtay litee Helen!
This
CHAMPIONS
Several plant beds have
Corlk
llegP
erod
Lu
The Seal-test
igch
tsr Cu..
& Stater T
c
ocher
ea
, s
"rising
young
hi l com
ve m
bee
unn- 1.11
Ice musical star" program begins at
1 ity. Here. weather continues fate plant.
hosiery mills. weterworke. 9 p. m., not at 9:30 as. I erroneo
usly
! °rabies I:sguess ire) • will soon he fire-works,
police station.
announced last week. It is on the
ll hearing "Old Beck" called on.
Would•be like e-Tis the last roset national hook-up.
-Sweet Pea,
summer. left ,blooming alone: all
Next Sunday 'afternoon on' the
her lovely companione are faded Columbia
I
Symphony Program Josef
and
gone."
DIGGS MOTOR
Hofmann will be piano soloist in
The
Holly Springs CCC Canna Chopin's E minor
COMPANY'S
concerto: _The
Mr and Mrs. Ray Haringlon's (Mississippi) has planted '700.000 programs, begins' at 2 o'clock.• •
lute child that suffered burns is short leaf pine seedlings: a total
On the_Ford program Jose Iturbi,
area of 800 acres of old abandon- pianist,
rnproving
will be soloist. These two
Mrs. Murtie Steel. Mrs. Patsie ed farm fields, according to an item pianists are among else- finest
of
in The South Reporter. Holly
leny. Mrs. Beache Outland, Mrs.
living artists, Don't miss this opSprings. Miss of whie? Cyrnis
are CHAMPION,
!teethe Sills,. Mrs. One Hampton.
portunity!
Curd and Mrs. Curd Goldie Mcsod Mrs. Sarah Thompson visited
Istuierc• Week is comine-April
Kee]) are editors.
.Priced $59.00 -414( -up. 200 units
Mrs. Bertha Harrington to see her
8-11 Help bring Murray rare and
Mrs. Frank. 161arine who was 92
ilay: Ray, who Was • severely
better musical standards. Show
on 'March 9, was complime
to select Trom -'
at your own price
•. irned. He is pitiful. We hope he on
i her birthday by folks of ('l8- interest by attending.
on gets well.
Until next week-so long!
water. Will you approximee is,
Miss Mary Louease and Hugh age of 927
Oh no. honey!
;ray and James Harrington went. Burnie
Gingles said- that Alben
we their grandmother Sunday Barkleyeis the head
Phone 472
man that made
West Wood St.
fternoon.
Kentucky a Democrat state. A
su m looks like we are going
Popeye is hauling e ried today. girl mid: "Ma. if I
never marry
will I be an old maid.-like Aunt to have some real March weather
Sise And if I do marry will I with one day warm and the next
have a husband like Daddy?" Her one cold and rainy.
John Poyner is on the sick list
li f4.- :eat!. YL-5.--' yet. este- In a baa
this week.
fix!"
.
I
Johrmie Hughes burned a plant
The eseful. beautiful song birds
ynees. Friday
sr ri corning in frum -the far Stith bed Pat -"Boron
incl. -Quails have all been mar- James E.. Adolean. Hilda, and Lu•-red. Anybody that kills song ther Hughes spent the day with
.rds is • as black at heart as 'ili Mrs. Poyner. ,
Mr. and. MIS.---B4F0fr Peyner had
•Iiiek eat-on a cal ptte-- .-ist enZe
as their Friday dinner guests.
ight* on the dark of the moorel
"Poop Deck" ''axt" me if fret Johnnie Hughes- and children. Mr,
The Life of Any Home or Building
killed. A lawyer. need to s• and Mrs.' Toy Hughes and chilDepends Usfon the Permanency of
ererian on lee witness stand: "Him dren, and Mrs. Lake Hall. Mr. and ,
its Foundation.
"
Id are you?" She said. "60".. Age Mrs Toy Hughes and children left
e
you married? ' She said!'"No,
yet-.
You
con
build
this
I. C. U. later -"Eagle"
home under the revised
•
Your lealdne roof will drive ydar wife
F.H.A.—Borrow up to
to distraction with
_In Life and in Business, Depends
Upon the Creation of a Permanent
the worry of spoiled furnishints -..- those things
90 per cent of the value
that yotrt
Financial Independence for Yourself With
of your home.
have een years in acquiring.
Thomas and James Erwin Myers
„ The Ford Copper-Bound Roof will banish
.ietted in -Puryear Thursday night
25 YEARS TO PAY
from your nome
last week.
those
worries
and
at the same time will add a touch of beauty
BACK
Len Shrader was in Paris Monthat can only come from this modern type
,iy -on business.
of roof protection.
Come in for details.
Mrs. Connie Lamb is spending
Absolute security under all weather
conditions is obtained with the
s few days with her daughte
Let
r.
firm grip; of a copper lock that positive
relies Mae Lamb,
ly binds
together the exposed edges of
13ert Moore, Luther Fame :and
URBAN G. STARKS
the shingles.
Lester Farris were in Paris Me/fLet us examine your roof before
ray.
or WALLIS KEYS
it reaches,
Ales. SeLheisLemb died e§eiturciay
iii•.itiengtv".1rite.hf; se‘
rVicii oRered you
- efaueister in
without charge or obligation.assist you with your
'it. Louis,' Mcee'She
_
Is also the
plans.
nother of.-iedifk leliinb of Hazel
.ticl Mrs. -Estelle France of Route
-ne.
De,,tInp.d
M mom(*aural by fo,c1Roth.9 Pesinsmi Co, altar)
•
Inez Shrader has returned home
eter erefew days' visit with
rid 'Solis George Weeder of ParMAY
es
,
Phone 262
• The farmers qf this cernmenity
.took a great part in the irerieul.. II:rat meeting Monday night Two
East Depot St,
handled and six intended
Murray
Kentucky%
Will see you next week.
S
•• •
Planning to buy piireisre.d etock
during 1938. Elliott ceunty fermens
are surveying registered animals
1%/.*•IM/MMMN......r.••••
LINDELL Al GIUND
now -In the courity.
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Striking Colonial Design

Wa
me
of
Ow
sist
qua

6 Rooms and Bath

DESIGN N-5

I 'IN NEW YORK

OUT-OF-THE-ORDINARY would be an apt description
smart -Colonial. Note the clever and varied treatment of t eexterior, the refreshing use of brick siding. It's a comfortabl
e
home, too. The living room is large and contains an open
'place and an attractive window seat. A compact, conve firekitchen is placed at the rear; the dining roorn,is on the nient
right
side. The stoirway fo the second floor rises from the
reception ;
hall. Three bedrooms and a- bath as well as numerous
closets
are on the second floor. Housewives will like the cloth
es chute
that's provided. The front porch is desirable.

-

IN PARIS
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Bridge Club Meets With
Mrs. Stewart
Mrs. Roy Stewart was hostess to
the Thursday morning bridge club
at her home last week. Mrs. WayIon Raybuin Was awarded the
prize for high score.
Only members were. present.

Afternoon visitors were Melvin home Wednes
day, March 2... Each Bridge Contractors Enjby
Young, Clinton Burchett. Harold guest bi
Murray-Mayfield Telephone
Mr. and Mrs. Pogue Outland.
ought a covered dish and 'Patisek Liuseho
on
Young. Dorothy Sue Smith, Coy at the noun
Operators Have Meeting
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Bill
hour a delectable meal
The Bridge Contractors enjoyed
Hale and R. W. Blakley.
was served.
Murray's
telephone
operators Swann and Mr. and Mrs. Tom
an all-day meeting and a pot-luck
• ••• •
were the guests of Mayfield ope- Rowlett.
The guests quilted' a friendship luncheon
Tuesday at "the home of
Cherry-Jones Wedding
quilt for the honoree during the
rators in a regular periodical
Mrs. Carnie Hendon, Mrs. LynnVandaugh Cherry of Murray and hours.
ville Yates was awarded the prize meeting in Mayfield Tuesday nighti Wednesday tsridge Club Meets
Miss Johnny Bella Jones of Bell
Those present on the delightful for high
in the .telephone , room of the
With Mrs. Whitnell
score. One visitor, Mrs.
operator's house.
City were married Sunday, March occasion were Miss Julia McCuis- Graves
Hendon
, and the following
Mofher's Club Has Interesting
Mrs,
Will H. Whitnell was hostess
6, .it the home of Judge John ton, Misses Lovell and Lorene Mc- members
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesda
were present: Mrs. Pres- 'The group participated in in- to the Wednesday Bridge
Program
y
- •
Club at
Clure. Mr. and Mrs. Howard Kell- tos
Clopton.
teresti
ng
discuss
Berry.
ions
of current her home. The rooms Were matte
Mrs. Ottis Valentine,
The Mother's Club of the Trainafternoon each week.
The groom is the son of Mr.' erman. Mr. and Mrs. Ewin Mc- Mrs. Joe Housto
proble
ms
in
switchb
oard control. gay with colorful wring
ing School met Friday afternoon
n, Mrs. Tom Turflowers.
Cuiston and Keys, Mrs., Esther ner,
Mrs. Freed Cotharm Mrs. with Chairman 0. Brown. super• in *the fifth grade room at the and Mrs. Floyd Cherry of Murray
High score prize was Wan by
Lovins
and
while
childre
the
n,
Wilma
intende
bride
is the charming
nt of the Murray system. Mrs. Nat Ryan
and Lynnville Yates, sind Mrs. Hendon.
The decorations in the club room school.
Hughes
.
Gene, Mrs. Susie Edwards and chil• •• • •
in charge. Afterwards, palatable
and the dainty refreshments.served
Di the absence of the chairman daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
The hostess served a pretty party
Junes of Bell City. The only at- dren. Lanelle and Rex, Mrs. Grace Tr -Deltas To Hold
plate lunches made deliciotrs the plate in
at the conclusion of the program Mrs. Herbert Drennon preside
Sixth
the
St. Patrick motif to
d and tendant
gustatory hcur.
s were Mr. and Mrs. Grant Cook and children, Ben, Joan, and
carried out the St. Patrick motif. also talked. on "Character
Annual Meeting
the members and one visitor, Mrs.
Friday, March 11
Educa$tyles. The bride wore a beautiful Owen. .
On Saturday, April 9. the LexMrs. G. B. Scott, vice-chairman, tion In the Home". Miss
Those
Frank
attendi
Albert Stubblefield.
ng from Murray
Emma dress
Mrs. Joe Lovett will be hostess
Wt. Jewel Outland and chit- ington
of blue crepe. After the cerePresided over a short business ses- Helm developed the topic
Alliance of Delta Delta were 0. Brown. Rube Tindell. Mrs.
"The
dren. Jo,.James, and Charles, Mrs. Delta
_ 40 to her bridge .gluti at nex-bottut lit slam- after - whie/I- the follcifu
mony
they
drove
will
to
issue
the
an
ins'aation to Reginald Butterworth. Mrs. Leon- Helen Kee, Enterta
groom's Lon
ing fictIOITY"School and Its possibili2:30 p. Jil.
Elkins. and Helen Elkins, Mrs. Kentucky's
ins Friends
program was enjoyed:
'Fri Deltas to attend ard Walker, Mrs. Jessie Crag°,
ties For Developing Character parents and took supper.
Bay Lovins and 'children, Hatford
Helen Kee was nostes.s Tuesday
Saturday. March 12
•
They will reside at the home of
the sixth annual state day meet- Mrs. Will Barnett, and Miss
Garden Suggestions and Queries Education." A round table
Mardisand Geneva, Mrs. Ina Walker, Mrs.
The MacDOWell Music Club will For March-Mrs. Arthur Farmer
ing in Lexington at tie Phoenix tha Anderson. Miss Nell Dunn. evening at her home in the Force
cussion on "Character Traits and the groom's parents for the present
.
Virgie Lovins, Mrs. Annie Mcmeet. at 730 p. m. at the home of
Hotel according to Miss Nadine Mayfield. vice-chairman of the man Graham apartment when she._
Embroidering the Garden Paths Their Developments Throug
on East Main street.
h
the
Clure and baby Max, Shorty Mc- Overall
entertained a group of friends.
Misses Helen and Eleanor Hire.
-Mrs. Willie Lynn:
, telephone 402. local chair- group, was chief hostess.
Mr. Cherry Is now 'employed
School" was led by Miss Trou.sCwston, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Elli- man
Games were played in the baseMonday, March 14
Tricks Learned From a Florist dale, Miss Manor and Miss
for
Murray
with
and
vicinity
Mr.
Penteco
.
Miss
st
in
the
radio
Maple
son, and Annie B. Ellison.
ment recreation room after which
Mrs. W. J. Caplinger will enter- -Mrs. Jack Kennedy.
Anna Bain Hillenmeyer. chairman
of the Training School faculty.
business.
Saturday Club Has Parties
Evening visitors were Mrs. Ada of this event
dainty -refreshments were served
tain the Monday Bridge Club at
Vines, Festoons of Glor
which is
At the co c
• • •
•
__Mrs. Pogue 4e/LITrarfa en-WI-eine
Those present were Charlyn
ties hunitr7
a
an
to members of this national social
ason.
gram refreshments were served Mr. And
the members of her club Saturday Hartsfield.
Mrs. Cecil Like Are
daughter. Rubye, Mrs. Lora Ed- sororit
Mary Jo Pentecost,
Spring Blossom Display-Mrs. by Miss Naomi Maple and
y will call the meeting at
mothHonored With Shower
afternoon at her apartment. The Margaret Buckin
wards and daughter, June, Frank 12:45
-The Mattie Bell Hays Crrcle of Clete Farmer, Mrs. Luther Robert- ers of fifth grade
gham. Euva Nell
o'clock.
Members from hours were
students.
Mrs.
Roy
Hurt,
spent
Maela
informa
a‘iss
and
lly.
Dorothy
Barbara Wrye, Tryphina throughout the state
Thurmond. Magdalene Bourland,
the Alice Waters Missionary So- son.
will meet to
Bourlan
The
d.
hostess
Misses
Wrye,
served
Lorene
and Dallas Wrye.
dainty re- LaDonne Mercer. Barbara Diuguid,
, Murrell*
ciety will meet at 7:30 p. m. with
re-establish old friendships and
Mrs. George W. Baker was a gullet Supper
and Walena Scarbrough entertainfreshments.
Honors
Isabel Cain, Virginia Sell Wilford,
Miss Margueritte Holcomb.
make new acquaintances among the
guest at the meeting. There were
Mr. And Mrs. Hagan
ed Thursday evening, March 3,
Joe Parr, James Parker, Fred
Tuesday. March 13
'members of the two local chapters
Lynn Grove P.T.A Has
thirty-two members present.
Dr. and Mrs. Max Carman en- with
a
On Tuesday evening, members of Shackleford. Lubie Veal,
household
shower in
The Baker Circle of the Alice
at the University of Kentucky and
Jr. Allen
tertained at their home Sunday honor of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Like, • Meeting
the Saturday Club entertained Pool, Gene Colema
Waters Missionary Society will
n, Gene Brewer,
Transylvania College.
Birthday Club Honors Two
The
evening
Lynn
at
the home of Mrs. Dixie Robinson
with a
Grove P• .T.A. had its
their husbands and several guests John Morris Futrell,
buffet suppev
meet at 2:30 p. m. at the home
-Bobby RobA splendid program is being
Members
which was in compliment to Mr. on South Third street.
regular aneeting on Thursday afwith a bridge party at the hors* ertson. M. D....Th
of Mrs. Max Hurt with Mrs. L. E.
ompson, Bobbie
planne
d
by
Mrs.
Carlisl
e
Meyers
,
and
'Mrs. Dick Hagan of ElizaThe evening was spent in games ternoon 'from 2:30 to 4:00 o'clock.
of
Member
Mr.
and
s
Mrs.
of"
the
Pogue
Olive
Outlan
Street
d.
Garriso
n, L. Parr, Jr., and the
Owen and Mrs. Voris Denham aschairman of the program commitbethtown. Ky.
and contests which were enjoyed There were thirty-four members
High score prizes were won by hostess.
sisting hosts. Each member is re- Birthday Club met at the home of
tee, and the record attendance of
The table was beautifully ap- by all present.
Mr.
Mrs.
present
and
Everett
.
Mrs.
George
Outlan
d
Hart
and
Bill
SunSociety Continued on Next Page)
quested to bring her Bible.
150 members for last year is exThe many useful and pretty gifts
Swann, J. C. Calhoun won „,the
day to celebrate the birthdays of pointed and had as its centerpiece
Brother Gregory, Murray pastor, pected to be surpassed at
this in- cut prize.
an
arrang
were
ement
Mr.
opened
of
Hart
and
yellow
by
Harry
the
Broach.
honoree
flowers
Each
s.
gave the address on "Family and teresting meeting this year.
The Bell Circle will meet at 2:30
"State
with bouquets .candles in pastel
Delicious refreshments were serv- School
Lovely party refreshments were
p. m. at the home of Mrs. B. W. couple brought a covered dish
Life." He used the text, Day" has become a tradition with
shades.
ed
by
and
served at the conclusion of the
the
lovely
a
lunche
hostesse
on was enjoyed
s.
"Bring up a child in the Way he Delta Delta Delta not only iri
Overby,
Ken- game.
Included in the hospitality were
Guests present were Miss Mary should
at noon
go and when he is old he tucky but in every state where one
Those present were Mr. and Mrs, Mr. and Mrs. Hagan. Miss Margaret Lou Outland, Miss Oeda Burkeen,
Members and their husbands
Mrs. F. B. Outland will open her
will not depart." Miss Marjorie of the 83 Tri Delta Chapters exist.
Graves. Miss .Carrie Allison, Dr. Miss . Reva Dell - Hall, Miss Eulala
present were; Mr. and alr.s. Ed
home fur the meeting of the Put- George Hart, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Arnett
• • '0-.11
gave a reading.
.
•
and Mrs. A. M Wolfsbn. Mr. and Bailey, Miss Dorothy May Hour'Frank Kirk,' Mr: end Mrs. J. R.
nam Circle at 2:30 p. m. and will Broach, Mr. and Mrs. Wells Over. In the business meeting the Luncheon Honors Aire
Mrs. A. F. Yancey. Mr.. and Mrs. land, Miss Walena Scarbrough,
Diugski
Wiffieffis, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Miss members voted to
be assisted by Mrs. W. L. Whitnell, by. Mr. and Mrs. John Neal, Mr.
'
build
And
Mrs.
a
John
walk
Filbesk
Rowlett and the hosts.
Hazel Parier, Miss Opal McClure,.
Ryan, Mr!" and Mrs. Everett. OWPrescriptigis accurately
Mrs. Joe Pariter and Mrs. Burnett and Mrs. Russell Coalter, Rev. and
from
the
high
school
On
Wednes
buildin
day,
g to
-March-ft • seVtral land. Mr. and Mrs. 1.-C. Ca-Mot:tn.
Miss Lorene 'Scarbrough, Miss
Mrs. A. V. Havens, Mr. and Mrs.
And - Carefully
Warterfield.
the
road
friends
and
plant
and
'the campus.
neighbors gathered at Mr. and' Mrs. Porter White, and
Pauline
0. L. Boren, Mr. and Mrs. Char- Mr. And Mrs. Sledd Have
Moore, Miss
Murrelle Many
Compounded
the
shrubs
home
were contributed by
of Mrs. Ed Diuguid, Sr..
Guests For 'Bridge
Scarbrough:
The Music Department of the lie „ilennings. Mr and eMrs. J. T.
the members. Miss Modell Miller's for a surprise luncheon which was
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Cbchra
Mrs.
W.
n
13.
H.
,and
I.
McCasli
Mr.
Sledd
and
•
n..Nrs.
had
Mrs. litLiott
Lillie and
Murray Woman's Club will meet at
Miss Duleie Mae Swann's in honor of the joint birthdays of
guests for bridge at their home Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Buie
Cathey.'
•
7:30 p. m. at the home of Mrs. Wear.
THIS Is the Murray Interpretation of the
rooms tied for the, number of Mrs. DiUguid and Mrs. Ed Filbeck.
Friday -evening. Prizes for high Mr. and Mrs. John Buchanan,
,
Mr.
James H.
hmoiatL_. with- Mrs.Each guest brought a dish and a
.
High Style for Spring!
mothers
present
score were won by Mrs.
.
Mrs.
and
Mrs.
Nix
Hanis
Rexfor
•
d Canon. Mr. and
Leslie Putnam and Mrs. W. S. South Pleasant Grove Missionary
Boren and John Neal.
Mrs Johnnie B. Roach. Mr. and and Mrs. Clois Lawrence were bountiful luncheon was enjoyed at
Society Meets
Swand assisting hosts.
A salad plate was served. to Mrs. Cleo Bucy, Robert Swann, voted as delegates to the District noon. The honorees were pee'
Miss.vitary
many
. and Mrs".-07L. Boren, Mr, and Tr., Min"
gifts.Jameso
-deue
The Martin's °pipet Missionary of South Pleasant Grove met in,
nitMlinr • -at-l'ad-Ckel4h.
Those
present
member
Mrs. John Neal. Mr. and Mrs._ T. Milier,-Ch
were
s
the honwere invited to the home
.
arles Canon,. Robert MillSociety will meet Tuesday, March its regular meeting at the home of
H. Stokes, end the hosts.
economics room where a delicious orees,' and Mrs. Joe Ryan. Mrs.
er.
15, at 2 o'clock in the home of Mrs. Dennis Boyd last week. Four• ••••
Ellen
Nichols
on
of Paducah, Mrs.
Those sending gift: were as fol- salad course was served by group
Mrs. Autrey Farmer.
teen were present. Mrs. Darwin Birthda
F. B. Outland, Mrs. Vernon Stuby Club Meeta At
41nd This Is
• • • • ••
lows: Mr. and Mrs. Kit. Redden. No. 2.
White of Hazel gave the meditahlefield
,
Sr., Miss 'Mary Shipley,
Mrs. Churchill's
The Paris
Mrs. Vickie Martin, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Sliell Celebrates
tion, "Thy neighbor as thyself", in
Mrs.
Chesley Butterworth, Mrs.
Members of the Birthday Club John Scarbr
Original
ough. Mr. and Mrs. Marjorie Arnett Honored With
Birthday
a most beautiful way.
Ben Davis, Mrs. Frank Albert
met Thursday evening at the home Bunnie
Farris. Mr. and Mrs. Tellus
Ralph.Shell entertained a few of
The leaflet program on Wesley of Mrs.
Handkerchief Shower
Stubblefield, Mrs. Vernon StubbleRonald Churchill in honor Carraway, Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur
his friends Wedensday afternoon. Houses and Bethlehem Center; was
of the birthdays of Mrs. Myrtle Bdtirla
Miss Odine Swann of Lynn field, Jr., Mrs. Kate" Kirk, Mrs.
nd, litr-and Mrs. ?fuel Me-March 2, at his . home with a given by Mrs. Hortie
Grove honored Misf Marjorie Ar- Will H. Whitneell. and Mrs. Ed
-Miar-Estette" Muslim. and Nutt, Mr. and Mrs.
party which saes In tele-billion of
Walter
ScarViva -Ellis:
Frank Kirk.
Mrs. Burgess Parker, Jr. A pot brough,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Farley, nett with a handkerchief shower
his eleventh birthday. He received
At a business period called by ltick"
on Saturday afternoon from 3 to
supper was enjoyed.
Mrs.
Dennis
Futrell
many useful gifts.
,
Mr.
and Mrs.
the president Mrs. Maggie Boyd
High Sthool Basketball Team
Guests were the honorees and Cleve Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry. 4 o'clock. Marjorie will leave for
Games and contests were en- was chcsen as a delegate to attend
is Entertained
Mrs. Garnett 'Jones, Mrs. Graves Jones. Mr.
and Mrs. C. P. Scar- Lexington, Ky., on Marsh 12, with
joyed by the youngsters, after The annual meeting at Humbol
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Filbeck gave a
dt, Sledd, Mrs. Roy Farmer, Mrs. brough.
her
mother
to.join
Mr.
T.
C.s
ArMr.
and Mrs. Arthur Like.
which they were invited into the Tenn, Mrs. Boll Orr was vbted as
dinner party at their home TuesRoy Farmer, Mrs. Robert Jones,
nett,
supt-el
ect,
who
Miss
is
in
Katie
school
Martin. Miss Sheltie
dining room where dainty refreeW the" most 'efficient and prompt in
day evening which was in cornMrs. Clete' Farmer, Miss Brooksie Scarbrough,
Miss Bea Purdom..Miss
ments were' served from a' beauti- her work of any Member in the
plrroent to the basketball team of
Garrett, Mrs. John -Farmer. Mi. Gertrude
The
hour
was spent playing
Vance, Miss
fully decorated table. The center- society. It was urged that each
Dorothy
Murray High School.
John Whitnell, Mrs. Rudy Tyryee, Jones, Miss
bingo
and
other games. After•findBertha Bailey, Miss
piece was a large pink 'cake with officer reach a new high in efSpring flowers .were used to
Mrs. Gingles Wallis, and Mrs. Dorothy
Scarbrofigh. Miss Eliza- ing the handkerchiefs, which .was decorat
eleven burning candles in pink ficiency for the new year.
e the rooms. A delicious
Ronald Churchiiri.
beth Wilson. Miss Jane Parks, Miss a 'hidden Veasure,. refrestrents
roaebud holders. On either side
The_stitIety will meet with Mrs.
menu was served after which
Willie May Cunningharh, Mr. and were served to the foflowing:
were silver candlesticks holding May Paschall on Thursday
Parisian hair stylists created it . . . New York 'hair dressers
games were enjoyed until a late
after Mr. And
Mrs. Carnelle Wells.
Mrs. Neal Entertain
Marjorie Arnett. Barbaranelle hour.
burning pink tapers.
the third Sunday.
adopted it . . and the nation's leading beauties are making
Mr.,
Mr.
and
and
Mrs.
Mrs.
Harris,
John
Ceeil
Maxine
Neal
Like
Mrs. Shell was assisted by Miss
had
Crouch
returned
The meeting
, Marion
it famous! It costs no more than an ordinary coiffure . . yet.
adjourned with
Included in the hclipitality were
guests for dinner at their home to their home in St. Louis, Mo.. Murdock, Ruth Scherffius,
Jessie Fay Pool in entertaining prayer by the pastor, the Rev.
LaRue Coach Preston Holland, Captain
it makes you SO lovely. Stop in this week!
K. Thursday eVening
Sunday
evening
.
.
Eater,
Armstr
ong,
in
and serving.
Lr, Rue Armstrong, Phil Cutchin, G. W. Gardne
the
G. Dunn.
r. Billie
evening others arrived for bridge.
Dorothy Jo Hart, Juanita Arnett, Puckett, Bob.
Those
present were gvonelle
Irvin. Solon Hale,
Mr.
and
Mrs:
Hold
Russell
Quiltin
g For
Coalter were
and the Hostess. Those sending Henry
Farmer, Bonnie
Lee' "Kingins. Mrs. Ellis Host To
Virgil
Robertaon,
winners of the high score prize.
Miss Ellison
Suzanne Miller. Marie Parrigan.
handkerchiefs were Rebecca Wilk- Gillard ROSS. Tom Farley.
Missionary Group
Haron
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Friends and neighbors of Miss erson, Iva Nell Wilkers
Phone 281
Jacqueline Robertson, Ted DavenEast Side Square
on.
West.
Bronzie
and business manager Edwin
"Out of Aldersgate", the mii.- Coalter. Mr. and Mrs. 0-L. Boren, Annie B. Ellison gathere
Rubye Mae Blakely-Dporaters-lial Long
port. Eddie Biy Shroat, Kenneth
d at her Dell Clark, and Pearl Cathcart.
James.
sienary
book
Dr.
for
and
this year, was proMrs. W. Hutson and the
Mott. Bobbie Robertson, and Ralph
folP
sentecl to 22 persons who gathered hosts.
Shell.
recently at the home of Mrs. Hartie
Ellis. The Rev. K. G. Dunn, pas- Locust 'Grove Missionary
Garden Club Holds Regular
Society
tor, led the study course.
Holds Meeting
Meeting
The course was divided into four
The Woman's Missionary Society
On Thursday afternoon. March
parts and after each course a brief of Locust Grove Church
had an
3. at the B. dr P. W. club room,
discoure followed.
all day meeting at the home of
the Garden Club was ente'rtained
Accord
ing
to
Mrs.
member
Opha
s
Watam'
of
the
s
on Monday.
by Mrs.
F. Berry. Mrs. C. H.
group, this book will bring about February 28,
Bradley ,and Mrs. Frank Berry.
a greater sense of lbyalty. to thdir
Mrs. Watson.. ,Oresident. was
Church and cause each one to seek charge of the program
which wit,
the abundant life that Christ wishes as follows: •
for all races.
Song.."The Kingdom Is, Coming."
At the noon hour a delightful
Devotional, Mrs. Letha Chamber,
lunch was served by the host.
Dedication. A few moments were
Each guest brought a covered dish. spent in dedication to the
memory
of Udell Perry and Nofma Jean
Hanley. .
Satiny Sisters Meet •
Give Of Your Best to The MasThursday
The Sunny Sisters Class of the ter, Mrs. Lovelle Users-.
The meeting • was .dismissed for
First Baptist Church met Thursday evening, March 3, at the home the noon hour by prayer by Mrs.
Robbie Staples. A delicious plate
of Miss Mary Nelle "Rayburn frit
lunch Was served to the seventeen'
their monthly business Meeting.
present.
New officers for the class were
The house was called to order
elected and new business discussed.
for the afternoon program with a
After the business session, resong.
freshments were served La the folWorshiping God in Service, Mrs.
lowing membeFit present:- Misses Sula
Cunningham.
croquignore wave $.00
3
Lafirenc- Yarbrorigh..Virginia Leas
My Mother's Bible, Mrs. Dixie
All work guaranteed
siter, Marie Hatcher,. Virginia Ru- Palmer.
dolph. Marelle Blalock. Doris Fair.
Discussion on the use of our
Shampoo and Set
35c Ophus McNutt, Christine Coopei, Bible.
Mrs. Letha
Shampoo
25c Carolyn Weeks. Erin Wilson, Mary Mrs. Lacy Hanley. Chambers. and
Hair Cut
25c Frances Beaman. Mrs. Ruby LenA topic on foreign missions, Mrs.
nines. Mrs. Pauline McCoy and Effie Hanley.
Mrs. Max Petway,- teacher.
.
.Playlet. "I Would Be True".
AN enjoyed the mcetingesnel nexl
Inontis'we urge: all members to be
will be held
present.
at the home of Mrs. Letha ChamTelephone 199
bers.
•• • •
Mr. 'S. .E. Pace Honored
•
Mr. S. E. Pace was honored with
a surprise dinner Stfliday. March
6, in honor of his, sixty-fourth
birthday.
Other Dres
••
1r,hohoree received many nice
and useful gifts.
$1-.95 to $16. .
A bountiful dinner' was 'served
at the 'main hour.
%\
•.;!
Those present 'were: Mr. and
When You Have the Perfect Love
Mrs. Paul Johnn. Mr. and Mrs.
linesra
Hair Creation Done By
Dow. Clark Mr. end Mrs. Treman
.
Pace of Paducah. Mr. and Mrs.
. • MA!-DONNE
'Broken Sizes, Rollins- ROLLINS
Leon Roberts of Mayfield. Nfr. and
81.00 and $1.35 Hose
Call Us For An Appointmen
t
Mrs. M. Y_Boggess and bob". SherSpecia
l
Win, Mr. and Mrs. Howell Tucker.
2 Pair .,....f...
._.Mt. and _Mrs. Lge Burchett. Rich•
ard Bugg-ea:it. Jeanne Boggess. Mr.
On
Specia
Displa
l
Table
y..
South
Side Court Square
'arid Mrs:' S. E. 'Pare -and Nell Pace.
1,MRS. HARRY I. SLEDD, Editor

Social Calendar

PHONE 247, PLEASE

1

geh

0. Jr
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•

Make Your Appointment Today!

mutton,

THE MURRAY BEAUTY SHOP

1

Every kind of DRESS You Want for Spring.

B.

BEAUTY
SPECIALS!
La Vanite Permanenti
Oil

LA VAIATE
BEAUTY SHOP

A REAL DRESS DISPk.AY! High fashion NEW Spring
dress.es for $4.95 7. ,Aresses.you've seen for twice this tiny
price! Brief little boleros on high bosomed frocks, dresses
with pleated bosoms, swirly. pleated skirts! Figuye-mouldea
basic frocks, new jacket frocks, redingote ensembles! New
square necks, high necks, lovely law V-necks! Smart shirrings! Vivid tiny or spaced prints! Sheers with lingerie and.
flower trims! Every NEW Spring dress style is here! Dress
yourself up,. .. buy two! Sizes for misses, Women, juniors.

I

Tou
'
t!e
B
"As Sweet As
A.Song"

• f

GLADYS SCOTT'S

MAI-DONNE BEAUTISHOO
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1 laNens to Preach

tnimau
officials, tobacco
men,
id all Interested in the program
Interscholastic League and District
Merciful
ace tried this week to explain
High School Music Festival at Church of Christ
Murray March 25 and 26. are workprovisions st
ns program
To Hold Services;
"'The Merciful.- will be the serithout bias. They have left the
ing on their numbers.
I PaDents adinated to the William
mon subject of A. V. Havens.
Mrs. Redden Is trie And
Francis Recovers
question up, to you to make up
Mason ilitemoruil Hospital during
The visitors of the week are
minister ttof the First Christian
Crafts Club.- Hostess
your own mind, and•vote the way
the week ending March 9. are as Nancy Ruth Hutchens, Paul GarBrandon, Ky.
Church .at the Sunday morning
Hire
Miss
To
Play
in National follows,
you think is right. They are to
gus, Bilts Patrigan and. Euell AtMarch 7. 1938
The Arts anal Crafts Club met worship service, next Sunday. "We
The Church of Christ will hold
High School Orchestra
be commended for their untiring
Mrs. C. H. Hiekman. MeLemores- kin&
VSedneaday'afternoon at the horns, are- all interested to know." said Ledger & Time,
its regular church. services SunMarch U
efforts
in
your
ville,
behalf,
Tenn.; Peed Reeves, Lynnof Mrs. C. B.- Redden
r the Mr Havens in announcing the ser- Editor:
The grade children seem eager day and Sunday evening at the
vile'; Kenneth Ray Harris. PgduOn next Saturday. March 12. the
regular March m.-.'tins
regular time, it was announced tomon. "what traits of personality
Profs. Price Dzyle and William
to
cah; Sherman E. Tucker. _Newburg; webe getting out of school. They
In spite of all that' has been
Colortul spring flowers were we should develop to insure our farmers of 26 states are to cast
day.
of the Murray College
spending
H
Fax.
this
last
week
in
Used as decoratorn threinghoui the success and happiness. The fact their votes as to. whether or not said cr done this week about this music department and a number Dalton B. Pierce, Big Sandy. Tend: finishing work books and are leavC. L. Francis, minister of. the
rooms.
that we have. oveltaxiked mercy is they endorse the act of whioh is program, we must remember we of students will leave for St. Louis Mrs. Wm. Thomas Lowry. Hayti, ing a clean record for next
church, who is still recovering
year.
Mo.;
Master
have
Chas.
freedom
C.
of
1
speech
Andrews.
in this Monday. March' 28, to antend the
The hours were .-p.- It in needle- indicated
wheen we find that to. become a -ay; provided twofrom an operation he took more
practically all
me merciful deeds thirds of the v..tes cast are
SPDrIs
work and constasatsin
in fav- country and the right to express National Music Educational Con- :.:urray; Mrs. H. E. Wall. Jr., /derthan a week ago, will not be able
ray;
Miss
Mary
our
C.
or
Asinions
Hicks,
of
-in
the
law.
print or public ference to be held at the JefferMurray:
We feel that our 'basketball b-7.at to fill his regular appointment.
A salad plate NA' 1,h coffee was that we Os are confined to handWillis
Hickok,
speech
Murray;
is
inviolate
Edra La- have had a successful serison, win. You may not son Hotel the week of March 27served the menthe!
,and the kti- ng out a sandwich to a tramp and ..Ittst before they cast their sentiJust whether there will be preachnelle Smith, Murray; Miss Pearl ning
they should think the mat- agree with another man's view- April 2.
lowing guests Mis A V. Hal'
15 out of 23 games including ing Sunday was not discovered.
dollar to some charity.
,
11S. giving a
Manning
.
Mayfield
.
the tournament, Lynn Grove
Mrs. P. A. Hart. Mhs- Cappie
In this sermon." Mr. Havens staled.. ter over very clearly. Surely they point, but you have no right, to
The Conference will consist of a
Services for ,the night session
Patients dismisied during the school
have not f rgot before we had the ask that statement with which wick's instructi
and Mrs_
as a whole, foals very proud will be announced
J Jennings.
on and entertain- week
• -we will seek. together. to under:
at Sunday's
ending
March 9 are as fol- of the team.
*signup. how% prices, were--when ysu disagree be retracad. unless ment. One feature of
stand the necessee of Mercy to,
The Wildcats defeated meeting, according ti E. H. Smith,
the program lows:
the farmers would haul off thter- they are libelous, nor does he have will be a concert by
Gilbertsv
ille and Benton but were one of- the church members. Mi.
the National
h'PP'Pe
'
"' ad 14/ceef4kHolds Meeting Wednesday
Mrs. E. D. Davisdon, Camden,
"
tfIrt tteaacco and would not' get enough any right to keep you from anstinted by -the world's outstand
defeated by Sharpe in the semi- Francis will return to his borne
High School Orchestra, of Which
ingani
Tenn.; Mrs. Trixie Coleman, MurAfternoon
wering
them.
to
pay
thetr
j•tining
fee
of
the
Asexample of successful living::
finals by .the score of 37-32. Sharpe Saturday evening and hopes .to be
Miss Helen .Hire, senior in the
ray; Kenneth Ray Harris, PaduThat's what I call low
Murray Training Scnool. has been
The service will begin at 10:45. soctation
won the tournament by 'defeating well enough to fill his appointThe, P-TA mer in the High
cah;
Miff
Cary
H.
prices!
Hickman
When
,
they
Mchauled off their
If we all agreed on every ewes- chosen a member.
Calvert City by the score of 41-21. ments next week.
Schbol auditorium Wednesday Specialinusic will be presented by
Lemoresv
ille,
Tenn.;
cotton.
al.40
Mrs.'
T.
per
M.
huneired! How tion this would be a dull world,
Students planning to make the
afternoon
with - W
B. Moser, the chorus choir, directed by
Colson. Paducah; F. B. McElrath,
does .that sound! How does' 50 and we soon would be out of
Charles Miller
s
ttiamman. prsisiding
bal. trip are Misses Margaret Revelle Murray•,
,Mes
Gee
'Wharfs,
Cottage
inre.
it-re d Ur 1K 0 sine., to every
1SUUMI
es
an. and Margaret Marshall,
wilr
The meat am IA as opened with
Grove. Tenn.: Mrs. Bun Nix, Hazel
20 yew?
How does a0 cents f:r -questnn. and each side acts as a Ralph Brausa, Maurice Brausa.
two musical numbers. "Deep River" be. the sermon subject at the Sunand
nice shoats. sound to you! How check and balance on the other.
Leroy Offermatt
and "Annie Laurie- by members day night church service. The serdoes that' compare with. today's •
Thirty Madison county farmers
Sometime during the week, a
ef the sixth 'grade Mary JO Pen- vice' will 'begin at 7:30 with the
s
candle-light
w -irstia). pewee Do the above prices sound
tecost took the solo part in "Annie beautiful.
-All the ministers in the county luncheon will be given for Murray have started farm accounts, belike prosperity or 'starvation'
"Words and Music''
are urged to keep before their alumni who are music teachers, lieving it pays to know their own
Laurie."
I appreciate what Congress arid
business well.
The Sunday School will meet. at
congregations the drive for funds according to Mr. Dayle.
Miss Jane Farr. accompanied at
President Rsosevelt are trying to
for the Crippled Children's hosthe piano by Miss Lewis. gave twe 9:30, led by _Supt. R. L. • Wade
.Tbe• Christia-n Endeavor Societies do for us. I think they have done pital which will start Easter Sunwhistling numbers.
a great deed in passing it down
day. 'Let's tall be thinking about Concord Couple
Mr. W. J. Caplinget spoke to will meet at 6:30
Lynn Grove School
The Mid-Week Meeting will be where the small' farmer's vote will this drive and be ready to do our
the group, explaining local fioapres.
count
.the
same as the Big Man's, bit when
and
the time comes to help . Take Treatments
then
discussed " -Modern held Veedritee:ay night at. 7:30.
We are glad to have Halford
r am. very truly yours.
Tonight. 'Thursdays the Chrisalleviate the suffering caused by
Theories of ' Itaucation."
For Hydrophobia Hart and Mae Wright back in
Charlie
Lassiter
tian
Fellowsh
League
ip
uell
infantile
hold
• The seventh grade was winner ei
paralysis.
school after beteg out a few days
the monthly dinner meeting in the
the attendance contest.
. •
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Kline, Con- due to illness.
church
dining
room
Ali_mee
Refreshments Welt served at he
al•
Our county efficials are to be cord, Wednesday received their
Jessie Myers is out of school
conclusis nes of • the • progr,arn by invited.
• cammended , on their untiring ef- last
treatment for
hydrophobia due to illness,
The
Ladies
Aid Saciety will meet
foiTe-td itamp out petty -thievery prevention at the Calloway county
mothers and teachers fnirn the
Students that are going to repTuesday afternoon at 2 30. at the
and crime in this county. They health office
second and eighth graderesent our school in the Kentucky
`liff
church. By John
are working night and day to apAlthough the couple had not
prehend the guilty ones. You can been bitten by a mad dog, an
VOMIT' To Hold Quarterly
I
aniassist them by surrendering to mal they had'doctored while it was
. Meeting
- Let tls brighten Up Your Home. Announcing
NIurrav Route 5
cm the minds of them any easidence you
might sick was accredited with rabies by When You Feel Sluggish
That Are )4PECIALISTS In
mest .t toe pepple in Calloway have. Letlekif
The quarterly-meeting of Blood
glve. a big hand to reliable diagnosticians later. They
(Constipated)
Here lain again with if chat of county this week . has been Which Wells
of
Osserbarys Ira .Feys Judge 4:thotighe it best to take the treat-.
a
or two
1/60ke_Take -411r.
Decorating-Paper Hanging
•
. .. way to - s.-•
two.
Saturday
-•
on
•ther
Baptist
DraughL
Cherreh
- a; the.i.bareel
Clopton. and all rthers who are ments.
Feel fresh for a good
?hers• . . • ...... • •
Mrs.
Marketin
Susan
g
•
Quota
MeCuistI
for
on
visited
day's
.
wor.k.
'
Tobacco.
l)
._ Mareh IL. hie_ ..an-ail...._da..• ..-s •Ii...•e
, awiatiAt them- .•-•- Fier-,simere,remrs '50ea-- The • -health unit - reported that
OLD FLOORS MADE NEW
u aay -wen
There is a lot at stake in this issue
ViForie seems miler. life plasmatic
_I_
' . meeting beginning at 10 a..m
Carlie B..Puckett. Paducah. ignor- , when you ere
We have the latest Model FLOOR SANDER and EDGER. The
it_is_ the 'solemn -duty ofeverte•ereally
well--gre
.
•-froaa'Som. i•epurtrien leienne,e-o, It iet• Blalock. • near Rranrksn . _Mrs,
-.
ant of the fact 'he was ill with the bad feelings and dullness
' .'
'
Edger really sands around the base boards and In corners
often
L. Wilson: State Line road,
• one with tne right to Vote an this!' Ts 1
brought before the
body: thise beide lock- haw been ill for sometime
.
wnall pox, was present in crowds 1 nttencilr.g constipation.
Mr.
issue
and
Mrs..
leaving no tell tale marks. Let us give you quotations On
airri
east
Carlos
McKinne
of
express
Hazel, has purchased a.
y
hii or her
the first quarterly nieettng iinthis.
For
nearly
Murray
at
a century, Blacklast week and Dr. J.I
your work.
the 50th anniversary year of WM1.7 arid little daughter were Sundae opinion at the polls. ,..That is the tine purebred Jersey bell_ The A. Outland,
county physician, in- Draught has helped to bring prompt,
Auxiliary. to the-.SOuthern Baptist dinner guests el -Mia. Alice Fitts. inherent right of every -Amefican Dam of this bull owned by H. G. dicated
refreshin
g
relief
from constipation.
the health office would be
. Mires Ernestine and' Mozelle Phil- citizen, and is what Makes
Thousan
Gingles, Kirksey_.:made 468.
Convention.
•
-ter all yeseuns desiring sin0e- Oil it. ds of men and women rely
„ups spent jhe week renek in -Benton- -ea a real' ditneeraey•
.
- - of butterfat in a .'ear The sire
hltsa Louise Beale. a gradirateof v t
ulatory
vaecinati
on.
•
ist mg re.atises.
the WM1.7 Training
the
wits
bought
Jeddie
School
several
Cathey
years
at
, Phon., 118-W
Charlie Henry is ill at this writVote yrs or no. .whic.h everrago by Mr. Gingles in New
noW,..a Keplueke held
Solon Darnell, Phone 296-R
York
•GOOD LAXATIVE
. *ay you. think ,is right
•
worker: will be the, guest speaker ir.e with flu
Farm state at a cost of $700
Read the Classified Column.
_
Arvin' McCuiston is building a
for the day. The Union urges that
all .women of the association wit' new house.
Mrs. James McCuietori and son.
- avail themselves of the apportun a
ity by being press•nt tu better pre- Tomer. spent. Monday and Tuespare theniselvesa- Is go forward day with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
with the WML' work in this associs Charlie Henry
Mrs. Arvin McCuiston and chilatien which*.is their field of serdiem Janice Faye -Ind Teddy. are
vice
spending a few. days with her
father. Scott Fitts,
freshen Mi-sin
Society
Mrs. Arthur Molgerr. !cpent last
Meets
week as the guest ,of 'her sista".
The Missianary Society of Goshen Mrs Rudy Fitts.
:
-Church held its lett:far monthly • Mr. and Mrs Jeerers MeCui•Aon
meeting at the church Tuesday. had as their guests for Sunday
ol:r.ner. Mr and Mrs. Ofus Outland
March 8, with our
-WITH COUPON,
-WITH COUPON
and son. Dale. Mr. and Mrs Wavet SNIP! SNIP! SNIP!
Mrs. Johnye Walker •ir. strange
-WITH COUPON
lass and Sam McCetcheon
81-INCH $-4
the pr'ogram.
BABY SLIPPERS
.
.
Bay's All-Wool Cashmere
. The program wa,
Brown Sheeting
foll
In oxfords and straps. Patent,
Song. "What a Fatind Ws'
3 PIECE SUITS
tan, and caramel color. Hard
ci Jestla.Oak Grove News
soles, tap heels. sizes 5 to It,
Brown, tan and navy blue.
Scripture Lesson frora Mai-a 2-:8
•
•
Not all sizes In the lot.
Yd.
' 10. 13-15. by Mrs. Joheye .Wanser
Hcil- .i.‘try•body I hope- every25c Quality. unbleached. 9-4
Prayer. The Rev: E R _Reeks.
t. enjoying the pretty weathor 81 inches wide. Full
%%eight, high count weaving.
"Winning An Election".
er
"A School but: Redd, Church AtMr and Mis. Charlie Wicker
tendance-. and sit Dsraal Clinic and daughter spent Sunday
with
- • 'for Negroes". by Mrs. J.
-WITH COUPONWal- Mr. Wicker's father ,
-WITH (OUPON-WITH COUPONdrop.
Mr and Mrs. Fred Orr spent
-WITH COUPONPART LINEN
-WITH COUPONLADIES'
80x105-INCH SIZE
••A Council Letter Brings Re- the week-end with
WOMEN'S REG. 50c
$2.00. 12.50, $3.11 and e4.00
TEA
Mr earl Mrs
wee KRINKLED
FANCY FLANNELETTE
sult", and "Industrial Plants V:s.t- Jessie
EXTRA LARGE SIZE
Lee On
.
PLAID PATTERN
ed-. Mrs. Lewis Warding
SHOES
Outing
There were several People
Handy' %lat.- Colored border,
Song by society. •
Fall
sr-.
double
Not
Embroide
all
-size
bed
sizes
sUreads.
red
in
tops
BLAN
every
around Oak Grove. who went to
style, but
with tuckKETS
Make dishes and glaaseare
"Miss Hirossi. Pres.dent
all sizes in the lot.
Blue, orchid. green.
ed bodice. Generously cut
spzrkle
Larr-- Paris Monday
72x80 Size
-ow, gold and pink colors.
sIzes-c hoice of colorful
• bulb". Mrs. Fred St.ne
Splendid
Pr.
weight
. . . long
•
Mrs.- -Lucy Orr spent Monday
stripe patterns.
'h.-and cotton. Pretty colors.
• A letter sent to the s•iciety from.
with her daughter. Mrs. Herman
A. J. Moore, read. by Mrs .J. E
Taylor.
Waldrop.
• Cer
r Orr. Leurie.e and 111.11MEMEll
Closing prayer. Mr,
kii
R Dorothy Mrs Fred Orr. and Al'
Roach.
B.:.--trs west: in Paris alor
-WITH COUPON-i4ay.
-WITH COUPON
-WITH COUPON
Mrs. Commodore Orr spent !dos- l
-WITH COUPONNational Honorary Beta Club
PEPPERELL'S Mel
-WITH COUPON
Men's Reg 85c Broadcloth
dee-won- -M... E.eie7:iOii
YEAR Mx% SIZE
--Orgwatred
MEN'S CUFF BOTTOM
MEN'S $2.00 and $2.50
limes
112.50
We are very sorry to hear of
1111.1-E IiNtM
COAT OR ZIPPER
The National Honorary Beta Club the death of Mr. .Goldie Orr.
RUBBER BOOTS
lie
Guaranteed bs the makers to
was organized at the -Training will be missed by all his
Pr.
loved
%%ash
Heavy
and
duty
near for 3 long
loam wearing
Solid colors and novelties.
School last week These with oat- and friends. We extend
our
sears.
pants. Sturdy construction.
Smart,.dressy, eye catching
standing , character and- scls larst
pathy ti the'family.'
All sizes
Rae values. Full shrunk colweaves.
Fall lengths. Dark colors.
qualifications were entitled to
bars. Fancy patterns: plain
Miss Dorothy Qrr spent the e
Firmly ribbed. Double soles,
Guaranteed nevi ruhber
memberanip. Officers elected wen(' three weeks 'with
blue.
14
no
sizes.
17
Large
toes and heels.
Mr. -and ans_i
Black tops, knee high: red
bodied.
Robert Cherry, *president: Herbert. Bettie* Orr
--,
--Grotshoppersoles and heels.
Dnainnon. vice-president . Rebecca
•
Farmer secretaiy. and Dale...Vela-WITH COUP0N--WITH COUPON
gin. treasuie r.
-stun COUPONCenter Ridge News
-WITH COI'PotaThe • rnemoers are as follow,.
Men's MINI Plain and Plow
-WITH COUPON8.0z. Blue Denim Dackhead
Ladies' 79c
Early nut' Stishhlefield. Bessie Thur6 oz. Heavy 13lue Denim
Thomas
Weston
CHAMBRAY
-and.
Mrs.
-Minnie
man. Ann gya
Joher-David
Pr
Thempaon Nlary.Gre-ham. battle Rheneiii are on the sick
t
.' Johti-ecitttrut. Met-lithahle
Thorripsori. Gor.eva .1.•In
Grey or Blue
and. Roy sBatheteamere
Hargis._ Robes'. Cherry
New Spring '.*terns
Rebecca ! bis:!nesis visitprs
suspender-basic. high bin
in Murray MonReg. Mic
Brown blucher style neck
Farmer. Herr.,.','
Dienr.on and day.
style. The biggest overall buy
"hoes
with riveted corners
Dale Melugis
you ever saw. $1.49 values.
2-, ! We aregglad to have
and
triple stitching.
34 to 42 sizes.
Mr and
'
van • Rhodes 'and family
Read the tiassiried column.
move into our neighborhood.
, Elaine and Bernice Barnett were.
-WITH COUPONStmdat guests of Mr. and Mrs.'" Als
-WITH COUPON-WITH COUPON_
-WITH COUPON
It is dangerous to sell a ,SLBST1.- fried, Barnetts-Dols
-WITH COITPON1
-WITH COUPONBug.
BOrs 59c
tote for 666' just to make three or
50c FELT BASE
•
-four . centS more. Custofners are
Grades
lee SMOOTH FINISH_
WillY'S
your best assets; lose there 'and
ellik
LINOLEUM
Many Hardin -county farmers
on lose your business. 666 is worth
Suspender back: 4 to 14
1
CRETONNES ,
installed . modern brooding
Hines as ITIUCh
sizes: made of r - iv's erri.io
a!
2rAchi of blue den .•.
Pabco brand: heavy felt base
ExCelliant quality, heavy
Pr.
rugs. Swell new pattern ef6 or 9 foot widths. Made by
8 to 14 size shirts: made or
%eight. ONLY 10 yards to
Pabco. fully guaranteed. ColYard wide, brightly patternfects.
Many tile and modernguaranteed
a cantor
val-dye fancy
ed cretonnes on light. medattics. 9x12.
ors will stay clear.
broadcloth,
ium and dark backgrounds.

On The

MUSICIANS TO GO

Hospital News

TO NATIONAL MEET

MINN

gu,
Mai sha
I-Trona-It
ter, Kw
Miss
first ol
Thomas
Grugett
Almo,
Mrs. 1
. Ni

Mr. one
from TI
week.
Miss I
was. the
and Mn
•

JUST JOTS

-Painting

•••••=a0

DARNEL1 ti-CATHEY

BLACK-DRAUGHT

ARE HERE
AGAIN! •

Sharpen the family scissors and do your
shopping. There are golden money-saving opportunities in these
COUPONS! Read every item save as you snip, but don't lose
any time CASHING them in. We must reserve the right to limit
quantities because of limited stocks.

TOWELS

BED SPREADS

5c

54)c

16c

64c

$1.98

36c

DRESS SHIRTS

WORK !PANTS

49c

79c

•-

r _ .

Gowns

$1

SHEETS

for Tub
be the
gins, as
Mot .1
day frost
spent •
Mrs.
Tenn.. 10
day ant
Scott, ar
Miss Lin:
day eve]
Mr. an
turned
where M
going ti
Hospital
Nat II)
fort 'a fe,
ness.
Mrs. (
Tenn., sp
ray.
Dick E
--went the
attended
-OMR Xi
• Wyse
rang Will
Instructor
schools, I
their par
M
x mut
Booker,
Miss
Grove, h
guests M
baranelle
was the
Crouch.
Edwin
arrived i
week to a
brother, 1
Parks of
B. W.
visited hi:
chall and
tter par!
Gordon
W. WI
were amo
tended th
Louisville.
L. C. 'Pr

SWEATERS

$1.84

79c

N111•1111111111111M11116.

46c

98c & $1.49

•

WORK SHOES

$1•49-7

OVERALLS

WASH PRINT DRESSES

98C

Blue Overalls

Brown Muslin

44c

PARKER-BROS. GARAGE
WRECKER SERVICE
Day Phone 373-Night Phone.
210-J

33c

10c
Fair cut lurkish towel.. Mewled sizes, Illsavy, durable.
asks
.
Will stand Hard teage

-WITH COUPON_

1 111.111Will BROS.)
EACH DUPNItT‘IFFNI ST011ES

•

OILCLOTH
For the first time in massy
months. Full 46-inzh olieleth
. . . choice of tile, floral
and
pastel patterns.
Yd.

19c

KNOWN FOR BETTER VALUES
•
4.

•

Cash
E)
Real
Furr
Fi

DRESS SHIRTS

$3.98

oi po.Turkish Towels

Lost
Ft

$5 Linoleum Rugs

haVt

Complete 'Auto Repair Service
New Nash Used Cars

. Se
COW'

44c

44c

It Is Dangerous

I,oar.

WORK SHIRTS

OVERALLS

I

loc

A. F.
-WITH COUPONYard -Wide. Sun-Bleached

L. L.

HOPE MUSLIN

R. H.

9c
Yd
Limited quantity' It's the
world-famous "HOPE' cotton
and we reserve the right to
withdraw It at any moment.

e

H. L
a
C. H
fleet,

4

'

•
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ter's father, T. T. Hutson, Buchanan, Tenn., Route 2 They wiU
visit thee and in nearby communities for about six weeks.
I. H. Jones, former resident oi
near Dextert was a business visitor
In Murray last Thursday. He now
lives at Wildersville, Tenn.
Mrs. Bettie Patterson has reiarned from. Nashville where she has
been visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Palmer Belcher. Thomas Johnson
and Paul Patterson came with her
but' returned to Nashville Wednesday.

PAGE SEVEN

Bowling Green Saturday and Saturtiay night.
Ralph McCuiston. Jim Ed Diu•
quid, John Carter, Charles Montgomery, 'Dan Blinks, Hilly Utley,
Dr. D. H, Stress. and 1.1-yd Allbritten also were present for the
final game in which Western and
Miss Virginia Humphries had as the week-end
guest of his daughter,
Mdrray. clashed.
her guests Monday, Mrs. Thomas Mrs. Nat.Rya
The music and speech events of
Eight Purchase --Net- Teams to
n, Jr., and Mr. Ryan.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dill, Model,
Marshall. Doroth.y Grugett, Gerty
the District Interscholastic Contest
Calloway istgh
school teams
Mrs.
Myrtle
Wall
of HopkinsTenn., are the parents of an 8Bennett, Mrs. Jim Hurt and daughPlay March 17, 18, and
petered out in semi-final round
will be held at Murray State Colville spent the week-end with Mr.
pound boy which arrived Saturter. Kathryn.
games uf the third ,district tournalege Friday and Saturday morning,
and Mrs. Robert Jones.
19 in Big Meet
day night.
•
ment held at Benton Friday and
March 25-28. At presstime. 29
Miss Virginia Humphries spent
Mrs. R. A.. Myers and piss Mettle
Saturday of last week. Murray
first of the week visiting Mrs.
Murrayans who among others
Members of the Calloway county schools representing *even counties
Jo Norwood left Tuesday for
High went down in the second tax equalization board
were present at the district basketThomas Marshall (formerly Alice
will finish had signed up for the meet.
Kirksey High Schooi will be
Louisville where Miss Norwood
round, fallihg before the cham- their first sitting Friday
Grugett) and Dorothy Grugett of
Mrs. Thomas Marshall. Mrs. Jim ball tournament in Benton last host March
The committee in charge of arand will
17, 18, and 19 to the
will take a state examination for
pionship Skarpe Green Devils after recess until March 21, C.
Almo.
Hurt and daughter. Kathryn, Miss week-end included Carrie Lee biggest
M. Hood; rangements for the contest is comindependent
basketball a valiant struggle
beauticians. They will return toDorothy Grugett, and Miss Gertie Johnson, Meyme Ryan, Hugh !e- tournam
3141.
chairman-of the board. said today. posed of M. 0. Wrather, Murray;
Mrs. Vermin Stubblefteel. Jr.. and night.
ent ever 'featured in CalloBennett were shoppers In Murray ven. Frances Sledd. Hal Kingips, way county.
Kirksey trounced Hardin al an The equalizers have beeh in ses- K. R. plitterson. Mayfield; and W,.
S. Nat Ryan Hughes were the
Dr. and Mrs. Herbert Dr
Marjorie Shroat, Rob Huie, Ger.enntn Monday.
C. Jetton, Paducah- •
ste -of the furrner's parents.
The best teams of Calloway, overtime encounter 28-27 and then sion for four weeks.
had as dinner guests tionday evenMiss Naomi Maple spent' the aldine Hurt, Sue Farmer, Rebecca Graves,
Entrants classified- wording to
Mr. and •Mrs. Shaw. in Hickman
By the close of this weeic, the
and Marshall counties are iost to Calvert City 18 to 18 in the
ing Mr. and Mrs. F. D Mellen week-end in Bowling Green
Roberts
on, Martha Lu Barber, participating
with
from Thursday to Saturday of last
for. the championship semi-finals while Lynn Grove was spokesman said, the equalizers counties are, as follows:
Miss Nancey Mellen. Ond their her sister and attended the SIAA Clara Waldrop, Rachel Linn, Louise
Calloway—New Concord, Lynn_
week.
grown Teams listed are Gilberts- topping Gilbertsville ,3142 in the will have appraised all property in
guest, Miss Josephine Rice of tournament games which
wore Shackleford, Martha Jo Crass. vine, Calvert City, MayiTeld Junior first round and bying into the the county and will netify land- Grove, KirlCsey, Hazel, Almo, FaxMiss Rebecca Allen of Paducah
Washington.
held there Thursday. Friday, and Charlene Dodd, Jane Hale. Magy Chambe
was the week-end guest of Mr
r of Commerce, Murray semis. Sharpe wallop& the Lynn owners whose tax assessment has on, Murray, and the Training.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lovett. Mr. Saturday.
Martha Farmer, Ann Gatlin. Irene CCC
and Mrs. T. H. Stokes.
Camp. Lynn Grove. Kirksey, Grovians in the semis 37-12 after been raised or lowered Immedi- Schoc4; Ballard—Revil. Bandana,
and Mn. Preston Ordway, -Mr.
Mrs. Margaret Gaston, head Watkins, Virginia Veal, Mar Lou
a heroic
conflict. In a first.
ately epee alasi-ensese-ef—the_
_
lefi -Sunda* santler
school, and
n: Went Purdorn, bre an
tv
-iiiWts
-ii at the National Hotel, 7:TulTin ,
rgueritte
game. Murray's Tigers trimmed sitting.
Holcomb, Hazel.
for Tulsa, Okla., where she will
Wickliffe; Graves—Cuba, Lowes,
Mrs. J. H, Branch, Miss Mayrelle spent the
Myra
Bagwell
,
Birmin
Martha
week-en
with
gham
d
16-341 while Sharpe
her
Robertson,
be the guest of her son, Van HigEqualization and the ironing out Mayfield, and Wing°.
Upper bracket games ,Will get
Johnson, and Miss Naomi Maple parents and daughter in McKen- Dorothy Baucum, J. Buddy Farmgins, and Mrs. Higgins.
underway Thursday at 7 p. m. was taking the measure of Taxon of complaints will constitute the Fulton—Cayce, Hickman, Sylvan
were among those attending the zie, Tenn.
er,
John
Stevens
58-12.
, Charles Baker, when Gilbertsville meets
Mrs. Ben Davis returned Saturprincipal duty during the last five Shade, and Sassafras Ridge; Hicks
the Mutgames in /Iowling Green Saturday.
Mrs. Julia Hart Huie was a Tom Cable, Dan Hutson, Virgil ray-CCC
Sharpe won the championship weeks of . the sitting
day from Memphis's' where she had
Camp; and Lynn Grove
beginning man—Central, Fulton, and BeelerMiss Johnson and Miss Maple re- with a cold last week. She
Roberts
on, W. B. M3ser, Wilburn and Kirksey
spent a few days.
has
will, tie up at 8 by scoring a 41-21 victory over March 21.
ton; McCracken—Tilghman. Lone
mained for a week-end visit with now returned to her work.
Cavitt. Nell Alexander, Frances o'clock.
Mrs. John Patterson 4:0 Paris.
Members of the board are C. M. Oak, Heath. Reidland, and Washimmediately following the Calvert City Saturday night.
the latter's sister. Gene Boyd and
Mr. and Mrs. E. A Trovillion, Wilford, Thelma Ross, Georgia first game.
Phil Cutchin, Murray High. and Hood. Murray; Miller Marshall ington
Tenn., was the guest last Thursjunior high school; Marshall
,
Frank Ryan also were at Bowling Paris, Tenn., %ere the guests
Lynn
day and Friday of Mrs. G. B.
of Johnson, Robbie Sykes, Verna Mae
Grove.
Friday night will find Hazel and Hanelitte,
were Hazel; Clyde Sledd, Concord; Den- —Benton.
Green.
Williams. Elizabeth - Askew. Clara Calvert
the National Hotel last week.
named
on
the
Seen, and attended the recital of
all-tour
ton
nament
Falwell,. Liberty:
City teeing off in the first
Richard
Contests will..be held in the folMr. and. Mrs
.. H. E. Wall, Jr.,
Attorney and Mrs. John Ryan Nell Cunningham. Mr. and Mrs. game.
Mtge Linda Sue McGehee on ThursWalston. Wadesboro; Will Palmer. lowing events:
and in the second night's selection to fOrward positions.
are the parents of a daughter, spent Saturday visiting
Tom
Rowlett
,
Ben
The
Allen
First
friends
BrumRegiona
and
day evening.
l toernament Brinkley; and Frank Paschall.
gazhe Mayfield J.C.C. will oppose
Speech: debate, oratorical declaElizabeth Josephine, born Wednes- business associates in Pashscali
ley. Leonard McNutt, Ray Starks, the Murray
.
. Mr. and Mrs. Tom Morris reCollege Independents. begins here tomorrow with first Swann. Claude Anderson, form- mation, humorous reading
day morning at the Mason Hos, poetry
Raplia(l
Mrs.
Jones,
Joe
Dumas
Martin
round
was
Provine
games beginning at 2 in er tax commissioner. and Dewey
the guest
, The semi finals will . be played
turned Saturday. from Memphis
reading, discussion
pital.
grades and
Ernest Oakley, Edith Jones, Sher- Saturda
Friday of her husband -here.
the afternoon.
where Mr. Morris has keen underD. Crass, present commissioner.
afternoo
y
n
at
1:30
and
2:30.
high school), and extemporaneous
Miss Tennis Breckenridge of the
Mr. and Mrs. C C. Hughes, Mr. rill and John .Outland, Max Mill- and the finals
-going treatment at the Baptist
have met with the equalizers in
Saturday night. A
_speaking.
college administrative force is and Mrs. Burnett Miller,
Graves er. Roy Yong. George Weeks, consolation game will precede the
Hospital in that city.
practically every session.
spending her vacation in Topeka, Neale. Miss Jane Seay, Bill
Music:vocal—solo, quartet, trio, •
Thomp- and Jane Hale.
Nat Ryan Hughes was in Frankfinal game. All night games will
Kan, and is, attending the tourna- son. Tillman Taylor, James Laspglee club,• and all-state chorus;
Mrs. Eugene Tarry, Jr., and baby begin at
fort 'a few days last week on busi7
o'clock.
t this week in Kansas City.
instrumental—piano, violin, other
ter, Ralph Churehill, Mr.-and Mrs, spent the week-end in Fulton at
ness.
Front all indications. elite games
Mr. and Mrs. John- Ryan and M. 0. Wrather, Cleo Grogan. and the tv_me of Mrs. Tarry's parents.
isaftumental solos, inatrtunental.
Mrs. George Gatlin of . Paris.
will' bi-, contested- closely. KirkJean Ryan left Wednesday for Jim BranOh were „among
small ensembles, band, and iir.those Mr. and Mrs. C. L Puckth.
Tenn., spent last Thursday in.Mursey. the host team, has an array of
Knoxville, Tenn.. where they will from Murray who attended the
chMtra.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hoieontb star performe
-zay.
rs,
seven
of'
which
spend several days.
Western-Mnrray Deal of the SIAA and two children. Sedalia, Mu.. have seen
Contestants will be given ratings
Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester, regDick Bidewell of Tupelo. Miss..
actiere. in, .• the state
, Mr. and • Mrs. alsek.--Ifieber:et kaireey- at—Bowling -Careen
Miss Kathleen Caldwell, Lynn pf- superior. .excerlent, good,
fate
Sat- called on -Mrs. - Holcomb's parents, toUrtiamentand who: Kirksey sup- istrar, arimunced fodby. that there
sent the Vreek-end in Murray and
Paducah were visitors in Murray urday night.
Grove. will receive
. applications and poor. All rating `excellent or.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Waldrop, at porters believe,
attended the game in Bowling
will maintain their probably will be 65 applicationg for crop
Tuesday.
.
and
feed
.
Five
Lt.
loans
Points
and
Mrs.
this
.above
from.
Andrew
week,
will be eligible, for compeHolcomb ertellird of' h3 losses this yea'r, 'May- -for degrees -from Murray College
W. Hays
Green Saturday night.
farmers who wish aid in putting tition in the
Mrs. Lee Curd and Mrs. Gordon left Saturday afternoon for a
state contest.
10- himself visited his parents, Mr. field, Lynn .Giove., Murray. CCC in June.
Misses Conna Mae Miller, Loout their 1938 enterprises, County
Sanderson of Paducah were guests day - trip the itinerary of • which and Mrs. Frank Holcomb, Sr.,
and Camp, Gilbertsville, and Calvert
rena Wilcox, and Blanche Booker,
Senior examinations will be
last Thursday night of Mrs. Lula will include Chicago and
Agent
Chimp:s
J.
etter
T.
Cochran
The science OW
his
said
sister.
today.
Mrs. Cecil 'Thurmond, City—not to mention
Florida.
instructors in Louisville public Wall.
Hazel and gi.ren Monday, Tuesday, and Wedmakes people well and
Applicants may find Miss Cald- '
'
Lieutenant Hays. who will return who is convalescing form an ope- Murray
schools, spent last week-end with
College
nesday,
Indepen
May
30, 31, and June
dents—are
happy.
. Mrs. 0. J. Jennings has returned to' Murray before his wife, is
well in the office 41 the county
sta- ration in the Mason Hospital. Roy likely themselves to give anybody Baccalaureate serviCes will be
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eph
held agent. Since the instauration of
from a several weeks stay in tioned at the local Civilian
DR. W. C. OAKLEY
Con- Holcomb, also of Sedalia, Mo, a trouble, and it would be no major Sunday, May 29. Commencement
Milker. Mr. and Mrs. Lilburn WitFlorida.
the office here Monciay., sc_AeraL
chiropractor
brother 11...ekaeb.,
servaSim_Corps ramp,
_—
_
^
• end=
•• • 0 • -exe.
ses writ—be"onThUfldoy, armers -have made
IOR West Wren
Murray
Mr".arid.litrilaine•y-T. Wells of
rots and sister too.
Mrs. R. M. Vance, Sr.,
applications
M.
BoOker.
win
out.
-June 2.
Murray: Mon., Wed. lk,Frt. P. M.
.
Omaha, Neb. are spending the Vance,-Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. Bob Far- Mrs. Ethel Bowden motored to
for the loans
Miss
Benton: Tees., Thurs. & Sat.
Maxine
Crouch, Lynn month of March
ley, Mrs. Hugh Farris. Miss Ger- Ripley, Tenn., Saturday and took
in Miami. Fla.
Grove, had as Saturday dinner
Mrs. Bob- Meador has been he trude Vence, Mrs. A. W. Willard her daughter, Mrs. H.
Norman
,
guests Marjorie Arnett and Bar:
guest this week of Mrs. Bush and daughter, Mary Travis.
Mrs. Nqrman haeL
Mrs. back home.
baranelle .Harris. The
occesioa Houston.
been
Tone
Palmer.
visiting
Mts.
her
Otis
mother
Churchill.
for tar
was the twelfth birthday of Miss
Mr. Manliff *ells, who has been Mr. and Mrs. Noah.Hill and daugh- past ,week here, .
Crouch.
ill, is improving.
ter.
Miss
Jewel.'
Nora
Hazel. Mrs. Durrett,
McKee!, Obion, Term..
Edwin Parks. Detroit. Mich,
Mrs. E. B. Houston is the guest Padgett. and
rs. Charley Cain was liere this week' visiting
arrived in the county the past
of Dr. and Mrs. Hal Houston in were among Mu
abel
Mrs. Frenk Holcomb.,Se, and
yens who weer
week to spend some time with
Louisville.
present in Mayfiélt during the Mrs. Cecil ThurillOrICI. MISS MCbrother, Luther Phrks, and Mrs.
Miss Josephine Neale accompa- period immediately totlowing the peel is a _xis* of Mrs..Frank HolParks of near Lynn Grove.
nied Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Maddox death of Ora. H. R. Catheert
, who comb. .
B. W. Story of Lynn Grove
on a trip to Louisville Monday. was buried there Sunday.
• Mrs. Eugene Tarry. Se.; 'vieited
visited his sister. Mrs. Nola PasThe visitors returned to Murray
Miss Elizabeth Randolph, an in- her abg, Mac Thinnaa Terry, in
chall and soris' of Paducah tr
TuesdeY.
structor in the Paduceh scheol Dextee Saturd/iv.
part of this week.
•
system, was thdelpit .of er mothMrs. 'WrdZist Hutson metre the
Gordon Croaph. EflPfer'sNanter
Pal
t•I?inn.,'Ws IC caliral er here Sa
lur
lY Pa rtOtliihr!)1118111Mirliellfey.
d
day.
J. W. Williams. and H. S. Rogers'
pipt/tire tourist In Murray Sunday.
1
Charles Harlan, Paducah, .visited
e visiting 'friends:
••••-- -e4
were among the number who atParks Kinnett, Memphis, Tenn., in Murray
Starring
The Rev.andallits. car+011 ER/Oar
Friday.
tended the:.BYPU conventicn in
•
Wit9 a visitor in Murray Sunday.
Malcolm Wallate. Paducah. ref- and son. Carroll Jr. -visited with
Don Terry, Rita Hayworth
Louisville.
Mr .and Mrs. Oury Edwards of eree in bankryptcy, was In Murray Mr. and Mrs. A. N. Payne
of MilL. C. Treeatban of Paducah was
Detroit. Mich.. are visiting the lat- Monday of this week
transacting burn Thursday of last weee. The
and "Tim Tyler's Luck" Chapter Nine
business with 'clients.
Reverend Mr. Hubbard spoke on
Miss Alice Keys. Mrs. Cleo Gillis the Institute program of the ArlBetty Boop Cartoon
Let a
Hester. Bbbby Hester. Mourjce ington Baptist Church.
Adair. Dr. and Mrs. James H. RichJeddie .Cathey and Solon Oarnell
GOVERNMENT TRAINED MAN
mond. R. E. Broach, Preston Ord- have formed a firm of Darnell' and
way. Dr. and Mrs. j. W. Carr, the Cathey to do painting, interior
Rev. and Mrs. Bruce B. Maguire-. decorating, edging„ etc., they
sae&
Harold Farley. Earl Thomas Martin. today.
FUNNIER...EVEN
Evergreen Shrubs, Roses or All Kinds
Prof and Mrs. Clair Roes Me- •Miss Alice Keys.
was among,
Gavern, Edward Freeman, Russell those who attendid
See Me Before You Buy
MORE ROMANTIC
the Murray Coalter. Prof. and Mrs. A. F. Yan- Western game
at Bowling Green
THAN "TOPPER"I
cey, Walter Blackburn. Joe T. ,Saturday night.
Lovett, Keith
Whetstone, and
Mrs. W. A. Anderson of Paducah
many others from Murray were attende
d the recital last Thursday
Phone 142-301 South Eighth Street
present for the semi-finals and night
of her niece. Miss Linda
finals of the SIAA tournament at Sue
MeGehee, and remained for a
visit with Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Sexton. Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Whittle]
and Mrs. Love Williams. .
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Fox spent the
week-end near Marion with their
son and his wife.. Mr. and Mrs.
Lee Warren Fox. and attended the
JOHN HALLII5AY
basketball tourney at Marion High.
PATSY
Mrs. Noel Melugin and -one of
KELLY
her children arc confined to their
home just outside the northern
city .11mite of Murray wish severe
4b
colds and fever, it was reported
here today.

a

KIRKSEY HIGH TO Marshall Teams 29 Schools Enter District
SPONSOR TOURNEY Nip Callowayans Interscholastic March 25-26
In District Meet

Tax Assessment
Board to Adjourn

65 Expected To
Apply for Degrees, Miss Caldwell
to
, -Registrar Declares
Receive Loan Bids

t

B.

Balcony 16c
Till 5 P. M.
Except Sunday

APITOLI

Balcony 16c
Till 5 P. M.
Except Sunday

is

TODAY and FRIDAY

iiatter

SATURDAY

"Who Killed Gail Preston?"

it

r-

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

PLAN AND PLANT
•
YOUR YARD

A. E. BARNETT

MELVYN -DOUGLAS
VIRGINIA BRUCE
WARREN WILLIAM

Statement of Condition of

Peoples Savings Bank
Murray, Ky.

At the close of business, March 5th, 1938

Calhoun Makes
Good Nationally

RESOURCES

LIABILITIES

Loans and Discounts $194,221.79
U. S. Government
. Securities,
. . 64,500.00.
County Warrants .
1,607.02'
Loans Insured by
Federal Housing'
Administration' . • 56,546.27
Cash and Stint
Exe/iange- 196.,248.21 Real Estate
None
Furniture and'
. Fixtures
2,500.00
Total ..... t

Capital Stock
Surplus
_
Undivided Profits
Deposits
Bills Payable
Notes and Bills
Rediscounted .
Other Liabilities

4

. _
Total

.$515,623.29

•••

- $ 25,000.0o
. 10;000.00
.,.
2,1-64.10
478,459.19
None
.

None
None .

J. C. Calhoun, of"Murray, is an:
Mher_..local young man who ties
won. national recognition
in his
'line of work. He is a salesman
fcr the Hobart 'Manufacturing Co.
of Troy, 0., and ranked -third in
the United States in a sales contest conducted by his company
during February. For the first
two months this year. he has
had
an average of 288 per cent above.
his quota.
Cialheun sells coffee 110/1.A4s4..
a444es, slicers, grinders and -ere that
are used in the grocery and .rneai
market and restaurant trade.

.$515,64.29
SMALL BABY'GRAND ,
PIANO BARGAIN
OFFICERS.

DIRECTORS

a

A. F. Doran

E. A. Moore

Ti' H. Stokes, President
R. H. Falwell..Vice President
L. D. Outland. Vice President
C. K 'Jones, Chairman of Board
W. G. Miller, Cashier.
Mrs. Vera .Rogers, Bookkeeper
Mrs. Grady Miller; Asst. Bookkeeper
Ruby Outland, Asst. •BookkeePse
Mrs. Nell Waggoner. McCuiston.
Stenographer .

•

I.. I... Veal

Elwood Morris'

It H. Falwell.

3. A. Outland

H. L. HoUston
•

L.' D. Outland

C. H. _Jones -

T. H. Stokes

Fleetwood -Crouch

H. T. Waldrop
•
4.0

'
•

Customer could not complete payassents on this beautiful Grand Plano and we are forced to transfer
this account to seine responsible
party for .3148.70 balance due. Tots
can own this levhe instrument by
taking over this Baby Grand and
completing payments of only Wolf
per month. I sed very link. New
guarantee goes with this piano.
Ohba( action neeeesary.iWilt notify
where to see Mono. Adds-ten Credit
Dept: 11P.A.B., car•
e• of this news'
.
paper

Cown'aecc

ANN
IV AK

Ted Fiorito and Orchestra in
"MUSIC WILL TELL"

IBIERINITT
AlIERIVEelhe

- SUNDAY and MONDAY

THE LID IS OFF!

ie

Here Comes the show from
Rhythm Row, with more
stars of radio and screen
than you ever saw in one
melodious explosion.
•
Soren songs! Seven hundred

Nay by
Idetta Moran god Jack limn.
&recto! by NOVIIIJUI Z. NaLIOT
WILTON IL BUN
lifiletser
SCTII*D

ANITA
IRAMILLE

laughs! A million thrills!

•

-

„

t

•••••••.,

•

—and—
"CALIFORNIA
GIANTS"
"GRANTLAND
RICE
SPORTLIGHT"

NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY

BOB BURNS* JACK OAKIE
KrNN,BAKER* ANN MILLER

_
•••'

OF HUMAN HEARTS

11
,/4„

WALTER HUSTON • JAMES
STEWART • BEULAH BONDI
GUY KIBBEE • CHARLES
COBURN • JOHN CARRADINE
Su*. Pion be MAMMY r°on
tow.. corruoiNs.is
Directed by Clarence BROWN

VICTOR MOORE
MILTON IIIRLI
Nolen Itroclarkk • Jana Inman,
Biest•r Wait • Molls*, Mown cowl
NAL Kemp end Nis *rehash.
WWI

—COMING—

"BIG BROADCAST OF 1938"
• •
'COLLEGE.SWING"
• •'

M•G-M's GREAT
$8,000.00

PRIZE.TITLICONTEST PICTURE!
- _

—ALSO—

"Boy Who
Saved a
Nation"
•
"Set 'Em

"THE HURRICANE"-'

do.

••••

p.

•

-AK-•••••••••••

•-

t

•
.••••
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Music. band.
April 1 Is Set Fori partment;
Murray Loses to
11:30-Lunch.
4:00-2.30- Open House. Training
High School Day School Building Art Department). Western in Final
1.00-2:39-Open House. Tcaining
At Murray State School
Of SIAA Tourney
Building' 'Home Economics
a

OPERA STAR WILL
COME TO MURRAY
STAGE APRIL 22

Church Week Has. TVI ACQUIRES
Large Afidiences

358.4 ACRE'S;
COST $21,269

Brown Says Phone
Work Progresses

Public Voice
Extra session embracing refiii,,
int( county government and bud
ing control most important.
appreciate letters from cal,. t.
the subjects, addressed 1,
of Senate, Frankfort, Ky,
ansWer all' letters but. will
.nining;the Astishs•
me in deterz
t;v:•
as. pr pie, 1:rcl
T. 0. TURNElt

Baptist congregation
New Flasher Type Service Will
last
Sunday
its
Be In Operation By
Church Week" which
June at
will run successively through Fria
day night. March 11.
0. Brown, manager of the local
Land Includes Route
For
The Rev. Sam P. Martin. pastor,
plant of the Suutherai Bell TeleRoadway and Sites For
opened the services with preachphone Company, said today work
Construction Camps
ing Sunday both morning and
Was at its highest swing in the
PROGRAM FOR EVENT
CENTENARY 41-40
evening, and on Monday B. R.
transfer of flasher-type telephones
Seven
deeds
totaling
358.4 acres
ILLINOIS NATIVE WILL
Winchester. pastor of the Missionfor the inaumbeut ring-the-box
k Continued from Page
of land for $21.269, were filed with
Murray 'State College will CilaThe terra'
- set bY the MurRETURN FROM EUROPE airy Baptist Church of Benton,
_ ,a•
type which has been in use since
County Court Clerk Elwood GorATTEND
serve High School Senior Day on sent
liege Thoroughbreds
spoke at 2 and 7:30 in the aftertelephones were established here. MURRAYANS TO
to Washington. Results of the ray State
don, of Marshall county, Saturday.
DRYCLEANING
Friday. April 1. One of•the largest
Miss Mignon Spence. American noon and evening, discussing the
new system
referendum in local areas will be in the S1AA tournament last week
the
said
Brown
crowds ever to attend this annual
Bowling Green could not coloratura soprano and interna- "Christian as Debtor, Ready, and March 5, completing the first outavailable Saturday night, although end at
Wouir be in operation on June
W. A. Boone, B. C. Alibis
program is expected, as invitations[
keep up quite tang enough for the tiunolly known opera star, will not.okshamed". Joe T. Odle, pas- right purchases of land by TVA
, unofficial.
11, e date on which operators of and Mrs. Thela Wachtel w„,
in
the
Gilbeetsville
dam
area.
Mr.
have been sent to high, sorrols
Racehorses to win the champion- appear in concert in the Murray tor of the East Baptist church of
move
will
switchboard
local
the
Where Are the Polling Places!
March 15 and 16 to Meek:,
the first and Second districti in
ship of the conference, and as a State College auditorium April 22, Paducah, spoke Tuesday on the George M. Baker, office director,
into the new telephone house
C
Calloway county w ill have eight
Kentucky and to the high schools'
result Western ,won the decision in it was announced list week.
••Orell- Dressed' Christian" and of the land acdtilsition office here. PallgabIldtsuagtionson North Sixth school of drycleaning to hear Ii
polls.
.
raa
Counghlin, research - -chemist to
•
northwestern
Tennessee and
ue nnattreeiarnevriene wOf
Wedneday I stated - thite--rrionflug that rrtore Street
The appearance of Miss Spence' "WUI
The present switchboard
i Southwest. Murray in.:the Murray
celaness Corporation, lecture
Southern Illinois. .
will not be fdigotten soon at Bow- o native of, Metropolis, Ill., will b. 0. P. Maddox. great Brazilian mis- would probably be completed this
First
is on the second floor of the
6
I circuit courtroom; Southeast Mur- ling
the cleaning and handling of is
week,
Green.
sionary.
spoke
on
-Thirty
Two
school Thaarti i• ray.
Principals and
sponsored by the Murray InterNational Bank Building.'
Northeast Murray and 'Northgpring fabricssooming on the marIt took all the stamina, and coin
Years in Brazil"; and today Wood- t The first deal completed was for
:
. national Relations Club.
TrIerlIt34.1-5 have also been invited to
transfer
and
linesmen
west Murray in the Jury room: age the Thoroughbreds
Local
New methods for eclat. ,
ket.
possessed' 'Fen years ago, Miss Spence, a row Fuller. of Fulton, will speak the farm of W. G. Nall, threeattend the annual conference of
this
busy
been
workmen have
Southwest Concord and SoOth Con- to win by a nose over Centedary's
and finishing all materials WI::
in both afternoon and evening. fourths of a mile south of Gilbertssuperintendents. ,..plincipals.' and
girl,
American
sailed
from
young
and
boxes
week changing bell
curd. School: Brandon's Mill at flashing team
demonstrated.
from Shreveport,
college faculty members which
blew- Y.rk tos Kole. Sho wee„sie The services will close Friday vine. TVA wit!
41111
1
1...etitrd
VII
La., saturday afternoon by a score
with a sermon by L. R. acres.
night
will be held in th-adminiSfration
e
of
-the
terrnined
language
to learn
will have been changed in three
The. other six deeds filed were
building from 130 , t i 3 'o'clock I community will vote at the Faxon of 41-40. The Racers fought every grand opera. from the people who Riley. who his friends say is a
than 20 or 30
weeks. Nut in
schoolhouse, and Russen Chapel minute of the way while_WesterA
most able enunciator 'of truth.
Friday, afternoon,
for
lands
bought
from
H.
W.
Johnper day, he said, can be changed
and Palestine communities will was breezing through Delta State speak -its language and to interpret
spn,
494
acres
t
wo
and
one-half
The
Rev,
MurSara
P. Martin said
Dr James H. Richmond.
the music in the atmosphere that
congruently with the help ernvote at their schoolhouses: Almo, 59-40.
today he was well pleased with miles south of Gilbertsville for $1,- ployed. Linesmen are replacing
ray president. will deliver the wetPATRONS
TO
Dexter, and Heath schools will be
But Murray's strength lasted gave. the otd composers their in- the attendance
800;
T.
H.
Vickers,
21 acres one- poles and cables where the need
of the Church Week
come address to the visitors at 10:30
.
%siting places for their respective Fong enough for it to give the Hill- spiration. She sailed alone. Just
morning, in the. Carr
Friday
friends were at the Services and that interest was eighth of a mile southwest .of Is requisite and are_ repirteing the We will close on Sundays
communities:
Kirksey
school. toppers the scare of their Lves. a few close
.Gilbertsville for $3,650; Ralph F. old line supplying the college- With Try. and get your meats on
keen.
Health building-Although sollege
dock to say goodbye.
Murray's
Backusburg
hard
passing
and
invincible
Coldwater
schools
Tatum. 92.5 acres three-fourths of a new
Cli/r0l1S will meet, as scheduled, each
which will Saturday nights, please,
large (able
Three years ago, when the Presicourageous
will
drive'
left
it
With
a
serve
their
trommunitieS:
a mile southwest of Gilbertsville serve the whole of College AdCollege student is expected to 'do'
dent Roosevelt steamed into New
BAPTIST
MEMORIAL
CHURCH
17-11
Wad
at
half,
the
and
North
Lynn
soon
Grove
and
South
Lynn
his part in making this program the!
for $3.700; Louie Vasseur, one
Pork Steaks or Roast
after the sec-nd period started York harbor, whistles were blown,
best of its kind- ever, held at Grove will both vote at the Lynn
acre-one-fourth of a mile south
20c
of Shoulder, lb.
representatives.
the
Musical
of_
ogle
Sunday
n
s
•
School
•
.,The
MeKeel
putithe
Racore
into
a--21-11
sehoot• and- others-in- the
MurraSs_
of Gilbertsville for $550; L. E. HamLean, Loin Pork
Swann District will vote at. Harris lead with a couole af blistering Courier and a reception of New promptly at 9:30 a. m. Supt. N. ilton. 104 acres one
and threeThe follewing program. csnsist23c
Chops, lb.
Grove and Taylor's • Store: East clap shots that made the audience York's finest musicians were there F. lassiter will be in charge.
Ins *of the finest types of entertain- I
Mornings-worship at 10:50 o'clock_ fourths miles south of Gilbertsville
Hazel and West Hazel will vote gasp. Milroy's-led up until stiffest° greet her
Pork Sausage,
Pure
for
and
H.
E.
$5.304:
-Dyke.
3.4
merit with many edurationat teaspeak.
The
Pastor
ordinwill
TheShe returned a 'finished artist;
I at Hazel School and other Hazel final four minutes, but their legs
Country Style, 2 lbs .35c
lures. has been' carefully planned
will be adminis- acres three miles southwest of Gil'Precincts at Providence and Mid- would not peep up with their a European Success with a reper- ance of baptism
Murray College alumni will play
for the visitors: '.
tered at the close of the moVningi bertreville for $265.
Beef Steak, 113.. 22c
hearts
grand
operas.
tome
of
17
and
pullWestern
gradually
T-Bone
way
schools.
Total paid for the tracts was the faculty in a return .game in the
• 9:00-Registration. Carr Health
ed ahead on set-up shots by Harry
Miss Spence has filled successful service. This baptismal service is
Hamburger, all Meat,
night
Monday
Building
Health
Carr
1-Wi11. the 'Referendum on Tobacco
Building.
it,ThedestdaeetesdsofweArme
to
Saddler and Dudgeon. ,
operatic and eoncert engagefnents moved from the .evening hour to
15c
at 7:30, it was. announced today
No Cereal, lb.
the
America,
9:30-Tour of•cumpus and butld-! and ,Cotton Affect the Rest of
The iiilltoppers" suctessfUl de- in all the capitals of Europe and. the morning hour because it will 12l"Un
college,
the
AA.I.
Program
25k
The tracts are located sofith and by the Track Teans'of the
Oleo, 2 lbs.
tags. Open Houses-administration'
tense of their crown against the like Gordon and Farrar. returned be necessary for the pastor to
lein+sunder asseri;looseerpe preireh. southwest of. Gilbertsville,. and tie- sponsor of the event.
-bit11811-1UrBibroty,-Cherniqlt.--5-tid'r; N°1 al 511-1:her -sea CtihSerVatlen 1933 -tbriifijairifis '-iaati,--trfe),-. beat
country,an America-riThe _faculty Cligeri' defeated' itie We meet all competition in
provisions of the bill will remain out in the finals. last year,
_
Physici cte_portrrientst.
s•
.gave gid in everything,- including name, ing efigogements:in, the 'First Bap- _eluded. the route 'over which _TVA alumni five two- weeke,-ago724-25
I Groceries. Come in, get our
will'
construct
and
Somerset.
tist
K'.
Church,
a
roadway
from
:0
30-1,13-Get.
t-To-Gether M., •'• effect regardless of whether the them their third sweep of the 1910
The - American .singer told an
The game was one of the most
Baptist Highway 68 near Palms to Gilcash and carry prices.
anti. Carr Help Building. . Music, ssowers approve or disfavor mar-. year-Old tourney.• The pswerful American reporter in London 'after the .Ashlaiscl - Avenue
any
exciting
of
'and
humorous
keting genies -On tebacco and cot- Theirenfinbreds
•band..Weteonsa_ Etr_larneett_
bertsville 'to. haul in materials for
Made it a. real at-- rshe • had completed- a since...661ot diurch. Leskingtiala Ky.
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-Maw
all
seaplayed on the
sEvening" Worship at 7 'o'clock. construction of . the $112,000.000
snond:
Dem:nstrations. physical ton. Triple-A administrators hone coMplishment;
I land enthu.kastic engagement that
son.
W a-t er to lona the 198 tobacco crop by
department;
education
Murray placed four Men on the, she -was detrmined tits win recog- The speaker for this service will project.
be announced Sunday morning..
CarnivaL physscal education de- ! farmers voluntarily decreasing allsSIAA
The tracts also included . some
team: Western
placed rition under her real riame.
The children of our church, and of the sites on which constructiOn
their crop acreage because of bone. three
Murray's placements were s hlis.4 Spence is the daugtater of
II Pays to Rsaa the Classifieds.
S. W. Corner Court Square
r
all other children of the common- camps will be erected to house
"fit payments under the soil conser- Burdette, McKeel. Magruder. and
-.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Spence. of
Our Reputation is
ity who are interested. are asked workera for the gigantic dam ,provation proViSione of • the' bill if Bland.
.
IM11.111=11111199
Metropolis. .
Id&
.
pay especial 'fiffefiriffifsTer tnts
ar eting qiiistas•-are inva
Her visit to this country is peel announcement. A Daily Vacation ject.
dated
by
an
unfaVorable
Murray
vote.
39 manly for the purpose of spending
Baker reported that he had thus
Western 44
POS.
You may have little
Basle SCho:L I - will be -Conducted in
What .Abdsit Corn. Wheat and lice Saddler 16
F
Burdette 14
ability ta nadir the
a few weeks in her childhood oth church the week of June 5-11. men acquiring deeds in the seeDudgeon
13
worth of our services.
F
; Magruder 9
-the Other Three Crops for
home; and she plans to sing only Fuller annOuncement will be made tion. They Will average about foie
Yost may know nothint
MeCrocklin 3 C
McKee! 14
Which the AAA Provides
of comparative costs
three
concerts- before her return later. This is the first D. V. B. S. deeds 'a week each -until all th.
Hackett
G
Bland
control"
lvid needed for construction_ a
and values. In all probEurope.
.
to
held in Murray. it has
ever to
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Hurley 2
The _secretary of agriculture an -. Walters 10
ability. you have neiroads and camps is purchased. h.
The
singer
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from
Hamburg:
great possibilities for children and
ther toe experience nor
nounced that the supplies of these
• Substitutions; Western - Sternal. Gerniazik.-February 'Zr, after. slim- young people. • We are expecting said.
the inclination to nider
three commodities does not exceed 2. Green. Personal fouls: Western
The appropriation bill before th.
funerals from the more
ing
a
contract
with
the
Essen
the
normal supply. and 11. Murray 10. Free throe's made
a great time.
national
commercial aspects.
House would make funds availabls
New
Opera CornpOny to begin a year Of
each Wednesday
Prayer
-meeting
Murray:
5
out
of
12:
Western.
8
'therefore there-Will be no referen- (Tut
for road and camp construction is
appeorances July. 1. ,She arrived in evening- at 7 o'clock.
3 Pounds
If this is true, then
of
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dum vote taken of the Producers.
the beginning of the next fiscal
our reputation ii. imAll are coridally invited to all of
Murray
Pos, Centenary 411 Nee: York March 3 and plans to
. earned bs
portant
year,
or
July
1.
How Much Will the Individual
$1.35
100 lbs. . .
Idaho
Burdette 16
F
Snyder 8 arrive in metropolii March 10. she opr aervices.
50 years of serving and
. (ropy he Cut if the allarketMeanwhile the TVA engineers
21c
Carroll Hubbard. Pastor
constant adherance to
15 lbs.
yagrUdeit. '12 :F
. :Wams 2 advised_ _sponsors 'of her Murray
Baking
continued their investigations of
lag Quaint Remain
self-imposed standards.
McKee! S
C
Ting° 12 oPPronmee•
soil arid rock structures at the dam
it becomes, in time of
in Effect':
... .
- 89c
Blahd 5
Lyon's Beist, 24 lb. Sack
Ouzts 5
bulwark, a
a
weed
site. A. V. Lynn. engineer in chars,
Triple-A administrators estimat- Hurley 2
G
79e
Beasley_ 0
Country Vior lb. Sack
source of confidence
of the work, reported that they
ed that the decreases would rangse, Substitutions:
and satisfaction not e•Murray-s-Murray.
59c
a, 24 lb. Sack
Avondale
are still attempting to - freeze the
from a maximum of 25 per cent- Fowler: Centenary: Manson
*Usable in terms 01
7. Ofprice.
subsoil water around a 20-foot leo,
for. the Ismail growers to 40 per -literals-. Jackson. Middle • Tennessee:
CREAMED
Sale of tobacco on all Murray shaft so it may be opened and the
cent for those who produced five, Wuard. Kentucky Wealeyan.
, The Murray Lumber Company
Sincerely,
•
loose
leaf
floors
by
the
close
of
bedrock
acres of dark tobacco or more in
structure studied at' close
announced this week that Wallace
COTTAGE
Tuesday night's sales totaled 4,- range.
Pounds,
1937
Key has accepted a position with
The
363,315 pounds for a .total financial
'their firm to draw plans and assist
income to farmers of $371.568.24.
J. H. Churchill
Good
RECOMMITTED TO JAIL
their partons in designirg thetr
0 C Rankin,' Nicholas c..si •
The. average price for the season
Qua lity
Funeral Home
homes.
cooperate
Mr.
Key
turkey producer, won many priz. Elmo Payne. colored. was reTelephone 7
with Urban Starks who already is Ws: $881)
at
he Harrisburg, Pa., turkey
Two Murray floors Wednesday committed to the county jail to25c
C. Club, Vacuum Packed,
employee in the same capacity.
annual
spring
Murray. KY.
convention
of
Thesow.
sold a total. of 59.135 pounds for day due to insufficient bond on
19c
French, pound
the Calloway County Singing Con- with this firm.
Mr. Key has had 20 years ex- an average price of $7 03. The total a charge of housebreaking.
Spotlight, Pound, 16c, 3 lb: Bag 45c
•ssa ference will meet at Hazel in the
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according to ha announcement til recently has been operating as
made today by Dave zit. Parks, the Key Construction Company. He Murray loose floor had not comis well known in this county and pleted its sales bY late in the afterpresident of the convention.
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2e, Large
- Parks outlined features of the over Western Kentucky.' and form- noon, but the average for yesterprogram 'which will include, ihe erly was a native of the Lynn day was considerably lower than
it has been at' anytime during the
Phone 38
said, the Vaughan Radio- Quartet Grove neighborhood.
Mr. Fulton and Mr. Hughes of week when it has maintained a
Large
in a concert Satin-day night, March
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19. -at---s30---.o'clock,.
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save money.
22 or box
Vaughin's the Murray Lumber Company *re- constancy above the 8.5 cent mark.
port
that
tAisiness is on the upquartet sings regularly oes-;i- Staeconomy.
2 No.
tion WSM. Nashville.' The presi- grade and last week they received
Pearl Cole. Estill county, has
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Cient said the convention would a carload of ready-made rt.
bought
an
incubator
_o(
5.300-egg
sponsor several other outstand- windows alone.( They report that
or Sunshine
ing quartets, duets, soloists, and Albert Hale is building a new home capacity and built a 40-foot exon South Twelfth street. with R. tension on his laying house
prominent . music- leaders.- No. 2 Cans
East
Maple
(Depot)
St.
He said he was inviting all Cal- T. Cathey as contractor Sam Rob4
BARS
loway countians who senStay Gos- inson is building on the Concord
pel 'singing to bring, a basket of Highway. and J. B. Wilson is planfood f
dinner and enjoy the ning to build a new home on N ith'
PURE HOG, POUND
whole day. Any--community in Sixth street.
0
.si'laurchaSed the
R. L. Wade ha
the county! he offered, pehich
would like to be host to the con- Lamar Farley home on .weal Pop-.
Large Box 21c
vention next fall, should,pot in its lar. ,
Small Box
request with. himaat this meeting.
Department 1.
2:30-3:00-One Act Play. audi- Terrific
One of Largest Crowds is
Pace Set by Thorbarna!' iSock and latiakin Club),
Expected to Be On Camoughbreds is Too Much
Mignon Spence, Coloratura
pus During Day
for Last Game
Soprano, is Secured by
College Club
.
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ROGER

GUARANTEED BRANDS

r

1

BROOMS
COFFEE

Best of food

Armour's Branded Beef, Country Ham .Sliced,
Brookfield Sausage, Salads, Pork, Lamb,
Drcssed Hens, Frozen Fish
Ve Deliver

Phone 37

-

•

Swami's Groctry

-

Fancy Fresh Tomatoes. lb,
10c
, New Bed Potatoes. lb.',
A Tea Strainer Free With I lb.
Sunshine Nobility "Cakes
35c
'2 lbs. Sunray Graham Crackers 2,5c
, Pt. American Lady Grape Juice las
Fancy Fla. Oranges, dos. ?fic to 30c
, Nice Red or Yellow Apples.
Gallon
.
lac
Honey. 20 oz. Glass (()nth
25c
1 _ qt. Extracted noti4
'7" - 50c
Bright Evaporated Peaches,
92.20
fir. Brix
.35 lb. Box Ealeii nasty's$2tm
;Peaches .
see
tayrup, Gqbilon Red
sac
Gallon White
. sec
24-lbs. Good Flour
24 lbs. Freeborg's.Best Flour
Mc
411 lbs. Lynn Grove Flour
sr.ss
Fancy Sweet Potatoes. 10c
$5.13
50 lb. Can Pore I.ard
8 lb. Carton Pore J.ard
1-2 Gallon Beech Nat Tomato
2se
Juice .
''
Sa
Cn pole's
! No. 2 I-2"ite

-

25

12CIEKEIDEEIrr€71:1101:1
Phone 375
10 lbs. Cloth Bag
SUGAR
50c
2 Cans Campbell's
Former. Countian
Pork and, Beans 15c
Admits He Slew
Wife in Mayfield 2 Cans CORN
. 15c
Rex Britain, 33. Mayfield. who Can Pickled'
formerry"Med with hisafamily
PEACHES . . 28c
Wisweit ,near Murray. contested
25c
late yesterday that he. murdered 2. Cans Cherries
his wife. Clover Brittain, 32. Mon- 3 Potted
Meat
10c
day in' rzung, then, attempted to destroy evidence of the slaying by 15 oz. Jar Fresh
pouring kerosene on her body; to
rich .. delightful
CUCUMBER
make n a human twat, Brittaln's
story of-the death., related at 11:15.
PICKLES
15c
•
0 cloc

c moire rigi owes I gation
-OXYD0r
end'
-.
of one Of the most gruesome 26C
tragedies which has over (veep
.in grIves county.. officefs said.Brittaan said he hit his wife over
the need with an ice-cream freezer.
The two had quarreled.
When
Brittoin /struck bee the woman
fell. bleeding from • the wound.
Brittain instantly saturated her
body with 'kerosene, act it on. fire,
and left for town, where he was
picked up later • by officers. He
gave as his reason for the. murder
,his wife constantly 'nagged
Pineapple Gems _
. •.25r that
him. He.is)held An the Padusah
; Delmonte (*fleshed Pineapple
e
.
jail.
• .;
I 8 oz. Can
.
•
Bring Lis Your Hams, Bacon
.
Fancy Yellow Drilon Sets. gal. Me
and Eggs
E A. Smothers' Jersey herd nn
i White Sherlotte Onions,',gal.
lac
his Washington flaunty farm -ever2 ibe Oleo
aged 600 pounds'of 'milk and 49
pounds of butterfat per cow -

;

-toNice Bowl'
crOarg•
Qt. VINEGAR . 5c ...wholes.ame
3 Boxes MATCHES
or SODA . . 10c THAT'S
24 lbs. Lynn Grove
or Exclusive
FLOUR
80c
24 lbs. Yukon's
FLOUR . .
90c

& Blalock
31f(A DECIMOCIECIO

24--25-25
- .

•

liarkWhigiemeillerabnears.911111‘0141111*

25`
15'
15
25`
23`
25`
1012
9`

MACARONI
WHOLE APRICOTS
SOAP FLAKES
MURRAY
PLUMS
PRODUCE CO. ASPARAGUS C.
LIFEBUOY SOAP
LARD
RINSO
PEACHES
EGGS, POULTRY
-Highest Prices

Food Market

MEAT MARKET

25`
25

CHEESE

Tolley & Carson 1

Ketchup, Heinz or Beechnut, large
19c
Bottle
Snow King Baking Powder, 25c size 19c
10c size, 3 for
25c
Grapefruit Juice, No. 2 Topmost,
3 cans
•.;..35c
Fruit Cocktail, No. 21 2, can,
• 29c
Corn or Tomatoes, No. 2 cans, 2 for 15c
Merry War Lye, 3 for
23c
That Good Ping,dinger Coffee, 2-,1bs. 25c
Gold Medal Coffee, fresh ground, lb. 20c
(Fine Santos)
Super Suds, Blue Label, and 5c Bar
Soap
10c
Toilet Tissue, Royal Brown, 7 for . . 27c
--Ciiryd-ol, large size
25c
O'Cedar Dust Mop and O'Cedar
•
(e.
?
se
Polish S1.25 Value
fleav-yADish Pans,
35c and 45c
Work Gloves, 25C Value,
19c
50c Value
"
43C
Fresh Cucumber pickles, 15 oz. for'. 10c

e •

FLOUR

Tobacco .Receipts
Wallace Key Joins
Exceed $300,000
Murray Lumber C6.

Hazel Will Hold
County Songfest

Live better and
is

10`

CABBAGE
POTATOES

'

•
•
•
•Oil
•
mr•
•
•
.1
.1
•••
.

...Grown from
PETER PAN
Special Seeds!

Dre
.4lo."°
"
. CeLt!

-- Cheese, Full ( ream. lb.
Corn or Tomatoes, Na. 2
Cans. 4 for
Crackers, Wewo, 2 lb. box
C. Club. 2 lb. Box

19e
25e
15c
25c

•-•
.
..
••••
••••••

-5.s.•

•

-•

-- x•-,'
•••••osi,.G.-deleve.r!//kni0
6
01040
.
-

-

POUND

10c._
2k
47e

CI

12

M3

Lo

t'Se

25`

C. Club Brand
It's Made in Kroger,
* Packing House
...You'll Like It's .Flavoi
or Half, lb.

__1AcoN

-

Lean Tender

•

B

First C uts lb.
EEF ROAST
Ste w, 2
s.
Ctub Steaks lb.

Sliced Porker Liver
D-S Burt.

ioc I
IOC

('reamer' Butter, lb.
t'ranks. lb. _

15c
25c
19c
32c
15c

Seed Potatoes, Onion Sets, Cabbage '
Plants, Onion Plants and Garden •
Seeds

SUGAR

Pure Cane,
10 Pounds

HOT

•

0
•

Dried Peaches. Peuad____
Tomato Puree, 6 cans__
Crisco or Spry, 3 Ile can
Twinkle Dessert, 6
Packages
-

FRESH CAT FISH

.

•-•••••

33C

Ct
CL

.-

a-ma..1.5
"
aaar
,

•
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COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
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Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon March 10, 1938

Regumal Tourney Entries
CCC TO CELEBRATE
Lineupfor Games Tomorrow 5TH ANNIVERSARY

"Behind the Scenes in American Business"
NEW YORK, Mar. 10—BUSI- could buy a master recording maNESS—Activity in most American chine for $1.000 or $1.500. Not
only could comics and features be
industries, though
little changed
told in print; with the recording
from February, continues to lag printed
alongside,
but - 'entire
behind a year ago. The steel in- speeches could be reproduced in
-nrememers in 'moeri greater dr-dustrY's operating
tail than at present.
to.the 30 per cent of capacity level,
•••
although a better feeling in steel
MORE SHOES — With better
consuming areas was reported last
weather for walking just around
week. Electric power output is
the corner, shoe dealers are stockrunning 8 per cent 'under a year
ing up on shoes for men, women,
ago. with., ?hoot
find ,chilciren. Production of shoes
watt hours produced 1 ast week.
In February was estimated- at 32,Railroad carloadings were estimat000.000 units, compared with 28,000,ed at 54,445 cars compared with
000 in January, and 22.000,000 in
127,134 cars at this time last year
December. March production may
Retail trade showed some improvereach 34,500,000 units.
ment from February
levels but
sales volume for the country as a
whole was 5 per cent to 11 per
cent under a year ago.
•••

SLAn a

year in Calloway
'Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
cn a year elsewhere in
•the State of Kentucky.
year to any address
a
other
than above._

$2.00

Volume CVI; No. 10

MURRAY PREPARES Roberts Sees Legumes As Best
Supplement for Fertilizer
FOR KEA MEETING

According to Georg. Roberts, ash shortage unlas the ground is
Local Camp Has Been Stationed
President J. H. Richmond Kentucky College of Agriculture, manured or potash....fretiliiers .are
Here Since November
Lexington, farmers too often think used along With other needed fertiWill Preside at
Oak, beaten only twice 'throughout
of 1933
•
that when they have limed and lizers,
Luncheon
•-• +MI!
reirtmid their - land with liTicit- 1--A1t11VITLYM in5nd-TUInftifti-nrtirff1t1tly
the season.* play-r-lw-order to reaeh
Five birthday candles will gleam
Saturday night's melee.
Dr. James. H.'Richmond will pre- phate so that legumes can be be grown in a rotation, they will
at CCC Camp SCS-14-Ky. on April
side at the 12 o'clock luncheon grown, the continued use of this not keep a sufficient nitrogen supSharpe has only Wickliffe and I. and the camp will
pause momconference in the ballroom of the treatment is all that is necessary ply for other crops if they are
the winner of the Calart City- entarily from its work of demonBrown Hotel in Louisville on the to keep their land productive. Af- removed and no manure is returnCunningham game in its Way to strating sail conservation methods.
growing a good leguminous ed. Fortunately, about threeopening day of the annual Ken- ter1
the finals, and it'll take an in- The Civilian Conservation Corps
tucky Education Assotiation as- crop, the yield of corn or tobacco fourths. of the -nitragen in „the
Eight Teams to Play
, cfivcy
the week
sembly. April 13. He will 'also pre, /nay be so much better than prey- feed of animals ,is -recovered in
Lists at Carr Hell
countians. Heath of March 31-April 5.
ful
Marshall
side at the Misiness meetirig of iously that it would appear that the manure, but much - of it is in
Building
turned the trick, by 15, points less
Plans- for an open tiouse, to
the special education assembly'at they are *justified 'in , the belief, the urine ,,and can be saved only
than a month ago on its own floor, which everyone is invited, include
However, when something is added by using sufficient bedding.
10 o'clock on April 14.
but that was too wide a margin a tour of reprisehtative farms in
ROY STEWART IS
The first session of the K.E.A. to the soil to make it produce
another
time
happen
of
victory
to
the
area
and
inspection
of
Soil
MANAGER OF GAMES
meeting will begin Wednesday more, obviously the- larger yields
against a team of Sharpe's cal- Conservation Service and Army
night, April 13, with a pageant. draw more heavily .upon all the
iber.
equipment
in
the camp.
Coach Roy Stewart, manager of
The final session will close at plant nutrients in the soil and exIn announcing the birthday obthe First Regional basketball tourPilot Oak is the defending Reghaust those not added much more
noon, Saturday, April 18.
nament to be staged here tomorrow ional champion. The drawings pit servance. Supt. Wallace G. Smith
rapidly. For example, if the yield
4111110
Murray
will
sponsor
its
annual
We are very sorry to hear-of
and Saturday, was busy Tuesday Pilot Oak against Clinton at 2 made public a message from Robof crops ,is doubled, as is often the
WASHINOTON—Leaders in vari"KEA
Breakfast"
in
the
Kentucky
Mr.'Goldie Orr's death. GoldiCitas
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were '4,590- below normal.
ore.
--vra"r7--Ifr from
-•
hau.not
is--far-in--exress of what the state
given the -enacted taw Careful study, or' t'ha't it was a case
heest disease: practically` unchang
of pique
In fields *here man is the
,193f70 278 in 1937. a decrease
because his own pet theories of crop control are, disregarded. Anyhow,
can possibly get out of the taxes
• The latter are comm
erning factor:the death and
of 53 per cent. These decreases rewe think he is honest, though possibly mistaken, in his claticism.
paid by the truck. For a nine-ton
clewed as the degeneratests
totals with_ -the exceptionSE'S flect .,the' *fleets of - the- increased
-Hut-we- would-urge all tebeeee -growers, f6r us to give the
truck, for instance, its costs the
proand are usdally regar
accidents, continued to ride.. The posed law our earliest Consideration: for us not to be
as being attention. giverrto infant and premisled or
state $1.216' a year to provide a
faurably
greatest killer of all lime. the auto- prejudiced by an .array of bombastic words. -But rather that we shot&
y - periodic school welfare.. as Well as of imroadway-and its gets back in
taraljh e xom ilia
mobile, claimed 4 per Cent more carefully and calmly use our OWN best judgment, and then vote our
s of the appar- proyernents in environmental saritaxes $535. A similar discrepancy
essay well.
victims than it did in 1936, for honest convictions. We know it is not a •perfect law, but it is promised
itation. .Try our NEW SENTRY COAL. this
•
that its faults, as they appear in aretual performance, will be amended
between cost and return is shown
prepared In America's Atept
a total of 39.700. 'Occepationat as occasion warrants. And
of the heart, despite the
thew—It's
It is particularly gratify:ng to
then vse're not voting as to how we like
in the case of all other sizes of
rs_ereiwation Plant!
drop from 6,018 in 1936' observe that the drphtheria, death
deaths claimed 6 per/cent, to 19,000. the Lew,in detail, but whether we will or
Mae
will
-triate
:
s. -firiansi_Intlehaif ton 44.6*.
in- 1927. continue to occupy • •rate again showed 5a considerable
^Ile 'grand total of deaths
cm crop eon
1938. And whatever be -our 'decision:T-10 tie not fail
up.
firit.. place in the mortality tables. drop. declining from -6 4 in 1936
all accidental causes was t06,000- to cast .our vote on Saturday. Let us show the powers that be, that we
What this means, as the Produce
Approximately one person out of to 4.8 'in 1937_ This, no daubs. rewith. 375.000 persona permanently 'farmers ore really interested in farm legislation.
Guide of New York points out.
JACK GATLIN,
egTery six who died in Kentucky flects, in- large measure. cumulative
injured and 9300,000, 8 per cent
is that Missouri is in affect hand$.
75 Ton
Director, Marshall County
lase year 'owed his or here death effects of intensive elfoils to secure
of the whole population, tempor,
$
5
.2
D
N5
eU
ljen
red
somely subsidizing trucks. And
Bureau
Fenn
tiassorr.e form of heart disease. The Jar., r
arily injured. The direct cod_ of
%tat _MISsnnei-- is doing.--off --other
these accidents is estimated to
, CARD OF THANKS
God's richest blessings rest .upon
states are doing to a greater or
have reached the staggering total
you is our prayed.
lesser extent. The railroad industry,
We, the family of Geo. Cathey,
of 43.700.000.000.
on the other hand, must build
There is 1937's accident record. desire from the depth of our
and maintain its own rights of
Mrs. Thomas Marshall of Deexpressed in cold figures. It is bad hearts to thank everyone of you
PHONE 64 FOR SERVICE
way, and is heavily taxed by all
enough looked at that, way. It is for your every act of kindness trtit. Mich,. is visiting her parents.
units of government.
"ICE
either
is
by'
the
word
or
deed
BEST
and CHEAPEST Refrigerant yet
during
the
Mr.
and
Mrs. C I. Grugett, and
infinitely worse • if you regard it
The time is- long • overdue 'fur
sickness and death of Carlin. May friends.
Known to the Scientific World"
in terms of human values-muti,
adopting a fair and reasoned nalated bodies, widosised mother&
tional trausportation policy. That
orphaned children, , blinded and
policy_ must include fairness to
crippOd individuals, gore' and
all and favortism to none. It must
carnage. And perhaps the most
do away with restrictive, expensombre - reflection of all is that
sive and unnecessary laws, such as
90 per cent ef the accidents were
the proposed train-limit measure.
in all probability easily preventAnd it must guarantee all carriers,
nitillesaseinebody was careless.
especially the near-bankrupt railsomebody was ignorant, somebody
roads, a living wage-that is. a
took a .chance, and there was no
rate level that will" allow .a profit
holiday for death.
afterse*Penses gefspaid. And, finalWill 1938 repeat this grisly toll
ly, it must provide for regulation
of life, health and dollars? It's up
that is fair and elastic, and does
M us, all of us, to answer that
not ,assume functions that belong
question through our actions.
to management.
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Cooperation Gets
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No Holiday for Death

For' A Change

the
WAXOLIZING[

WAXOL process)
of Coal Trothog
Preserves and Protects

1.44ected

ey

DUST-TREATED•WASHED

Murray Consumers Coal & Ice Co.

ed.

/•
'LESSONS IN SAFETY
lime and again. you have read in the papers lion prompt
action might have saved a life or a limb. It is for this reason
that we are calling to your attention that our -employees are
trained in first aid,
lhe employees working along the roads of this area are
prepared to render you emergency first aid. service. Ste hope
that you will never need this srvice-but It might bet north
your while to keep it in mind Justin case something happened.
Our men know the imp4,rtance of quick action-and among
other thins,, how to treat eor shock, no matter what its cause,
application st devices for stopping flow of blood, handling •
patients with broken bones, artificial respiration. etc.
Our employees are alvi”.s willing td take time to children
vi hash are important for their protection. Trained employeeshave given- talks. on the subject of wifely in the -schools. This
serviets is -available at all tithes to any interested group.

KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE LIGHT &
POWER COMPANY

•
,••41V*17
•••

TYL
ER
HOTEL
THIRD AT JEFFERSON
Sleep OR • soft comfort•bl• boa In
• apsaininni. sae mom Mast Ideal
location to Louisville- strictly "no-

fii•proot Up.to.d•t•
shop and bar
°snag* servisee - 90* Overnight

41.4.
200 ROOMS 1.0
.
m,$1 50
175 BATHS
1.

The railroads • are the biggest
item in the transportation picture
2-tied they have been given the
U'orst treatment, as the „thOusands
of miles of track now sn the hands
of receivers, testifies. The result
is a tremendous loss of' employment, Of construction, and of purchasing-'-' power that would indirectly benefit every worker in the
country, including
all
ot he r
branches of transportation. In the
name .of the public interest, it's
time for a change.

Significant Posters
-Millions of individual apple
growers in over 20 states are faced
with a serious apple surplus. Their
salvation lies, not in political gifts
from Wii;hington. D. C.. but in
the concerted efforts of 30.000 food
stores It, move the crop. •Here ii.
a concrete example of the manner
in - .which agricultural problemt
may be solved in harmony . with
the laws of nature. rather than
iroselefiepce Of.. them sInstead of
ssurSailing production and arbitrarily boosting prices, the apple
growers have called on the food
stisre industry to. stimulate consumer demand for. apples
Fully conscious of the alremendous responsibility it is assuming,
the entire store industry has nevertheless entered wholeheartedly into, the formidable task of selling
apples as they have never been
kid before. The apØirnpeign
irotiffiiii•t•Until The app
phis is brought _under control and
the apple market Stabilized.
s
''Of course.'.in the,final
it is the consuming public who
will decide just how successful the
apple' campaign is to be. Heretofore producer-consumer campaigns
- 1,<•• n highly success!'! :rid

des E Idler, Mgr

clinics loom. coffee

YOUR 25c BACit
IF GETTING UP NIGHTS
Is not helped by THIS 4 DAY
TEST when due to functional kidney disorders. Your 25c back' if it
does not help kidneys flush out
excess acids and other waste, and
thereby soothe the irritation that
wakes you up, causes frequent and
scanty flow, burning, or backache.
Just say Bukets 25c to any druggist. Locally at Dale, Stubblefield
and Co.

FOX
FERTILIZER
"The Largest
Antolini of
Actual
Xi-ailable Plant
Food in the Best
''Mechanical
Condition fur
the Len.i
Attuning
of Moue,Thai's VISlint
Fox Fertilizer
Siands IrOr:
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• Dreams of a new home or remodeled home of your
bow can become a pr,actical reality for you and your family.
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cent of the value of your home, with'25 years 1/64,ay it
back. You pay
°M.. -hiVer tc
• .
'
interoen
btuild()r
est, PALA. SenIce Charges have been eliminatqd,
-4 of 1 per cent has been
substituted on homes costing up to $6,000. We are ready and willing to
loan you money
noW
remodel your home. Come in and let 11 A OXIthiin it in detail. By
building now,..yo-tr put men to work
alleviate :-the recession.
•
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Planning
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Visionary
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Practical
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little red, bawling, helpless infant
Lassiter, were in Paris, Tenn., for I don't believe
one's conscience
of a few years ago, but grown men
Friday on business.
would let them keep it. The finder
and women who can take care of
Pop Eye,I read your letter last will know who it
Hello to all! Hope each one is
belongs to by
ourselves, with a little help and
Contributions to this column
ettioylng these pretty days of week. It sure was fine. Have you Mr. Carroll's drivers license being
consideration.
upon topics of interest are almoved
far
from'
where
you
lived
ways welcome. They do not
in
March.
the -bill fold.. •
Kentucky Belle is perThree youngsters who want unnecessarily express the views
fectly satisfied with this weather. when we were down there?
Mr and Mrs. Luther Jones and
derstanding and cooperation-of this newspaper.
Belle.
-Ky.
Green grass on the lawn and pretsmall daughter, Sue, visited Mr.
Babs, Billy. Bob.
ty flowers are in bloom.
and Mrs. Dick Jones Friday of
WE WANT UNDERSTANDING
last week.
Those who visited in the .home
Miss Euon Paschall was one
It seems to us that the greatest
of Mr. and Mrs. Tulley Chrisman
among the .darge crowd who visSunday were the latter's parents,
enemy the young folks have at the
ited in Murray Fotfrth Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Ray, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs, Callie Crouse and
present is none other than their
Hester and Clovis 'Brown were
Ethel Smith were Thursday night daughter, Velda Lee. Afternoon
Robbie
Jones
and
Curley
Holley
parents. We say this because the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dennis guests were Mr. and Mrs. Conard are through burning and canvas- at One Key's Sunday night.
older folks want to live in the past Lamb.
Hutson and daughters, Genella sing plant beds.
Mrs. Relea Paschall is very
and Velda Mae Wayne, Wayne
proud of her new chickens she
too much and want the:r children
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Nix, Mr. and
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Ervin
Cochran
and
to live there with them. This is Mrs. Garvin Curd and son, Freed, Adams, Billy 'and Sue Oliver.
purchased recently.
daughter Clessie, were visitors in
the greatest handicap that can con- motored to Murray Wednesda
The Little Old Owl
Mr and Mrs. Frank Lax of near the
y to
home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
front a young man or young be at the bedside of Mrs. Lela Lin- New Concord, spent Tuesday with
A hoot owl is a fearsome bird,
Orr one night the past week,
woman who is
their daughter. M.us-..-IJave Mc-night_ time---bsings---his
pat‘-ni
ho
Mr. and Mrs.- tied OFT and Mr.
Of course we uhderstand that Hospital.
Clure, and Mr. McClure, near
"who-o-o!"
and
Mrs.
Ervin
Cochran
and But a baby owl is rather sweet
every thing you'd() is for the best,
Charlie Sweet filled his regular Green Plain.
daughter. Clessie, were visitors in When he
but some of your ideas, some of appointment fourth Lord's Day at
says, "Who are you-o-o""
Mrs. Bill Simmons spent the
the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Commoyour customs, and false ideas of Blood River Church of Christ. A
Week with her parent, Mr. and dore
Golden Lock.
Orr Friday night.
modesty are to our notion very large eongregation Was present.
Mrs. Tom
Vaughn, Buchanan,
queer. We understand also 'that
Mrs.
0.
Paschall
T.
has
returned
Hello Eagle! I'm glad I don't Tenn., Route 1.
we need the spiritual and moral use the word "spent" in. my
from 'the hospital in Paducah and
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
curWe were
r
1
iss^bloge-et-44to
o he death of "Aunt Six" Wilson
the stiff -restrictions you had in sounded correct.
J. C. Paschall purchased a nice
Preaching by the pastor mornYou certainly who passed away March
4.
your youth are taboo. Such things criticised some one.
ing and evening. Subjects: A. M.,
mule in Murray Monday.
Those attending the beeside of
as chaperons, hoop skirts, and so
UP
Cratic Paschall was in Hazel Sat- "SPEAK
AND
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sweet, Mr.
EXPLAIN
forth, passed with the horse and and Mrs. Arthur Like and daugh- "Aunt Patty" Chrisman Saturday urday on business.
YOURSELF"; P. M, "TAKING
afternoon
were
Mrs.
Ethel
Hutson
buggy. It seems to us that the ter, were dinner guests of
Robbie Jones was in Crossland CONSEQUNENCES." These will
Mr. and daughters, Misses Genella and
parents don't trust us, when, no and
be the closing subjects ,of the
Mrs. Dennis Lamb
after Velda Mae, Mrs. Pauline Freeland, Saturday afternoon on business.
doubt, we have a broader mind on.,, church services last. Lord's Day.
Mrs. Missouri Wilson visited her CHURCH WEEK FOR EVERYLaRue Chrisman and Mrs. Maggie
some things than they had at their
BODY.
The Rev. -C. B. Clayton of Lex- Adams. "Aunt
I ,
Patty" is showing son and family,' Mr. and Mrs. Bert
age. And there is not a one of the ington, Tenn, was here recently
Sunday School .cvery. Sunday
to improvement and is able to sit up Wilson, Sunday and Sunday night.
older folks wbo is past forty who attend funeral services
morning
at 9.- 30, l4ith classes for
Miss Sylvesta Wilson is at home
for a, a few hours a day.
has, not rebelled against their par- relatives, Mrs. Joe Wilson.
all ages under the care tit faithful
Mrs. Kittie Simmons is very from Bowling Green for a while.
ents in time, for their old "Foggie"
A quilting, given by Mrs. Minnie feeble again at
She has been attending a beatify competent officers, 'and teachers.
this writing.
ideas. And so it will always be; Clayton last Monday, February
The work of the Sunday School is
28,
Misses Velma and Susan Lax culture school there.
customs change, and the thoughts was well attended. Feasting
and visited friends in Tennessee over
Mr. arid Mrs. One Key visited forging ahead in a very fine and
of people will ever change with conversation were features
successful manner under the diof the the week -end.
relatives in Tennessee Sunday.
them, with folks trying to live in day. Those present quilted
two
Hershel Key. who has been on recIA4/1 of out,able superintendent,
Mr.
and
Mrs.•Cona
rd
Hutson
and
the past and making the children, quilts. A delicious dinner
wa3 daughter spent Friday afternoon the sick list is. much better at Dr. Hugh M. Malrath
against their will, live there also,. served by the
Training Union Meets every Sunhost. Those present with Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Salmon
of this writing.
We young f
- olks want to be were Mrs. Less Wilson. Mrs.
day night at 8:15. Each Union
near Blood River. • '
Fay
Foster,
small
daughter
of
modern, and when we say modern Dennis Lamb. Mrs. Tilman
meets in separate rooms, where a
ClayMrs. Carl. Marshall and children, Norton and Iffda Foster, has been
we don't mean it in the common tou, Mrs. Lee Garner, Mrs.
very
spiritual' Program is
Herbert Anne and .Sue. spent the
and
still
is,
ill with whooping git:•en deeply
week'sense of the word, such as petting Lamb. Mrs. Noble Canady,
by the members. The atMrs. end with her parents, Mr. and cough.
.._.prerties and wild drinking. bouts. Claude
tendance ancLJansks..sit.stiwa-TounMytes. Mrs. ...Calk Adair, Mrs L LI. Hannon of
Joan Key, a granddaughter
near BloodThat is not Modern; ita just . a Mrs,-Irvan Clayton,
ing Union is growing -and inereasMiss Lucille River.
—
. and Mrs. Foster
:
: Talso.. has mg in usefulness, to. the
hangover from yesterday. We mean Clayton, Mrs. Tolley Clayton.
church
Mrs. Ruby Dick. Mrs. Laurine whooping cough.
just what the word signifies, Up-twre and to the denomination also.
I attended the •,funeral rites for McClure, and Mrs.
Monnie Mitchell
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Everette vis- ihe Director,
To-Date. This means having social Mrs. Jae Wilson. The
R. W. Churchill. is
crowded edi- were Sunday dinner guests
of ited relatives Sunday.
ability, grace, charm, and a knack fice of sorrowing ,relative
ably assisted by a corps of faithi and "Aunt Sis- McClure and Jesse McMr.
ands
Mrs.
•
Tosco Bedwell ful efficient workers.
of getting along with people.
friends expressed the great esteem Clure.
moved to the John Guthrie place
We understand that a local With which the dear
Mid-week meeting every Wedlady was
Elmus
Mitchell
and
son
Clyde,
Thursday of last week. We wel- nesday ,evening at 7 o'clock.
church is opposing a skating rink held. The large number
This
of floral Pete Wisehart,'and "Uncle
Jeff" come Mr. and Mrs. Bedwell and meeting should have the
In the town of Murray, calling it designs payed loving
united
. tribute to Stubblefield were in Murray
Tues- little daughter to this neighbor- kupport of the me_mbersh
"Just Another Form of Dandies!" her character, as
ipori eyerv
also did
-inoraing--esi--bttairtose.
.josn!tç.This Ea me relation to eloque—
,.
way Possible „ It should be attendaee,of which her ministers
Mr:
and
Mr11.
EIWO'Burton,- Padanting at all, and if it does. what spoke. She was a sister
Mr.. and Mrs. Mallon Jones and ed by the families of the church,
to' Mark tricia Gipson, George Gipson, Clifgirls. Bobby and Annie, were Sun- their frien6, neighbors, and v:sitthen? Dancing is as true an ex- Nix. The aged husband,
several ton Mitchell. and Kelly , Gulledge
. day dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. ors. This is the half-way station
pression of social learning as greet- children, and many
near relatives were Sunday dinner guests of
Mr. Claude Orr.
ing guests on Saturday afternoon. are survivals. Interment
between Sundays. it is .therefore,
. followed and Mrs. Cleve Lax._
True, it calls for movement of the in the church cemetery
Mrs. Bertha Kuykendall spent the best place fur renewal of
after ser- - I wish to say hello to Mr. and
body. but skating is highly recom- vices at Mt. Pleasant.
Friday with Mrs. Lena Cosby and spirit and purpose for the other
Mrs. D. Hart and children ..of
mended to persons wanting to gain
Miss Lillie Mae Lamb, Lillie Mae days in the week; Bible study folMr. and Mrs. James Ray motor- Detroit.
poise and grace. We believe the ed to Hazel Friday
lows this meeting immediately.
is reported better this week.
morning to be
Mrs.
Ruth
Maynard,
Cedar
persons who have said skating at the bedside
The church and -pastor earnestly
Our sympathy goes out to Mrs.
of the former's Knob, was a guest of Mrs.
Mary Donnie Moore with
was "Just another form of danc- grandmother, Mrs.
the , rest of invite all the people to attend
Ray. who was Wisehart Sunday afternoon.
.
ing!" actually have never seen the critically ill. Mrs.
these services and worship with
Dennis Lam
Miss Hazel Lamb of New Provi- her brothers and eisters• in - the
skating rink or a modern ,dance accompanied them
loss of their mother. I never us whenever possible.
on the trip. Mrs. dence are spending the week
with had a
floor. 'They have just drawn their Ray passed away
The pastor leaves next Sunday
long aquaintance with Mrs.
Saturday after- her grandmother. Mrs. Linda
Sim- Wilson, although
(nen ,opinion and raised a howl. We noon 'at 1:30 o'clock.
I learned to love night after services for a revival
Burial ser- mons of Macedonia. can't understand why a church vices took place
campaign in the mountains rPfkeSunday afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Buddie Hague were her at the first acquaintance. Mrs.
wants to try to take every enjoy- at Mt. Pleasant
Wilson was a very kind, lovable. ville. Ky.' He desires the prayers
graveyard with dinner guest Sunday of Mr,
and
ment that the young people find Charlie Sweet,
people for the meeting and
lady and will be missed by many. of
pastor of the Blood Mrs. Bill Simmons.
away from them, even going so far River Church of
Charles and Doyce Morris spent himself. Splendid men have been
Christ, officiating.
Clyde
Mitchell,
Dickie
Chamas to oppose swimming of boys Mrs. Ray's home
Saturday night and Sunday with secured to fill the pulpit in his ;abwas near Hazel. pion and Clay Wisehart left
Thursand girls together. We scorn the
Mr. and Mrs. J. IL Clayton and day for
their aunt, Mrs. J. C. Paschall, sence.
Detroit
in
search
of
emignoloint savage, and. the poor daughters. Marelle
Sam P Martiti pastor
and reported a nice time.
and Mildred of ployment.
,
Hindus for inflicting tortures upon Hazel. were visitors
of Mr. and
Just
heard
of
the
deaths
Rudy
of
Mrs
Hendon
and
Bill
Simmons
themselves for religion's sake. But Mrs. Naylor Clayton,
and Mr. and. made a business • trip to Paris, Madison Ray and Mrs. Joe Lamb.
overlook the fact that the churches Mrs. Wilburn
Clayton Sunday Tenn.. last Friday.
Sbrry to, hear. of their deaths. Mrs.
Strength During
An this--county„,twe pride ourselves afternoon after
attending funeral
Hathway Bucy visited his uncle, Lamb is the grandmother of Moron being the Most civilized) mak- services for Mrs.
Ray.
B.. C. Lax. and Johnny Simmons. ris Lamb, manager of a dry goods
ing every Will( ithat the young
A. quilting and a barn raising near ,Macedoni
and grocery store at Crossland.
a, Wednesday.
generation chies seem lewd and were enjoyed last
Strength Is extra -important for
Wednesday at
Miss Betty Jo Lax spent Friday Mrs. Lamb was laid to rest Sunday
wicked.
women going through the change of
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Stone- afternoon
afternoon
with
in
the
Hazel
Misses
-cemetery
Jean
.
and
life.
Then the body needs the very
This is r torture to us young wall Freeland's.
Thirty-two per-t Dorothy Williams of Frog Creek.
Oat Paschall visited his sister. best nourishment to fortify it against
people, for we really want to do sons were present
in spite of the
Miss Eva Mae Williams and Mrs. Claud Orr, of Hazel, Sunday. the chillhges that are taking place.
the things that are best; but, as cloudy day. A pot
luck dinner of cousins. Jean and Dorothy WillIn such cases, Cardui has proved
Sorry to hear of the loss of Walevery thing we do, is thrown, up everything delicious
that could be iams of Frog Creek. and Miss ter Carroll's money. One hundred helpful to many women. It (Bto us Ss being mean and low, you brought was
creases
the appetite
enjoyed at the noon Mary Mitchell of Macedonia
spent and sixty-one dollars means a big tion, favoring more and aids digescan't blame us if we get the atti- hour. The ladies
complete transquilted two quilts Monday with Mr. and Mrs. Eunice low to anyone.
•
Hope .the finder formation of food into living tissue,
tude that you are doing these and the men
made good progress Williams and daughter here.
will return it to Mr. Carroll. I resulting in improved nutrition and
things just for spite, and goon and oR the barn.-Busy
Bee.
Pete Wisichart and son. Albert believe they will, if they haven't, building up and strengthening
do Abe things that are really detriof
the whole system.
mental to us, because the little
•
harmless things we 'do are made
to seem as if they are low-down.
ahd- presently we will not know
what is good and what is really
bad if every thing we do is op- i
posed. If-the churches are going
-la oppose every little- -bit- of -reeTeation young folks find, soon they •
will rebel
against the
church I
altogether, and then you will have
something to howl about instead
of a little harmless .fun at a skating rink. So mother and dad try
to understand us. and you churches
try to cooperate with us. and I'm
sure that you will find that the
things that we do are harmless, and
If you will but look into our little
'amusements and recreations you
will find that we are an understandable, bunch and see things
the way wt. du. We are not the,
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warm spot for them.

Cathey Youth Dies
Friday Near Hem

T. W. Mason of Paducah spent
RiOph Knuckles, who has been the week-end with his children
working for the City Dairy, has in this county.
built a new home in IN1 urray. ' Miss Donnie Holland is visiting
Carlin Cathey, 13. died at the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Overby have her mother who is ill. 1
home of his parents near west
Frank Albert Overby, whir' went IFork Frioay morning
a new radio and wind charger inafter an illto Detroit recently, returned iv...me ness of more
stalled in their new home.
than a month which
Mrs. Frank Overby's sister, Mary in a new ear he bought in that eventually resulted in poritorittls.
Fay, who has been visiting friends city'
Funeral services were 44 SatA fine new home is being insilt urday at 11 o'clock at West Fork
in Kentucky, left last week for
her home in Detroit
on the rsill Overby farm. The with the Rev. Carroll Hubbard,
Rex Mason, Lloyd Mason, anotshome is modern in every detail, pastor of the Memorial "Baptist
Ralph Knuckles have been gm _ With lights, water and all other- Church of which the youth way
ployed by Cecil Holland to clear conveniences. I stopped by the member. in charge.
Immediate, family survivals: are
up his new farm which ht, bought place the other day and L. D. Mill. -- er was doing a nice_ job of hang- the boy's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
some time ago.
George N. Cathey and brotherkand
. Jessie May Mason has some ing paper-News Bird.
sisters.
tittte-chTeks NlifileK wire-hatched
this week. She had better find a
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
Read the Classified C011M111.

NEED
This Warm Spring Weather
and Throughout the Year
A MODERN ICEI-REFR-IGER--ATOR IS INDESPENSABLE AT
HOME
Our New
1938 Streamlined, Modern
Air-Conditioning
ICE
Refrigerators

See

ICE IN A MODERN REFRIGERATOR- DOES THIS
Constantly circulates pure air.

Drainage removes all food odors,
and one food does not acquire the
taste of the other.
Moist enough . . . Dry enough,
and cold enough for perfect food
preservation, especially Fres h. •
Fruits and Vegetables.
And you can have ice when you
want it—no waiting for cifiiii-to
freeze.

MIDDLE LIFE

An i c e refrigerator
Gets Out of
Order—
never

No costly mechanical
repairs—No dangerous
escaping gases.
Very inexpensive—A modern ice
refrigerator costs about one-third
as much as an electric one and does
three times a better job, and adds
'harmony and beauty to the kitchen.

MURRAY CONSUMERS
- COAL & ICE .CO.
Phone 64 for Service

"Ice

1

Is the Best and Cheapest Refrigerant Yet Known to the
Scientific World"

One ilirtrfells Anoth

GOSSIPING—THAT'S TRUE—BUT One Of Our Satisfied Customers Tells Anot
her About Our "SUPER SERVICES" For Their
Car, Until Our Business Has Grown To One Of The Largest Of Its Kind In Western
Kentucky.

A Prompt, Courteous, Conscientious, Effort Made Every Time You Drive
Your Car Into Our Station To Give You "SUPER SERVICE"—No Detail
Is Overlooked! -We Clean Your Windshield, Inflgite Your Tires, Put Water
In Your Radiator and Battery FREE! And-JCT.-Y(4i Will Just Say TheliebW-We
Vuor Tank With
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BABY CHICKS
From healthy blood tested
flocks. Plenty of them
hatched weekly. All -chick
prices $8.50 per hundred.
300 or more, $8 per 100

MURRAY
HATCHERY

D-X LUBRICATING MOTOR FUEL

D-X LUBRICATING MOTOR FUEL, DIAMOND "760" MOTOR OIL AND THE

SUPER-SERVICE.STATION
Jackson Purchase Oil Company

R. E. KELLEY, Prop.

East Main Street—Phone 208 For Fast Road Service

Across From Postoffice

and Drain
Your Crankcase
and Fill With

DIAMOND "160" MOTOR OIL
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Insured Mortgage Plan of FIIA
Has Simple Amortization Schedule
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day. farmers will get a chance to •
Miss Sue Simmons of the some
speak their voice in, doing some- ,
METHODIST CHURCH NOTES up your own soul for life's trials.
vicinity.
thing for themselves
Hunk HubEvery church and every pastor
"Aunt
Sis"
'
Mr.
Wilson,
and
of New
Mrs. Elbert Elkins had
bard transoms her converaation
Week, March 6-13
In Murray %Oil give you a warm
Provide
nce,
passed
their
as
away
WASHINGTON. D. C., March 5, transaction—in teality.
Sunday dinner guests,. Mr.
Hello every body! Here I come
Thursa photo- with brilliant cleverness. At the
*
All Methodists of this territory welcome.
. and Mrs. Terry Morris and chil- day. March 3.
Burial services
simple. and _easy-to-under-; graph in minute'.detail
with li bit of news !ruin this part,
of how the Anson Weeks dance a week ago
Jenkins._pastor
Mack
J.
were
held
are
from
reminded,that Bishop Darlingstand. amortization schedule which monthly paymen
Mt. Pleasant Fridren, Howard and Zipura, Lena
of the country.
t is split up to ite..-b the swingsters were so thick you
ton will speak at the First Methoshows to the penny, on any given tire principa
and Ethel Kuykendall. Mr. and day.
Mr. and Mrs. George Jenkins
l. interest...and other had to search diligently before you
John Burton and Ivey Bishop of dist Churciti in Paris on Friday
payment date, the amount of his charges except
Mrs. Gaylon Morris and daughter,
and children. Mgrris, and Hilda
taxes and hazard relocated your erstwhile partner.
equity and the balance to be paid insurance.
Jane, also Wanda Sue Jones, _Odle
Raleigh Meloats reminds one of the Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall, Mr. New Providence. and Miss Eva night. March II, at half past seven
_
Williams of Freeland were Sun- o'clock. in.a mass meeting
, is available to all who purchase
Morris and family were afternoon
of the
The 'Atiminiseation tulles home suave and polished around-the- and Mrs. Coy Kuykendall. Mr. and
time
Guess
folks!
it is
day dinner -guests of Mr. and Mrs. Methodists of the Paris District. ''Rel.10
.homes through the insured mort-., buyers.
guests :Sunday of .Mr.,and -Mrs.
to bear. in mind the im- world traveller.
And Harolyne Mrs. Rudolph Key and daughter
for
me to speak up. as I don't Douglas Vandyke
Afternoon visitors in the home Charlie Williams of New Provi- Most ,likeiy this will be the last
Page plan of the Federal Houstng , portanee of, this chart zncLip.
.
have Lambirth of spring and daffodils.
dence.
opportunitY we will have to heal* often -see news from Cherry.
were Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
Administrationit on hand
Charles and Doyce Morris visitat all times for ready
and
There is no sickness in the
Mr and Mrs. Oren Simmons and the bishop, for the general conThe table atioWs in detail the! reference.
ed Mr .and Mrs. J. C. Paschall
In Gabriel d'Annunzio's death in baby. Mr, and Mrs. Arch Elkins
neighborhood that I know of. .
_ .
monthly payments required with
over the week-end. They reportItaly last week, the world'lost .one and daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Butler daughter. Sue, of New Providence, ference convenes at Birmingham
Mrs.
Friday,
March
beirig
4.
Mr.
in
and
April
Mrs.
Atkins
Warlick
the exact amounts totbe allocat•
and
and
a new bishop will
baby. and Mrs. Bertie
Hutson and
ed a most enjoyable time with
or its, most versatile writers. A
Mollie Stewart's birthday, her lit- plent
son, Joe Max. and "Aunt Jessie" be assigned to this territory.
to mortgage insurance. premloof apples and chicken to eat.
son of the turbulent Italy of pre- C.>oper and son.
You
tle
grandso
Edward
Graves
Rusn,
of
will
Macedon
enjoy
ia spent Friday in
Miss Nell 'Foust is spending the
interest. and curtailment of pr,.
hearing. the bishop. •
War days. d•Annunzio used his
Miss Wanda Sue Jones, daughsell
birthday
March
was
whose
3,
Paris
with
relatives.
cll.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones.
brilliant genius for words to sound week end with home folks.
The pastor will preach neext
By
carried his birthday cake- and
Mrs. Daisy Williams and daugh- Sunday
Gaylon and Hhward Morris and
thus. home purchasers are a:
visited Miss Hilda Jane Jenkins
the bugle-call tor Italian unity. He
.1ICLIAN III
morning -on, "Love is .the spent
grandday
his
the
with
to have constantlybefore them
over the week-end.
set Mussolini on the 'pedestal he Glynn Orr were in Murray Thurs- ters. Jean and Dorothy .and Miss Fulfilling of the Law." The sermother,
they
did
how
and
iny,
eat
E. Mae Williams of Macedonia,
comp1ete pie ure of the .
-Those from around here who
.gat
Cti_ngs _le Like a leech. Li was day on business.
vice is at ICL.50-aclock.
cake!
-spelt Friday -ji.Viiing with folks in
,,s.1:7k
Miss -Wanda Sue Jones
throughout the entire period of te,
were in Paris, Tenn., Monday on
d'Annunzio's flaming verse that
the
At
the
evening
hour,
7.3ii o'clock,
noon with a hill-and-woodland puioned the
Ced
Waern.Kn
i ob.
w
naittgage.
Misses Mary and Iva McKinney business' were Commodore Orr
spark to -the powder week end with • Miss Hilda Jenkand
there will be a joint meeCing at
ins.
ill sign off satisfied
spent the week-end with their daughters. Lerline and Dorothy
This am,rtiz.ation schedule is of strell .that took me adventuring that 'shoved Italy into world
,
conthe
Methodi
st
Church in Murray cousin, Genella !McKinney.
Mrs. Es:sie Faust is improving this week.
But, how could I
great - value tp_ the bdtrower ..be- • past the nowsabandenesi Fuller's flict. The weary melody
Mrs. Fred Orr, Arlis Byars, Mr.
of his
members of the following
write more with this contrary of
after a two weeks' illness.
cause it .remoes any possibility of earth mine north ,f the Baptist prose supplements the
J. C. Russell was the Sunday and Mrs. Arthur Jacksou, Mr. and
rhythmic
charges: Almo Circuit, Hardin CirThose visiting- in the home of radio tuned in for the Carter Famconcealed costs which confronted Picnic Grounds'and which led mg words. if Leopardi to round
Mrs. Wesley Paschall, and Mr. and
out
cuit, Kirksey Circuit. Murray Cir- dinner guest of Junior Hargis.
Mr. and Mrs. ,Terry Morris Wed- ily7—Aunt Cindy.
the home-buyer wick:- The old mul- finally after a fence-climbing. pil- the' number ‘of Italy's
People have been busy burning Mrs. George Jenkins.
rruadern
cuit, and Murray. Station. The pasnesday were Mrs. Taylor Holley and
tiple-muttgaee financi•e. scheints •grimage out of the woodland back. Itterars greatsMrs. Mary Jenkins is showing
off plant beds aflpefliflt. but
daughters Bernice and
before advent rif the single insured! or Noel-.Mtilitguis -5.oue 'where a ,
during the past two days seems slime improvement at this ,writing.
Louise.
in this union service.
part)
of friends and I once roastMrs. Carl Poyner. Mr. and Mrs.
murtgage.
Mr. and Mrs: W. T. Mortis aficl
Beginning on Monday night, 7:30 like Old Man Winter hadn't left
George Jenkins. Mrs. Oman PasIn •addition to keeping the b,,r- ed weiners and made our fingers
us as yet, but guess we wilt have children. Zipora and Howard, Mr.
o'cloek.
at
the
Methodi
st
Church
chall, Mrs. Noah Holley. Mr. and
eiwer completely informed ----as no I iesiey with marshmallows
in Murray. there will be a joint more pretty weather in a few days. and-Mrs. Gaylon Morris and daughMrs. Glynn Orr and baby. Mrs.
other method in home financing
Then home across the cemetery
Herbert Tutt is now employed ter, Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Key
school of the congregations of the
Calvin Holley and son, Mrs. Jack
ever did
te.•fere --the
sehed61e1 in the faint afternoon.
"
Murray Circuit and Murray Sta- at Bishop's Garage in Murray. and daughter, Dorothy Love, Mr.
Mr and Mrs. Bailey Grooms and Key,
Mr. and Mrs. Ceylon Morris
servel as a reminder, that the
Guess he will take the "big head" and Mrs. Oman Paschall. Mr. and
The Hardin Church of Christ tion. The bdik to be
family were Sunday dinner guests and
studied is
daughter. Mrs. Rudolph Key. Monday
are no hidden or disguised charges, On a catch-as-catch-can ride
Mrs. Glynn Orr and baby. Gela
after moving to town,
announced its schedule' of "Out cf
qf Mr. and Mrs. Ira Terkington,
Aldersgate", and
the
Mrs.
Tennie
'under the FHA plan. •
Jones.
down
-1
and Miss Faye services for a special week
the ether morning I 'pace'cl and family.
Chatterbox. I surely, enjoy your Brown. visited Mr and Mrs. Elbert
of re- teachers fur each evening are as
Faust. The women quilted and en- vival
The schedule is designed tot the time it day with a gentleman
letters.
My Dad was born in Elkins Sbnday.
meetings ,beginning Sunday, follows: Monday night,
Arlin Paschall and son. Hildred, toyed
Rev. J.
a nice dinner prepared by March
eliminate any possibility of mis- whose cheerfulness quite male up
Stewart county so you see that
20, and continuing through. Mack Jenkins; Tuesday night,
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph 7,-,:ey have
were in Murray Friday on bust- the
Rev.
•understanding as to the requite-; for qualities' he might have been
host.
Sunday. March 27.
E. D. Farris, Wednesday night, makes the love news from across a new car —Humming Bird.
nese
•
t
ments of the lien_ It constitutes a lacking in. To my conventional
the tiver.
Mr. and • Mrs. Coy Wiggins were
The services will be conducted Rev. E. R. Roach; Thursda
Miss. Wilma _Paschall spent the
y night.
complete history of the filiancial 1 "How are you todaii.7". he :came
Sunday.visitors in,,this community. by the following ministers in
As news is scarce I will close for
epeek-end
with
the Rev. S. C. Evans: and 'Friday night.
Miss
Sunshin
e
back elle a laughing '
tile time being. -Mocking Bird.
Terry,. Gayloii,Never felt Farmer
. and
Read the ClassMed Column.
_
Howard following order: Jewel W. Norman, Miss Alice Waters.
_________
This
.
book
•
better Just got up from a.case of
Mrs. Mae Farmer is on the sick Morris. George Jenkins, and Glynn Hardin. Sunday, March 20; John counts in the study course of the
Orr were in Paris last Saturday.
-influenza and hat.
B. Hardeman, Mayfield. Monday, Woman's Missionary Society.
All
tonsilins -and nw I've 'got blood
Morris Jenkins and Howard Mor- March 21. Joe H. Morris. Benton, who are interested
Miss. Sue Brisendine and Basil
are invited to
poison in my left hand. Outside
Callowae. Circuit Court
Jarney were united in marriage ris attended the school party ,at Tuesday. March 22; Morgan Har- be present. These congregafions
I• that and an attack of appendicitis
F. E. Beach. AdrniniSttator of
Saturday..March 5. with the Rev- Center School house Friday night. lan, Lone Oak. Wednesday. March had a joint school last' year and
:Glasses Fitted
; last night.- I haven't got. anything
Cora L Beach.,Deceased
23: Tipton C. Wilcox. Paducah, we - found it 'very helpful.
erend Mr. Pogue officiating. Miss
—Snowball
s
r!, about'
Plaintiff
Thursda
No
y.
Pauline Paschall and Dorris Wade
March
person
24; James D.
is ever too old ill too
_
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work mailed to us:
lrlowlfrig Green for, t!te, SIAA happy wedded life
March 26:- and Yewel W. Norman. our splendid , Sunday-schools in
LENSE
S
cr
'and her husband. Hester Mahler, Itetirniiment. •he
Hardin.. Sunday, March -27.
requested a not
Murray.
Bill Nance. who has been emYou should belong In
All work guaranteed
Folks we're sure going to have
. Defeinfents 1 too *distant -rade, station to • play pl.yed in Detroit.
FRAMES
one of the Sunday-schools and also
has returned some good neighbo
II" is ordered that this cause be i the
rs
around
FrbeWashington and .Lee Swing home.
you should identify yourself with
land Town. Mr. and Mrs. Prenreferred to George Hart-. Master ton its morning's program
Carroll copnty 4-H club mem- one of our good
Duplicated
. and ded.
Morris Fletcher has _a new radio.
churches.
tice Hart and children. Janice and bers are preparing for
. CommissionerI.f thV Court. t., feare.-It to the Murray College
the extensThus you discharge a public
Miss Ernestine 'Page is ill with
Benny Lee.' returned from their ive planting of trees.
take proof. of Claims against the , Thoroughbreds
Murray.
Kentucky
The
duty and at thee same time build
dedication the flu.
home in Detroit Friday night to
estate of Cora L Beach. Deceased .I. came, oil*. early
Saturday morning.Reuben and Es-on Fletcher have
make_ theirt.reNdence _in BeeteelPyand all persons holding, claims lit was -Goodnight.
My Love!"
pur-Chased a new guitar.
atil!1411
4..,11,.... actst.t.s will armee1
1
We's! Brisuri.....iktY..r!.
aced leire-lettdolent
ge--h veThey stay.,
t
'claims duly' O'rovert, -before --Thoughts while
circling a square 3 new car. I guess they will ride
Miss Jean "Williams and Misa'
this Courts Master Commissioner. ,-,1" two: The,,
pentrig scene m- -I Ind sit as -thet have a new living Eva
Mae Williams. both of Frog
on or- before the third 34 mday in ! Met !W. Lose Again
- is remind- room -Suite. too.
Creek. spent Friday night with
April. April -lg. len. or be tor- Jul if apple blossom
_time _on the 'C. A. Paschall was in Hazel Sat_ aver----berreeft-trorn-- --cotwting same old- homeste
relatives in Cedar Knob. ,
ad in Marshall county. urday on +ruttiness. .
- Mr. and Mrs. Toy Williams and.
.. In any
other
mariner, except From the cheering at the Murray. - "Mimic
visiting
Mr:
and
Mrs. C. children. Charles. Louise.
through. this suit.
and VerI Western .zame
at Bowling Green C.' -Crutchfield Sunday afterno
on non of Blood River. were
Witness my hand as Clerk of Saturday night. 'one
Sunday
would have were Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Paschall.
guests . of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
said Court. this the :3rd day of thought everybody
'was from Mur- Mr. and Mrs.. Melton- Cox.
Mrs.
William
February.. 1938.
s
of
Neek
.Proyidenee.
,
ray -until. 'the referees started to Nannie
Paschall.
Mrs.
Bertha
John Burton of New Providence.
„.. •C. L. MILLER.
work. W.h-a started this song. Ttie Lampkins, Mrs. Dorris
Lampkins. spent Wednesday night
Clerk, CalloWay Circuit. Court Dips!. ' Doixilt
with Mr
anyway'. Satur- and Lena - and Mildred Nance. The
Man has learned a great deal frog} nature. In spring
and Mrs. Ocus Allbritten and
group enjoyed a radio program.
daughter. Diekie, of 'New Provitime,
it's mating time, or nesting time when wild life
Mr. and Mrs. R Li. Key and
dence.
and
birds
plan their home for the future—when, they
Mr. and Mrs. 0. L Paschall were
Misses 'Mary Mitchell of Macein Paris Saturday..
build and seek quarters to rear their young in security—
donia. Misses Jean. Dorothy. and
Mr. and Mrs_ Clay Cook 'were
Eva Williams of Freeland spent
At this same season of the year it is time for mekto plan
in Paris Friday on business..
Monday with Mr and Mrs. Eunice
new home ot4 remodel their old one.
a
,Neighbors and friends gathered
•
Williams and
DOES NORGE GIVE YOU MORE ELECTRIC COLD? at the home of Miss Golden Tark- Cedar Knob. daughter, LaRue of
ington recently.. and\enjoved an
Mrs. Madie Simmms returned to
afternoon of quilting.
ose pres- her home in Frog
Creek Saturday
ent were Mesdames Lizzie Paschall,
morning after spend mg a few days
Holice GrOoms, Dorothy Tarkingwith relatives near Buchanan.
ton, C." C. Crutchfield. Bertha
Speight Williams of Frog Creek
Lampkins, Nannie PeschaiL Ruby
spent Sunday with J. C. Wilbert*
Wine). Mattie Cox.' Bettie Call.
of New Providence.
and Miss Berna Love Grooms.
ONLY NORGE HAS THE SAFE, SIMPLE
Mr. and Mrs. Errett Williams
- —Happy Jack
and children of New Pepvidence,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Williams and
ELECTRIC ROLLA TOR COMPRESSION UNIT
CaintibrIl county farmers are
children of Cedar Knob spent Satstarting a county-wide campaign to urday
night in the home of Dewey
remove all stones -and brush from William
WARRANTED UNTIL 1948!
s near Freeland.
farms. cut rift bH,srs and cut
Miss Hazel Lamb of New Provibushes.
dence spent Friday night with

Jones' Mill News

Puryear Route 3

Cherry News

Murray Square

Church of Christ
At Hardin to Hold
Revival Meeting

, Sycamore Center
News

Order of Reference 1.d.bie

Expert Watch and
Jewelry Repairing

-

-mr-57-rsill-nates

-Freeland -News

H. B. BAILEY

and Nesting Time!

Why'

Because

1

ABOUT HOMES

SCIENTIFIC PLANNING of
NORGE ALONE
GIVES YOU:
MORE ELECTRIC COLD
MORE ECONOMY
MORE PROTECTION

Homes for Man Has Greatly Improved
Upon NATURE!

The Finest Food
The Utmost in'Service
The Comfort of Home

In early days, man like birds and beasts used what
alone provided to build or secure
a home—whether it be a cave, a lean to, or a log cabin. Today.nature
scientific planning and industry has taken
native materials and created beauty and utility in a home,
comfort, and warmth, far superior than early
man ever dreamed of—and even now a BETTER HOME CAN
BE BUILT for less money than 12 years
ago. To do this, it takes centralized Building knowledge,
directed by one_organization, and such
i'n Murray is the
a one

are

youts tenoniCouisville's newest
114- most modern-Tate!, laated in
the heart of the business district.

CALLOWAY COUNTY HOUSING GUILD
A Member aof the National Guild
—Creating Guildway
Sponsored By the Johns-Manville Corporation. Homes—
•
•s
_

DOWN PAYMENT
NOW AS LOW AS

e-.

$5

A ROLLER ROLL'
S' AND THERE'S •ICE.' Only Norge has
the surplus-powered Rollator" compressor that makes cold by .
,revolring slowly in a permanern bath of protecting oil ..
unit —ewcInsive • "
to Norge—carries a 10-YEAR WARRANTY.
•••

NORGE

'

Both Urban and Rural- Homes and Improvements
Can Be Secured Under the "Guild Plan"- Which Means
ONE STOP—ONE COST—ONE CONTRACT PLAN—WHICH
SAVES YOU MONEY. All worry is
eliminated. The Calloway County Housing Guild has the
personnel to provide the plans, sugges
furnish the rightinaterials, proper supervision and
t and
0111structenouggelot..gleagged siaeaa
that will save you rnotiey,-and secure the 'necessary
financing. Alsbir.::,.;:..W:km-Afeniii-tases nA-materiel
Arly all the •
UNCERTAINTY and establishes one central point of respons
ibility to you.

r

•

wher:s the i'rue Courtesy ..of the
Southland guarantees—ti cordial re- ception and a pleasant sojourn.

Under the Revised F.H.A. You Can Borrrow Up to 90%
At 5%
to $6,000 On City Homes, Loans Up to $2,000 on Rura Interest. Loans Up
l Homes
And Improvements

. eitati0n

atiffazw,
• RL4.S • PS

KENTUCKY
HOT,,EL

-

NORGE STORE

Come In Now7 Details—Headquarters Calloway Count
y Housing Guild At

Wr,:e
Pt TURNER MILAM.
Assistant Manager
tsr Flee,
atidi

Calloway County Lbr. Co.

H. E. PENTECOST
Western Union Bldg. Phone 20

,

Phone 72

•

•

•
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